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Abstract 
 
Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells are at the forefront among different types 
of fuel cells and are likely to be important power sources in the near future.  PEM is a key 
component of the PEM fuel cells.  The objective of this research is to investigate the 
fundamental aspects of PEM in terms of thermodynamics and proton transport in the 
membrane, so that the new proton conducting materials may be developed based on the 
detailed understanding.  Since the proton conductivity increases dramatically with the 
amount of water in PEM, it is important to maintain a high humidification during the fuel 
cell operation.  Therefore, the water uptake characteristics of the membrane are very 
important in developing fuel cell systems.   
Thermodynamic models are developed to describe sorption in proton-exchange 
membranes (PEMs), which can predict the complete isotherm as well as provide a 
plausible explanation for the long unresolved phenomenon termed Schroeder’s paradox, 
namely the difference between the amounts sorbed from a liquid solvent versus from its 
saturated vapor.  The sorption isotherm is a result of equilibrium established in the 
polymer-solvent system when the swelling pressure due to the uptake of solvent is 
balanced by the surface and elastic deformation pressures that restrain further stretching of 
the polymer network.   
The transport of protons in PEMs is intriguing.  It requires knowledge of the PEM 
structure, water sorption thermodynamics in PEM, proton distribution in PEM, interactions 
between the protons and PEM, and proton transport in aqueous solution.  Even proton 
conduction in water is anomalous that has received considerable attention for over a 
century because of its paramount importance in chemical, biological, and electrochemical 
systems.  A pore transport model is proposed to describe proton diffusion at various 
hydration levels within Nafion® by incorporating structural effect upon water uptake and 
various proton transport mechanisms, namely proton hopping on pore surface, Grotthuss 
 ii
diffusion in pore bulk, and ordinary mass diffusion of hydronium ions.  A comprehensive 
random walk basis that relates the molecular details of proton transfer to the continuum 
diffusion coefficients has been applied to provide the transport details in the molecular 
scale within the pores of PEM.  The proton conductivity in contact with water vapor is 
accurately predicted as a function of relative humidity without any fitted parameters.  This 
theoretical model is quite insightful and provides design variables for developing high 
proton conducting PEMs.   
The proton transport model has been extended to the nanocomposite membranes being 
designed for higher temperature operation which are prepared via modification of polymer 
(host membrane) by the incorporation of inorganics such as SiO2 and ZrO2.  The operation 
of fuel cells at high temperature provides many advantages, especially for CO poisoning.  
A proton transport model is proposed to describe proton diffusion in nanocomposite 
Nafion®/(ZrO2/SO42-) membranes.  This model adequately accounts for the acidity, surface 
acid density, particle size, and the amount of loading of the inorganics.  The higher proton 
conductivity of the composite membrane compared with that of Nafion is observed 
experimentally and also predicted by the model.   
Finally, some applications of PEM fuel cells are considered including direct methanol 
fuel cells, palladium barrier anode, and water electrolysis in regenerative fuel cells.   
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 PART  I.  
 
Introduction and Background 
 
 
 
Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
Chapter 2. Thermodynamics and Transport  
                    in Nafion®: Literature Review 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“It is difficult to say what is impossible, for the dream of yesterday is the 
hope of today and the reality of tomorrow.”      - Robert H. Goddard - 
 
CHAPTER 1 1
Chapter 1.  Introduction 
 
1-1. Fuel Cell Fundamentals 
 
i).  Definition  
A fuel cell is defined as an electrochemical device in which the chemical energy of a 
fuel is converted directly into electrical energy.  The fuel is typically an alcohol or a 
hydrocarbon or a substance derivable from it, e.g., hydrogen, which can be supplied 
continuously.  Excluded are fuels such as atomic fuel, i.e., uranium, and metals such as 
zinc or sodium, the latter being used in batteries.  The term directly implies that the device 
has an anode at which the fuel is electrocatalytically oxidized with the production of 
electrons and a cathode at which the oxygen is reduced.  
 
ii).  A brief history of fuel cells 
The invention of “fuel cell” is credited to W. R. Grove.1  However, the “fuel cell 
effect” was first discovered by Christian Friedrich Schoenbein who was in close contact 
with him.  Grove was studying the electrolysis of water using electrodes made of thin 
platinum foil, immersed in dilute sulfuric acid solution.  Hydrogen and oxygen gases were 
collected in the small tubes holding the electrodes.  When the electric charge was stopped, 
Grove found that a current in the reverse direction was observed due to the recombination 
of the gases on the platinum electrodes.  In order to prove this, Grove built a 50-cell 
“gaseous voltaic battery” shown in Figure 1-1 where hydrogen and oxygen react on 
platinum electrodes in sulfuric acid solution to form water in the tubes over the lower 
reservoirs.  The electrons produced electrolyze water to oxygen and hydrogen in the upper 
tube.  He proposed three requirements on which the principles of fuel cell technology have 
since been built: i) the platinum electrodes acted as current collectors as well as catalyst for 
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Figure 1-1. Grove’s original H2/O2 fuel cell (ref. 1). 
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the gas recombinationreaction, ii) the reaction took place at the three phase interface of 
gas-liquid-solid, and iii) a substantial three-phase interface of the electrode was needed to 
produce a current of any magnitude.   
In 1889, the term ‘fuel cell’ was coined by Mond and Langer,2 who tried to turn the 
Grove’s invention into a practical device by applying three-dimensional porous electrode 
structure.  In 1896, W. W. Jacques3 suggested fuel cell powered train and identified the 
potential of fuel cells for household and marine applications.  From the early 1930s, Bacon 
has researched fuel cells for potentials as energy storage devices.4  He also demonstrated a 
forklift truck and energized other devices in 1959.  Based on Bacon’s development, United 
Technologies (UTC) produced fuel cells for Apollo Lunar Mission that served as power 
sources for on-board applications.  In the early 1950s, General Electric (GE) started to 
work on fuel cells and developed the first fuel cell based on a proton-exchange membrane 
(PEM).  The space race in the 1960s stimulated interests in fuel cell since the cost was not 
a critical factor in this application.  The PEMs used were blends of inert polymer with 
highly cross-linked polystyrene-based ionomer, sulfonated phenol-formaldehyde, and 
heterogeneous sulfonated divinylbenzene-cross-linked polystyrene.  These materials were, 
however, chemically degraded during the operation of fuel cells.  Extensive efforts to 
reduce the degradation was carried out which included the use of antioxidant, and addition 
of Teflon to electrode materials.   
A solution came in mid-1960s through the collaborative efforts of GE and Du Pont.  
This work resulted in the development of what is still today the PEM of choice, namely, 
DuPont’s ubiquitous Nafion® membrane.  In August 1965, Gemini 5 spacecraft used GE’s 
PEM fuel cell as a source of electrical power.  In the late 1970s, Ballard entered the fuel 
cell area and applied novel materials and engineering techniques.  In the middle of 1980s, 
Ballard developed fuel cell that used their proton exchange membrane as electrolyte and 
operated on either air or pure oxygen with either pure hydrogen or synthetic reformate fuel.  
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Ballard was able to achieve efficient proton-exchange membrane fuel cell operation using 
synthetic reformate fuel by “cleaning” the gas mixture of CO through a process of selective 
oxidation.5  In 1986, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) demonstrated a high active 
surface area electrocatalyst including ionomer gel for increasing the three-phase interface 
and provided opportunity for reduction of catalyst loading without loss of performance.6  
In 1991, Ballard developed “serpentine” flow field design to facilitate water removal from 
the cathode, thereby improving performance through enhanced oxidant gas distribution to 
the electrocatalysts.   
Since the 1990s significant number of fuel cell programs has evolved.  For example, 
almost all the major auto-makers i.e., General Motors (GM), Toyota, Daimler-Benz, 
Honda, Nissan and Ford, etc, who are seeking ways to eliminate CO, HC, and NOx 
emissions from vehicles and increase their efficiency have made substantial investments 
into fuel cell research and development.  Ballard demonstrated a fuel cell powered bus in 
1993, and a later 200 kW unit fuel cell powered bus.  After a Ballard/Daimler-Benz 
alliance, Ford, followed by Toyota, made aggressive R & D efforts to produce fuel cell 
vehicles.  A number of consortia and OEMs have now developed in the world.  However, 
fuel cell powered vehicles have significant technical challenges remaining to be addressed, 
i.e., choice of fuels, hydrogen storage on vehicles, and on-board reforming.  The use of 
pure hydrogen may not a realistic choice for widespread consumer applications, based on 
the current state of art of hydrogen production and storage.  Methanol based on-board 
reforming has been demonstrated by Daimler Chrysler in their prototype NECAR3 vehicle.  
Fuel cells have also been tested for stationary applications and 250 kW units in distributed 
power system are well established.  Many review articles on the fuel cell technology and 
its applications are available.7-20 
The fuel cell technology is already adequately developed for commercialization except 
the cost of the technology.  The most critical issue is to reduce the cost and improve the 
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fuel cell performance.  Of all the areas for cost reduction and performance enhancement, 
PEMs are considered to be one of the key important elements.  Today, there is only one 
commercial membrane type, namely, perfluorosulfonic acid PEMs, despite significant 
research and development activities throughout the world.  These efforts are focused on 
addressing improved conductivity, dramatic cost reduction, ease of manufacture, 
optimization for use in specific applications, operation under reduced or zero external 
humidification, high-temperature operation, and low methanol crossover.  A key stumbling 
block right now is the development of compact and efficient fuel reformers for distributed 
hydrogen production. 
 
iii). Rationale behind fuel cell research and development17 
The recent intensive interest in fuel cells has arisen as a result of the promise and the 
technical challenges of viable power generation systems.  In addition, increasing concern 
on the environmental consequences of fossil fuel use in the production of electricity has 
also stimulated the fuel cell research worldwide.  PEM fuel cells can be utilized in a wide 
range of power generation from watts to hundreds of kilowatts and readily scaleable to 
meet the need of this broad range of power generation.  PEM fuel cells have no moving 
parts and require less maintenance than conventional engines and generators.  They also 
provide power directly at the site of use and avoid costly losses through energy distribution 
from a centralized power plant.  In addition, their use for home and office are ideally suited 
to the highly energy efficient co-generation of electricity and heat.  Recent rapid progress 
in reducing the costs and improving the performance of fuel cells promises that in the near 
future fuel cell based power systems will be ideal power generation systems that are 
reliable, clean and environmentally friendly.   
 
iv). Principles of fuel cells 
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Overall Process – A schematic diagram of fuel cell is shown in Figure 1-2.21  In a proton-
exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell, fuels are fed continuously to the anode and an 
oxidant is fed continuously to the cathode.  At the surface of the anode catalyst, fuels are 
converted into protons (H+) and electrons (e-).  The protons travel through a PEM, which 
prohibits electrons, to the cathode side.  The electrons (e-) are forced to travel through an 
external wire and deliver part of their energy to a ‘load’ on their way to the cathode.  At the 
cathode, the transferred protons and the energy depleted electron combine with oxygen to 
produce water.  Theoretically, any substance capable of chemical oxidation that can be 
supplied continuously can be used as a fuel at the anode of fuel cell.  Similarly, the oxidant 
can be any fluid that can be reduced at a sufficient rate.  However, cost, availability, and 
reactivity are the key issues in their selection.  Hydrogen and methanol are usually chosen 
as fuels for most PEM fuel cell applications because of their relatively high activity at low 
temperatures.  Gaseous oxygen or air is the most common choice for the oxidant because it 
is readily and economically available.  The electrochemical reaction takes place at the 
surface of the electrodes that are attached to a carbon paper or carbon cloth.  The carbon is 
conductive and porous that allows the flow of gases and electrons through it.  The 
membrane in a PEM cell is typically a solid electrolyte called Nafion®, a perfluorosulfonic 
acid polymer made by Dupont.  This membrane allows protons to travel through but 
inhibits the electrons from passing through it.  The proton transfers through the membrane 
by virtue of the electric field created across the membrane.   
The PEM fuel cells can be either a hydrogen fuel cell or a methanol fuel cell, 
depending upon the fuel used.  The hydrogen fuel cell uses H2 gas as the fuel and provides 
very high fuel cell performance and efficiency for pure hydrogen, while methanol fuel cell 
uses liquid methanol as a fuel that provides relatively low performance and efficiency, but 
precludes the use of a reformer. 
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Figure 1-2. A schematic representation of PEM fuel cell where fuel is hydrogen (ref. 21). 
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The half-cell reactions of hydrogen fuel cell and methanol fuel cells are as follows: 
Hydrogen fuel cell 
 
Anode: H2 ' 2H+ + 2e-   0G∆  =  0.00 [1] 
Cathode: 
2
1 O2 + 2H+ + 2e- ' H2O   0G∆  = -237 kJ/mol [2] 
 
Overall: H2 + 2
1 O2 = H2O 0G∆  = -237 kJ/mol [3] 
while for methanol fuel cell 
 
Anode:    CH3OH + H2O ' CO2 + 6H+ + 6e- 0G∆  =   9.3  kJ/mol [4] 
Cathode: 
2
3 O2 + 6H+ + 6e- ' 3H2O  0G∆  = -237  kJ/mol [5] 
 
Overall:   CH3OH + 2
3 O2 ' 2 H2O + CO2 0G∆  = -227.7 kJ/mol [6] 
 
Efficiency – Thermodynamic analysis provides the relationship between the chemical 
energy and electrical energy.  The application of first law of thermodynamics a fuel cell 
system provides the relation of enthalpy change to heat added to the system and work done 
by the system as, in the absence of kinetic and potential energy changes,  
H∆  = WQ −  [7] 
The work done W, in general, can be divided into work associated with mechanical 
changes and work associated with other forces, e.g., surface, friction, or electrical.  For the 
case of fuel cells, only electrical work W is involved.  For determining maximum useful 
electric work possible, Eq. 7 is applied to a reversible process 
revEW ,−  = revQH −∆   [8] 
For a reversible change at constant temperature and pressure, the heat transferred to the 
system is given by the second law of thermodynamics  
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revQ  = ST∆   [9] 
Further, a relevant thermodynamic relation is  
G∆  = STH ∆−∆   [10] 
Combining Eqs. 8 -10 gives 
revEW ,  = G∆−  [11] 
In order words, the change of Gibbs free energy of a reversible system is equal to the 
maximum electrical work obtainable from systems at constant temperature and pressure.  
The maximum electric work is equal to the number of charges multiplied by maximum 
potential difference, which is reversible cell potential 
revEW ,  = 0nFV−   [12] 
where n is the number of charges, F is Faraday’s constant (=96,487 C/equiv.), and 0V  is 
reversible cell potential.  Thus 
0V  = nF
G∆−   [13] 
The maximum efficiency of fuel cell, thus  
revε  = H
G
H
W revE
∆
∆−=∆−
,  [14] 
Since the actual electrical work, EW  = nFV , where V is the actual fuel cell voltage, the 
actual efficiency  
ε  = 
H
WE
∆−  [15] 
Therefore 
revε
ε  = 
0V
V−   [16] 
which shows the importance of maximizing the cell operating potential at a desired current 
density.   
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Applying Eq. 14 into hydrogen fuel cell provides anodeV ,0  = 0 and cathodeV ,0  = 1.229 V, 
while methanol fuel cell anodeV ,0  = - 0.016 V and cathodeV ,0  = 1.229 V.  Thus, the open circuit 
potentials for hydrogen and methanol fuel cells are 1.229 V and 1.213 V, respectively.  
This calculation is based on the standard temperature and pressure with liquid phase water 
and methanol.   
Reaction Mechanism – The catalytic hydrogen oxidation reaction occurs on Pt-based 
catalyst in fuel cell and has been much studied.  One of the most common proposed 
mechanisms is the so-called Tafel–Volmer mechanism, which consists of two steps: a 
Tafel step, namely, the dissociative chemisorption of hydrogen, and a Volmer step, the 
dissociated hydrogen atom on the catalyst forming a proton and an electron by 
electrochemical reaction as follows: 
 
2(S) H2Pt +  ' adsads HPtHPt −+−  Tafel Step  [17] 
adsHPt −  ' Pt + H+ + e- Volmer Step [18] 
 
where (S)Pt  is a free surface site on Pt and adsHPt −  is an adsorbed H-atom on the Pt 
active site.  The overpotential for the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) is relatively 
small at most practical current densities.  However, for reformed hydrocarbons, anode feed 
may contain roughly 100 ppm CO even after gas clean up in the fuel reforming section of a 
fuel cell power plant.  Even at this small level of CO, it adsorbs strongly on Pt surface 
occupying the majority of sites and is thus considered as the most abundant surface 
species.  For reformate gas containing CO, Pt alloys usually Pt-Ru are more effective for 
the anode HOR reaction.   
For methanol oxidation reaction (MOR), many mechanisms have been suggested 
which may be simplified as follows;22  
i) Electrosorption of methanol onto the catalyst  
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ii) Stepwise dehydrogenation to eventually form adsorbed CO, and 
iii) Addition of oxygen from OH (resulting from water) to adsorbed CO to generate 
CO2.  
The thermodynamic equilibrium potential for MOR reaction 4 is 0.02 V.  The electro-
oxidation is considered to take place through the following steps:22 
 
Pt + CH3OH '  Pt-(CH3OH)ads  [19] 
Pt-(CH3OH)ads '  Pt-(CH2OH)ads + H+ + e- [20] 
Pt-(CH2OH)ads '  Pt-(CHOH)ads + H+ + e- [21] 
Pt-(CHOH)ads '  Pt-(CHO)ads + H+ + e- [22] 
Pt-(CHO)ads '  Pt-(CO)ads + H+ + e- [23] 
Pt(s) + H2O '  Pt-(OH)ads + H+ + e-  [24] 
Pt-(CO)ads + Pt-(OH)ads ↔  Pt-(COOH)ads [25] 
or 
Pt-(CO)ads + H2O ' Pt-(COOH)ads + H+ + e- [26] 
Pt-(COOH)ads ' Pt(s) + CO2 + H+ + e- [27] 
 
The electro-sorption of methanol on bulk platinum shows activation energy of 35 kJ/mol 
and the abundant surface species is linearly bonded CO at higher concentration and Pt-
CHO at lower methanol concentrations.22   
There has been an intensive search for other active materials because platinum is not 
sufficiently active for methanol oxidation. Most studies are concentrated on finding 
materials that can provide oxygen in active form from water to facilitate oxidation of 
chemisorbed CO.  Even though various theories23-25 have been suggested to explain the 
promoting effect of the additional elements, the subject remains controversial.  Transition 
metal promoters and adatoms are seen as a means to improve the electro-catalytic behavior 
of electrode either by minimizing the CO adsorption or by enhancing the CO oxidation 
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reaction.  Based on the electronic and bifunctional theories expounded it is considered that 
the role of the second element is to increase OH adsorption on the catalyst surface and to 
decrease the adsorption strength of the poisoning methanolic residues.  
Many binary and ternary Pt alloys using different metals such as Pt-Ru,26 Pt-Sn,27 Pt-
Ru-W,28 Pt-Ru-Mo29 and Pt-Ru-Sn30 are proposed.  Among many binary catalysts, Pt-Ru is 
reported as having largest promotional effect and has potential as electro-catalysts for 
methanol oxidation.  Methanol is oxidized according to bifunctional mechanism on Pt-Ru 
alloy catalysts.  The Pt-(CO)ads is removed via an oxygen-transfer step from electro-
generated Ru-OH. 
 
Ru + H2O  ' Ru-(OH)ads + H+ + e-  [28] 
Ru-(OH)ads + Pt-(CO)ads ' Ru + Pt + CO2 + H+ + e-  [29] 
 
Pt-Ru oxidizes CO more effectively than Pt alone owing to the ability of Ru to oxidatively 
adsorb water at smaller positive potentials. Pt is responsible for catalyzing the 
dehydrogenation of methanol and the reaction is poisoned by the formation of Pt-(CO)ads 
after complete dehydrogenation reaction.  The removal of CO is facilitated by Ru, which 
may also act by weakening the Pt-CO bond, and/or by promoting the oxidation of CO to 
CO2 via activation of water in an adjacent site to facilitate the formation of the second C-O 
bond.  The onset potential of forming CO2 on Pt-Ru (0.220 V vs RHE) is lower than that 
on Pt-black (0.325 V vs RHE).  The alloying of Ru and Pt has been postulated to give rise 
to an electronic effect whereby electrons are transferred between Ru and Pt, though there 
are controversies on the direction of electron transfer in Pt-Ru alloy catalysts.  The alloying 
Ru on Pt changes the structure of surface electrons and adsorbs CO less strongly compared 
with pure Pt, rendering it more liable to nucleophilic attack by water and thereby 
permitting oxidation of CO at lower potential.  The most widely used electro-catalysts for 
oxygen reduction are based on platinum.18   In DMFC, unreacted methanol from anode also 
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diffuses across the membrane to the cathode.  Therefore, methanol oxidation and oxygen 
reduction in cathode compartment compete for the same sites producing a mixed potential 
which reduces the cell open circuit potential coupled with slower kinetics of oxygen 
reduction.   
Kinetics, Resistances, and Polarization – The reaction kinetics on the anode and cathodes 
may be obtained from Butler-Volmer equation 
[ ])/exp()/exp(0 RTFRTFii CA ηαηα −−=  [30] 
where 0i  is the exchange current density, Aα  and Cα  is the transfer coefficients for the 
anodic and cathodic reaction, respectively, and η  is the overpotential to derive the 
reaction.  The fuel cell can be viewed as it has a number of resistances as shown in Figure 
1-3.  Then, based on Ohm’s law, the voltage-current relationship can be written as 
ICMA iRiRiRiRVV −−−−= 0  [31] 
where specific anode resistance is a combination of diffusion and kinetic resistance, 
AKADA RRR ,, += , and similarly cathode resistances CKCDC RRR ,, += , MR  is the 
membrane resistance and IR  is the interfacial resistances in the cell.  The current drawn, i , 
depends upon the load in the external current.  In a “reversible” fuel cell, there are no 
irreversibilities (losses), and thus the cell voltage 0VV =  regardless of current “i” drawn.  
In reality, however, it drops due to the various diffusions, kinetic and ohmic resistances as 
ICMAVV ηηηη −−−−= 0   [32] 
where 0V  is the equilibrium open circuit potential, Aη , Cη , Mη  and Iη  represent the 
overpotential due to anode, membrane, cathode and interfaces, respectively.  These 
overpotentials can be obtained as 
AKAD
LAA
AA
A
A ii
ii
F
RT
.,
,
0,1
/1
/
2
1sinh ηηαη +=









−=
−   [33] 
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Figure 1-3. Fuel cells view as a series of resistances.  
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where Ai  is the current density at anode, 0,Ai  is the exchange current density at anode, LAi ,  
is the limiting current density at anode, AD,η  is the overpotential due to the diffusion of 
hydrogen at anode, and AK ,η  is the overpotential due to the kinetics at anode surface.  
Similarly, the cathode overpotential is 
CKCD
LCC
CC
C
C ii
ii
F
RT
.,
,
0,1
/1
/
2
1sinh ηηαη +=









−=−
−  [34] 
The above two expressions between current density and potential loss are non-linear.  For 
PEM, however, Ohm’s law is applicable 
dz
di BB
Φ−= σ   [35] 
Integrating this over the membrane thickness for constant i provides  



=
B
B
M
Li ση   [36] 
where BL  and Bσ  are the thickness and the conductivity of PEM.  Thus, the current-
voltage relation can be written21 with iii CA == , 
I
B
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Typically, anode overpotential is low, i.e., Aη  ≈  0.05 V, but the cathode overpotential is 
highest, i.e., Cη  ≈ -0.4 V in normal H2/O2 fuel cells.  The membrane overpotential 
increases with the thickness but decreases with the conductivity of the membrane.  The 
power density can be obtained by multiplying i in Eq. 45, i.e., P = Vi.   
In analogy to the linear Ohm’s law, it is useful to define a differential resistance for 
non-linear potential-current relations by  
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I
R ∂
∆Φ∂≡ )(    [38] 
For a fuel cell, the overall MEA specific resistance can be defined as  
di
VVd
R
)( 0 −≡  [39] 
Using this in Eq. 32 gives 
di
d
di
d
di
d
di
d
R IMAC ηηηη +++−=  [40] 
Substitution of each overpotential and differentiation with respect to i give the differential 
resistances as follows: 
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MMM LR σ/=  and, of course II RR = .  The kinetic resistance, especially cathode 
resistance, is dominating at low i.  At intermediate i, the membrane resistance MR  
dominates.  At high i, the diffusional limitation (limiting current density) dominates the 
resistance.  For these non-Ohmic resistance, of course, Eq. 31 is replaced by  
 
iM
i
C
i
A iRiRdiRdiRVV +++=− ∫∫
00
0  [43 
 
v). Hardware of fuel cells  
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Electrode (catalyst) – As described above, two separate electrochemical reactions take 
place on the surface of the electrodes: an oxidation half-reaction occurring at the anode and 
a reduction half-reaction at the cathode.  The anode and cathode are separated from each 
other by the electrolytes, the proton-exchange membrane. Pt (or Pt-Ru) supported on 
carbon is typically used in PEMFC and the loading of the catalyst is about 0.4 mg/cm2 for 
hydrogen fuel cell and 2 – 4 mg/cm2 for DMFC.   
Proton-Exchange Membrane – The electrolyte commonly used in a PEM fuel cell is solid 
polymer materials referred to Nafion® produced by DuPont.  The facile transfer of protons 
from the anode to the cathode is the most important property of the membrane.  The 
electrons produced at anode are forced to travel through an external wire to the cathode to 
complete the circuit.  It is during their passage through the circuitry external to the fuel cell 
that the electrons provide external power to run a car or a power plant.  Although the 
membrane is thin, 50 – 185 µm, it is an effective gas separator as well.   
Gas-Diffusion Backing Layer – The backing layers, one next to the anode, and the other 
next to the cathode are usually made of a porous carbon paper or carbon cloth, typically 
100 to 300 µm thick.  The porous nature of the backing layer ensures effective diffusion of 
feed and product components to and from the catalyst on the MEA.  The correct balance of 
hydrophobicity in the backing material allows the right amount of water vapor to reach the 
MEA to keep the membrane humidified while allowing the liquid water produced at the 
cathode to leave the cell.   
Flow Field/Current Collector – Two plates in a single cell provide flow field for feed 
stream and collect current in fuel cells.  The plates are made of a lightweight, strong, gas 
impermeable, electron-conducting material; graphite or metals are commonly used.  The 
pattern of the flow field in plate as well as the width and depth of the channels are very 
important for the efficiency of fuel cells.  The design of flow field also influences water 
supply to the membrane and water removal from the cathode.  By adding a load-containing 
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external circuit, the PEM fuel cell is now complete.  Figure 1-4 shows each component of 
single cell and the fuel cell stack.  The connection of single cells and stacks can be in series 
or parallel depending on the voltage and current requirements for specific applications.   
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Figure 1-4. A schematic of single fuel cell and stack (ref. 7). 
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1-2. Proton Exchange Membranes (PEMs) 
 
i). Significance of thermodynamics and transport in fuel cells 
The proton conduction in most PEMs is directly related to the extent of hydration of 
the membranes due to the water-assisted proton transport mechanism in PEMs.  Since the 
conductivity of PEMs increases strongly with the water content of the membrane,31 it is 
desirable to maintain maximum attainable amount of water in the membranes to obtain 
highest conductivity for a given PEM.  In PEM fuel cells, water is supplied to the 
membranes by humidified gases entering into the fuel cell, and is, of course, also provided 
within the cell.  Thus, the water uptake characteristics of the membrane are important in 
understanding and developing fuel cell systems.  One of the reasons limiting fuel cell 
operating temperature to below 100°C is that water content of the membrane is low at high 
temperature or low relative humidity (RH), which results in low conductivity of protons.  
In view of the industrial and technological importance of fuel cells, a study of the 
relationship between the water content and proton conductivity of PEMs can provide 
useful information leading to performance optimization.   
The water uptake in PEMs, especially Nafion®, has been widely reported.  It has been 
found that there are significant differences in water uptake by PEM from liquid and its 
saturated vapor.  The water uptake depends on temperature, equivalent weight (EW), 
elastic properties, type of cations, and pretreatments of the membranes.  PEMs of low EW 
show high water uptake.  However, lower EWs are difficult to utilize because of ionomer 
stability.  When PEMs are swollen aggressively at high temperature in the presence of 
glycerol, it also changes the water uptake characteristics substantially.  For example, 
Nafion® 117 takes in typically 22 water molecules per sulfonic group in liquid water at 
room temperature, while Nafion 117 after being treated in glycerol at 225º C takes in up to 
80 water molecules per sulfonic acid group.  Water uptake of PEMs in vapor phase 
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depends on the relative humidity (RH) or activity of the water vapor.  The comparison of 
water uptake by Nafion® from the liquid and its saturated vapor reveals an interesting 
apparent paradox.  The water content of the membrane in equilibrium with saturated vapor 
is not the same as that of the same membrane in contact with liquid water.  This 
phenomenon is called “Schroeder’s Paradox”32 and has not been clearly explained.  The 
hydrophobic nature of vapor-equilibrated membrane surfaces may provide clues for the 
explanation.   
The most important property of PEMs is their high proton conductivity under 
humidified conditions.  This high proton conductivity provides the basis for the high power 
densities in hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells.  The dependence of proton conductivity in PEMs 
on the water content is quite critical, and demands effective cell and stack design to 
maintain a high level of water during the fuel cell operation.  The conductivity of Nafion® 
increases with the water content and reaches to 0.05-0.07 S/cm under saturated conditions 
at room temperature.  The dependence of proton conductivity on water content has been 
empirically approximated by Bruggeman-type relation33  
σ  = 0.54 ( ) 5.11 pe V−σ   [44] 
where σ  is the membrane conductivity, eσ  is the conductivity of sulfuric acid solution of 
equal concentration to that of sulfonic acid, and pV  is the volume fraction of polymer in 
the water-polymer composite.  This shows that the proton conductivity is lower in a PEM 
as compared with same proton concentration in sulfuric acid solution.  A random network 
model34 has been developed to describe the proton conductivity in Nafion®.  In this model, 
two types of pore were proposed: wet pores have high water content and thus high proton 
conductivity and dry pores have minimal water and low conductivity.  The swelling and 
structural changes that occur within the membrane with water uptake were described in the 
following equations: 
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)(wn  = )1(0 wn α+   [45] 
)(wv  = 30 )1( wv β+  [46] 
where )(wn  is the number of sulfonic acid groups in an average pore, 0n  is the number of 
sulfonic acid groups in the average pore of a dry membrane, )(wv  is the average volume of 
the pore, 0v  is the pore volume in the dry membrane, w  is the water content of the 
membrane in weight percent, and the parameter α  and β  are used to describe the extent 
of the swelling and reorganization in the membrane.  The fraction of wet pores is written as 
)(wx  = αγβ
γ
23)1( ww
w
−+   [47] 
where γ  is a scaling factor.  The conductivity of membrane is the weighted average of the 
conductivities of the wet and dry pores 
σ  = drywet wxwx σσ ))(1()( −+   [48] 
The parameters α , β , and γ  were fitted to the experimental data.   
Another model fundamental model developed by our group is based on the dusty-gas 
model, dissociation equilibrium of protons in the membrane, and porosity and tortuosity 
considerations35 
σ  = ( ) αδ
λεε oHAiq C ,
0
0 1 



+−   [49] 
where ε  is the porosity 0ε  is the porosity corresponding to the percolation threshold, q  is 
a fitted constant, 0,HAC  is the concentration of sulfonic acid groups, δ  is the ratio of 
diffusion coefficients of hydronium ion in water to membrane matrix, 0iλ  is the equivalent 
conductance at infinite dilution in water, and α  is the fractional dissociation of the 
sulfonic acid in the membrane, which is a function of water content of the membrane.  The 
parameter δ  was used as a fitted parameter.  According to this model, proton conductivity 
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depends upon i) ε , water content, ii) 0ε  the percolation threshold volume fraction of water 
in hydrated membrane, iii) q , critical or Bruggeman exponent, iv) 0,HAC , concentration of 
sulfonic acid, and v) α , degree of dissociation of sulfonic acid groups.  Although this 
model captures important components for proton transport, it is not entirely predictive. 
In this thesis, thermodynamics of sorption and proton transport mechanism in PEMs 
have been studied.  Considering the fact that Nafion®, which was developed about forty 
years ago, is still the best and only commercial membrane so far in PEM fuel cells, it is 
quite necessary to investigate Nafion® in terms of its thermodynamics and proton transport 
characteristics in order to develop better membranes than Nafion®.  This study provides an 
understanding of thermodynamic and proton transport of PEMs and also proposes a design 
strategy for proton-conducting PEMs for higher temperature fuel cell applications.   
 
ii).  PEM materials 
The suitable materials for PEM should meet certain requirements such as stability 
(chemical, thermal, and mechanical) and low gas permeability over fuel cell operating 
conditions in addition to excellent proton conductivity and low cost.  Historically, a variety 
of membrane materials have been employed in fuel cells, i.e., i) phenolic membranes, ii) 
partially sulfonated polystyrene sulfonic acid, and iii) interpolymer of cross-linked 
polystyrene-divinylbenzene sulfonic acid in an inter matrix.  A critical breakthrough was 
achieved with the introduction of Nafion®, a perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) polymer in late 
1960s.  Table 1-1 shows the history of the PEM development along with their power 
density and lifetime.7  Nafion® and its other PFSA relatives meet the basic key 
requirements and have exclusively used PEM materials due to their stability and good 
performance.  Nafion® provided dramatically improved specific conductivity and lifetime.  
Typically, the thickness of PFSA membranes ranges between 50 and 175 µm.  Other  
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Table 1-1. Development of proton exchange membrane (ref. 7). 
 
Time Membrane Power density 
(kW m-2) 
Life time  
(thousand of hours) 
1959-1961 Phenol sulfonic  0.05-0.1 0.3-1 
1962-1965 Polystyrene sulfonic  0.4-0.6 0.3-2 
1966-1967 Polytrifluorostyrene sulfonic 0.75-0.8 1-10 
1968-1970 Nafion® experimental 0.8-1 1-100 
1971-1980 Nafion® commercial 6-8 10-100  
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sources of PSFA membranes have been Dow Chemical, Asahi Glass, Asahi chemicals, and 
W. L. Gore.  W. L. Gore and Associate has designed a PEM to reduce the crossover of 
gases and increase mechanical strength of Nafion by incorporation of Nafion® in a fine-
mesh Teflon support.   
PSFA membranes consists of three regions: i) a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 
backbone, ii) side chains which connect the molecular backbone to ionic cluster, and iii) 
ionic clusters consisting of sulfonic acid ion.  However, there are several disadvantages to 
the practical use of PSFA membranes in fuel cell applications.  In addition to the high cost 
of production, the membrane properties degrade at high temperature (>111ºC) and even 
release toxic gases at temperature above 150° C.  Since PSFA membrane should be kept 
hydrated to retain proton conductivity, the fuel cell operating temperature must be kept 
below the boiling point of water.  Some increase in operating temperature, up to 120ºC, 
may be possible at the expense of operation under pressurized stream.  This alternative will 
however shorten the life of the membranes.  Because of the disadvantages of PFSA 
membranes, extensive research effort to find alternative materials to PSFA is being made 
worldwide.  The PEMs developed so far can be can be classified into three categories: i) 
perfluorinated polymers, e.g., Nafion®, Flemion®, Gore-Select® and Dow membranes; ii) 
partially fluorinated polymers, e.g., poly-α , β , β -trifluorostyrene and Ballard Advanced 
Materials 3rd Generations (BAM3G) polymers; and iii) hydrocarbon polymers, e.g., 
poly(phenylene oxide) PPO, poly(ether ether ketone) PEEK, poly(phosphazine) PP, 
poly(imides) PI, poly(benzimidazole) PBI.  The hydrocarbon polymers have been 
proposed because of the high cost of perfluorinated membranes although their lifetime and 
mechanical strength is much inferior to PFSA.  In addition to this classification, 
polymer/inorganic composite membranes can be identified as a newe family of PEMs.36  
The polymer/inorganic membranes can be developed via modification of polymer (host 
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membrane) by the incorporation of inorganics such as SiO2, ZrO2/SO42-, heteropoly acids 
to increase proton conductivity and mechanical properties of host membranes. 
Although some of the host polymers possess attractive thermo-mechanical properties, 
none of these alternatives have so far proved to be superior to Nafion®.  Nafion® and its 
close relatives continue to be the electrolyte of choice because of their high conductivity 
and adequate mechanical properties.  As the production cost of PEMs comes down, 
applications for PEM fuel cells will emerge.  
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Chapter 2.  Thermodynamics and Transport Properties in 
Nafion®: Literature Review 
 
2-1.  Properties and Structure of Nafion® 
 
2-1-1.  Properties 
The proton exchange-membrane (PEM) constitutes a crucial part of PEM fuel cells and 
warrants a careful study.  It serves as a solid electrolyte that conducts protons from anode 
to cathode as well as a separator of reactant gases.  The concept of employing an ion-
exchange membrane as a solid electrolyte was first introduced by Grubb1 in 1959.  
Extensive research was conducted by General Electric (GE) and others in the early 1960s.2-
4  In the 1960s, the perfluorinated ion exchange membrane called Nafion® was synthesized 
by Du Pont2, which has become the standard membrane for fuel cells.  Nafion® is 
composed of a chemically inert hydrophobic backbone (-CF2-CF2-) with hydrophilic ionic 
group (-SO3H+), which allow water sorption and proton conductivity.5  Nafion® provides a 
high ionic conductivity, high mechanical, thermal and chemical stability, and has been 
used in many industrial applications including energy-related fields such as fuel cells,6 
water electrolyzer7 and solar cell systems.8  The chemical structure of Nafion® and its 
properties are given in Figure 2-1 and Table 2-1, respectively.9  
 
2-1-2.  Structure Models 
It is necessary to understand the structure of Nafion® and resulting structure-property 
relationship for designing better or less expensive proton-exchange membranes for fuel 
cell application.  There is right now a great deal of effort devoted in this direction for 
alternate and higher temperature PEMs.  In fact, transport of protons and sorption of  
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Figure 2-1. Chemical structure of proton exchanged form of Nafion®.
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Table 2-1. Properties of Nafion® Perfluorinated Membrane (ref. 9). 
 
1. Thickness and Weight1 
 
 
        Membrane Type  Typical Thickness (µm)  Basis Weight (g/m2) 
 
 
NE-112   51     100 
 
NE1135   89     190 
 
N-115    127     250 
 
N-117    183     360  
 
 
1 Measurements taken with membrane conditioned to 23ºC and 50% RH. 
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2. Physical Properties 
 
 
  Properties2    Typical Value    Test Method 
 
  Tensile Modulus, Mpa (Kpsi) 
  50 RH, 230C    249 (36)    ASTM D 882 
  water soaked, 230C   114 (16)     ASTM D 882 
  water soaked, 1000C     64 (9.4)     ASTM D 882 
 
  Tensile Strength, Maximum, Mpa (Kpsi) 
  50 RH, 230C    43 (6.2) in MD, 32 (4.6) in TD  ASTM D 882 
  water soaked, 230C   34 (4.9) in MD, 26 (3.8) in TD  ASTM D 882 
  water soaked, 1000C   25 (3.6) in MD, 24 (3.5) in TD  ASTM D 882 
 
  Specific Gravity    1.98      - 
  Conductivity (S/cm)   0.083     See footnote3 
  Acid Capacity (meq/g)  0.89     See footnote4 
 
 
2 Where specified, MD –machine direction, TD – transverse direction. Conditioning state 
of membrane given. Measurements taken at 23ºC, 50 % RH. 
3 Conductivity measurement as described by Zawodzinski, et al., J. Phys. Chem., 95, 6040 
(1991). Membrane conditioned in 100ºC water for 1 hour. Measurement cell submersed in 
25ºC D.I. water during experiment. 
4  A base titration procedure measures the equivalents of sulfonic acid in the polymer, and 
uses the measurement to calculate the acid capacity or equivalent weight of the membrane. 
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  Properties     Typical Value   Test Method 
 
  Water content, % water5    5   ASTM D 570 
  Water uptake, % water6    38   ASTM D 570 
 
  Thickness change, % increase7 
   from 50 % RH, 23ºC to water soaked, 230C 10   ASTM D 756 
   from 50 % RH, 23ºC to water soaked, 1000C 14   ASTM D 756 
 
  Linear expansion, % increase 
   from 50 % RH, 23ºC to water soaked, 23ºC 10   ASTM D 756 
   from 50 % RH, 23ºC to water soaked, 100ºC 15   ASTM D 756 
 
 
5 Water content of membrane conditioned to 23ºC, 50% relative humidity (RH), compared 
to by dry weight basis. 
6 Water uptake taken from dry membrane to water soaked at 100ºC for 1 hour (dry weight 
basis). 
7 Average of MD and TD. MD expansion is slightly less than TD. 
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solvent molecules in a PEM are determined by the nanostructure of the membrane.  
Although the exact nano-structure of Nafion® is still not precisely known, several models 
describing its nanostructures have been suggested since early 1970s.  Here, a short review 
of the progress made in the elucidation of ionomeric structure of Nafion® is provided. 
 
 
i). Eisenberg’s Model10 
In the late 1960s, the concept of ionic clusters in organic polymers was postulated by a 
series of studies.  The term “ionic clusters” means any ionic aggregates in an ionomer.  
Perfluorinated ion-exchange membranes are classified as ionomers, which are different 
from the conventional ion-exchange membranes in that they are not cross-linked 
polyelectrolytes but thermoelastic polymers with pendant acid groups that may be partially 
or completely neutralized to form salts.  Figure 2-2 shows a simple structural 
conceptualization of crosslinked polyelecrolytes and clustered polyelectrolyes, i.e., 
Nafion®.   
In 1970, Eisenberg developed a theory of ionomer structure that includes the formation 
of ionic clusters in organic polymer.  The association of ions was considered and two basic 
types of ion aggregates were postulated.  One is small aggregates containing few ion pairs, 
termed multiplets, and the other is large aggregates, termed clusters, which are composed 
of a nonionic backbone material as well as many ion pairs.  The nano-structure of the 
ionomer in organic polymer can be described as that of a nanophase-separated system in 
which a matrix of low ion content (multiplet) is interdispersed with ion-rich domain 
(clusters).  The formation of ionic domain or clusters is considered as being a consequence 
of thermodynamic incompatibility of ionic groups with the low dielectric constant organic 
matrix.  The distances between clusters and the cluster sizes are determined by work done 
to stretch the polymer chains in cluster formation, electrostatic energy released when 
multiplets aggregate to form a cluster, and threshold temperature where the elastic and  
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“simple” polymer 
polyelectrolyte
cross-linked 
polyelectrolyte 
clustered  
polyelectrolyte i.e., Nafion 
Figure 2-2. Simple structural conceptulization of cross-linked polyelectrolyte 
and clustered ionomeric system with anionic side chain. 
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electrostatic forces balance each other.  The clusters are not expected to form if the 
attractive forces between multiplets are smaller than the elastic forces that prevent the 
multiplets from approaching each other. 
 
ii).  Gierke et al’s Cluster-Network Model11,12 
In 1977, Gierke11 proposed a phenomenological cluster network model.  The model 
adopts the concept of clusters, except that both ions and the absorbed solvent molecules are 
with in the clusters.  Figure 2-3 shows the cluster-network model as applied to Nafion®.  In 
this model, the phase-separated domains are assumed to be spherical inverted micellar 
structures connected by short narrow channels.  If the clusters are indeed approximately 
spherical, the size of clusters can be obtained from the solvent absorption data in swollen 
polymer by simple calculation.  In 1982, Hsu and Gierke12 proposed a semi-
phenomenological elastic theory for ion clustering which can correctly describe the 
experimental variation in cluster diameter with cation form of the membrane, equivalent 
weight, and water content.  They have also showed that short channels connecting adjacent 
clusters are thermodynamically stable.  
 
iii). Mauritz et. al’s Model13 
 In 1978, Mauritz et. al described the structural organization of Nafion® under different 
physicochemical conditions.  The model considers the balance in energy between the 
elastic deformation of polymer matrix and various molecular interactions that exist in the 
polymer.  Figure 2-4 shows the schematic representation of Nafion® as developed by 
Mauritz.  The model semi-quantitatively reproduces water absorption, polymer density, 
and number of waters per exchange site.  
 
iv). Yeager et al.’s Model14 
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Figure 2-3. Schematic representation of cluster-network model by Gierke. 
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Figure 2-4. Schematic representation of ionic clusters in phase separated domain of 
Nafion® by Mauritz et.al. 
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In 1981, Yeager and Steck14 postulated three-region structural model that correlates 
various spectroscopic and ionic diffusion results.  Figure 2-5 represents a schematic 
diagram of the model in which the three phases are shown.  Region A consists of the 
hydrophobic fluorocarbon backbone material, some of which is in crystalline form.  
Region B is an interfacial zone containing pendant side chain material, a small amount of 
water, some sulfonate exchange sites that have not been incorporated into clusters, and a 
corresponding fraction of counterions.  Region C is hydrophilic where ionic clusters are 
formed, in which the majority of sulfonate exchange sites, counterions, and absorbed water 
exist.  
 
v). Recent Models15-21 
In 1997, Eikerling et al.15 extended Gierke’s cluster-network model further by 
assuming the existence of channels and two different types of pores in membrane: one 
containing surface hydration water and the other containing bulk-like water.  More 
recently, many structural studies using small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), small angle 
neuron scattering (SANS), and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) have been reported.  In 
1997, Gebel16 confirmed the phase separation between water pools and the perfluorinated 
matrix by comparing the SAXS and SANS spectra combined with the analysis.  In 200017, 
he proposed a structural evolution of Nafion® when the membrane changes from a dry 
state to the highly swollen state.  Figure 2-6 shows the schematic representation of such 
structural evolution with water contents in the membrane.  In the dry state, isolated 
spherical ionic clusters are formed with a diameter close to 15 Å and an inner-cluster 
distance close to 27 Å.  The absorption of water molecules induces a modification of the 
cluster structure that becomes spherical water pools with the ionic groups at the polymer-
water interface in order to minimize the interfacial energy.  The diameter of water pool is 
about 20 Å and the inter-aggregate distance is roughly 30 Å, indicating that they are still  
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Figure 2-5. Three-phase structural model for Nafion®:  
A, fluorocarbon; B, interfacial zone; and C, ionic clusters. 
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Figure 2-6. Schematic representation of structural changes with water content in 
perfluorosulfonated ionomer membranes, i.e., Nafion®. 
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isolated as revealed by the low value of ionic conductivity.  As membrane absorbs more 
water, the cluster swells and the diameter of it increases from 20 Å to 40 Å but relatively 
small increase in the inter-cluster distance leads to percolation.  In this process, the number 
of ionic groups per cluster increases, and consequently the total number of clusters in 
membrane decreases.  The high increase in ionic conductivity for a water volume fraction 
larger than wφ  = 0.2 reveals the percolation of the ionic aggregates in the membrane.  
When the water volume fraction is in between wφ  = 0.2 and wφ  = 0.5, the structure is 
formed of spherical ionic domains connected with cylinders of water dispersed in the 
polymer matrix.  The diameter of ionic domain increases from 40 Å to 50 Å.  At wφ  larger 
than 0.5, a structural inversion occurs and the membranes correspond to a connected 
network of rod-like polymer aggregates.  For wφ  = 0.5 to wφ  = 0.9, the rod-like network 
swells and the radius of the rod is about 25 Å.  The structure of the highly swollen 
membrane would be very close to that of the Nafion solution.  In 2002, Young et al.18 
confirmed the structural changes proposed by Gebel from their SANS investigation.  In 
2001, Haubold et al.19 proposed a model with sandwich-like unit cells composed of 
polymer-pendant ionic groups-solvent molecules-pendant ionic groups-polymer  as shown 
in Figure 2-7.  The water filled wide channels Nafion® are also depicted in Figure 2-8.20  
The formation of clusters is also confirmed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies.21,22 
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Figure 2-7. Schematic representation of sandwich-like structure elements proposed 
by Haubold et. al. 
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Figure 2-8. Schematic representation of the microstructure of Nafion® (ref. 20). 
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2-2. Thermodynamics of Sorption 
The sorption of water molecules, and their interactions with membranes, and their 
relation with transport properties of protons in the membranes constitute the heart of the 
membrane research for fuel cell application.  In its dry state, the membrane possesses little 
porosity and the counter-ions are strongly bound by the electrostatic forces in contact ion 
pairs.  As the membrane imbibes water, it swells and water molecules penetrate into the 
pore regions of the membranes.23   
The thermodynamic treatment of sorption phenomena is straightforward.23,24  At 
equilibrium, the chemical potential of the solvent inside of the membrane iMµ  should be 
the same as that of the solvent outside of the membrane iLµ  
iLµ  = iMµ   [1] 
In the absence of interactions or external forces 
iµ  = ( ) iP
P
ii adPVPT RTln
0
00 ++ ∫,µ   [2] 
where P0 is reference pressure and iV  is the partial molar volume of solvent. 
Eq. 1 and 2 provide 
( ) iMP
P
iMi adPVPT
M
RTln,
0
00 ++ ∫µ  = ( ) iLP
P
iLi adPVPT
L
RTln
0
00 ++ ∫,µ  [3] 
where iMV  and iLV  represent the partial molar volume of solvent in the membrane and 
external liquid phases, respectively.  Assuming the partial molar volume of the internal 
solvent is the same as the bulk solvent  
∫M
L
P
P
iM dPV  =
iL
iM
a
a
RTln−  [4] 
Further, assuming iV  is independent of pressure 
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iV  Π  = 
iL
iM
a
a
RTln−   [5] 
where Π  = LM PP −  is the swelling pressure of the membrane.  For the sorption of pure 
solvent, iLa  = 1.0, Eq. 5 becomes  
iV  Π  = iMaRTln−   [6] 
The activity difference of solvent inside ( iMa ) and outside ( iLa  = 1.0) of the membrane 
gives rise to a membrane internal pressure leading a deformation of polymer chain 
network.  It should be noted here that the partial molar volume of the sorbed liquid may, in 
reality, not be the same as for external solvent, nor may it be uniform through the 
membrane because of local interaction effects.  The sorbed liquid molecules interact with 
the membrane: e.g., some of the solvent molecules close to the ion may be trapped and 
oriented in the electrostatic field, and others, far away from the ion, are not influenced by 
electrostatic field and keep their normal structure of bulk solvent molecules.  The 
deformation of polymer chain network and swelling will depend upon the dissociation 
constant of the ionic group in the imbibed solvent, the number density of the ionic groups, 
the nature of counterions, etc.23  Provided below is a literature review on the sorption 
related to ion-exchange equilibria and swelling of polymer electrolyte membranes. 
 
2-2-1. Models 
 
i).  Gregor’s Model25-27 
In 1948, Gregor25 initiated a general thermodynamic theory of ion-exchange equilibria 
in terms of a structural mechanism, which can apply to the ion-exchange membranes as 
well as non-aqueous systems.  In his later papers,26,27 he developed a mechanical model 
that can explain electrolyte sorption, swelling, and ion-exchange equilibria.  Figure 2-9 
represents the model treating the ion-exchange membrane as a cylinder of variable volume,  
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Figure 2-9. Gregor’s mechanical model of ion exchange membrane. 
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held under pressure by springs under tension.  The inner solution volume iV  is the total 
external volume eV  of the membrane minus the volume of incompressible polymer 
network including the hydrated ionogenic groups appended to the inner wall.  The inner 
solution phase is in direct contact with the external solution, which is infinite in volume 
and under atmospheric pressure.  At equilibrium, the polymer matrix stretches due to an 
internal osmotic pressure Π , which results from the effort of the external solution to dilute 
the polymer network.  The inner solution volume Vi would vary with the pressure Π , and a 
simple linear relationship was postulated 
iV  = m Π  + b’  [7] 
or  
eV  = m Π  + b  [8] 
where the values of m, akin to an elastic modulus, and b, the volume of the unstrained 
polymer, would depend on the specific system considered.  Eq. 8 has been proved 
experimentally as shown in Figure 2-10.28  Thus, as more water is imbibed, it meets 
increased resistance from the stretched polymer chains resulting in higher internal osmotic 
pressure.  The water within the membrane is divided into free water and water bound 
tightly in the hydration shells around the ions.  From Eq. 6, the pressure can be written as  
Π  = 


+− 1ln w
w
w q
q
V
RT   [9] 
where wq  is the number of moles of free water per equivalent of polymer.  For a 
monovalent counterion, the total volume eV  can be written as  
eV  = Rcww VVVq ++  [10] 
where wV  is the partial molar volume of water, cV  is the solvated counterion molar 
volume and RV  is the equivalent volume of polymer.  From the empirical constants m, b 
and RV , which are invariant for all ionic salts, the degree of swelling and water uptake can 
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Figure 2-10. Equivalent volume of ion exchanger and swelling pressure (ref. 22). 
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be predicted from Eqs. 8, 9 and 10.   
 
ii).  Mauritz et al.’s Model 
In 1985, Mauritz et al.29 proposed a sorption model accounting for the equilibrium 
hydration states of water molecules in Nafion®.  It is based on the assumptions that all the 
sorption water molecules are confined in the spherical ionic clusters and that all clusters 
are equivalent chemically and equal in size.  Figure 2-11 shows a spherical ionic cluster 
illustrating the dry radius ( 0r ), equivalent swollen radius ( r ), and polymer matrix resistive 
pressure for a membrane in contact with water.  The driving force for cluster expansion, 
which results in swelling of the membrane, is the tendency for external water to dilute the 
ion-containing polymer matrix prior to equilibrium.  The internal osmotic pressure is 
resisted by a pressure due to the restoring force of the expanding polymer matrix.  The 
basic thermodynamic formulation is used as before and the swelling pressure is taken as a 
pressure needed for a spherical hole to stretches its radius from the initial radius 0r  to r in 
an infinite block of elastic material 
Π = ( )4145
6
−− −− δδE   [11] 
where δ  = 0/ rr , the extension ratio for cluster, and E  is Young’s modulus of the 
material.  The sorption equilibrium in Li+ (and Na+, K+) exchanged Nafion® is based on the 
two-state model of equilibrium between unbounded counterions and counterions in an 
outer sphere complex.  Figure 2-12 shows the equilibrium between i) a totally dissociated 
and fully hydrated cationic (+) species and a fixed and totally hydrated anionic (-) species, 
and ii) a (+) (-) ion pair that is an outer sphere complex formed at the expense of ejecting 
water molecules from the hydration shells in between the free ions.  Then, the activity of 
water inside of membrane is written as  
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2-11. Mauritz's model of single spherical ionic cluster illustrating the dry radius ( 0r ), 
equilibrium swollen radius (r), and polymer matrix resistive pressure ( Π ) for a 
membrane in contact with pure water. 
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Figure 2-12. Two state model of hydration-mediated equilibrium between 
unbound counterions and counterions bound in an outer sphere complex. 
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wa  = 1+−−
−−
−+
−+
nnn
nnn   [12] 
where n , +n  and −n  represent  the total number of water molecules per ion exchange site, 
the number of water molecules in the hydration shell around counterion, and around fixed 
anion, respectively.  The extension ratio δ  is the ocube root of the volume ratio of the 
extension volume to initial volume, and the initial volume for Eq. 11 is taken as the 
volume of water molecules in the hydration shell.  For Na+ exchanged Nafion® 
(EW=1200), the number of water molecules in hydration shell is taken to be 7, i.e., 4 for 
H2O/Na+ and 3 for −32O/SOH .  The model predicts reasonable value of n , i.e., predn  = 12.2, 
while the experimental expn  was found to be 18 for liquid water sorption at 25
0C. 
 
iii). Recent Models 
Recently, many empirical models such as polynomial,30 GAB,31 Zimm and Lundberg,31 
and multilayer BET32 models have been proposed to describe the amount of water uptake 
in perfluorinted membranes.  The phase equilibrium for water-methanol mixtures in 
perfluorosulfonic acid membranes has been reported using Gibbs free energy with 
Margules33 and Wohl34 expansion of nonideality   
∑ ∑ ∑∑∑∑∑ +++=
i i i j k
ijiiijk
i j
jiiijiiii zzqnBzqnAznRTnG 3
1
2
1ln0µ  [13] 
with  
∑=
l
ll
ii
i qx
qx
z   [14] 
where G  is the Gibbs energy of a phase, either the liquid and the membrane phase, 0iµ  is 
the standard-state chemical potential of component i, in  is the number of moles of 
component i, and ix  is the mole fraction of component i in the phase of interest.  The iq , 
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ijA , and ijkB  are fitting parameters that depend on the temperature and pressure.  The 
parameters were determined experimentally for water-methanol system at temperature 
range of 298-333 K.   
Flory-Huggins model has also been applied for the sorption of water in Nafion®  
])/11exp[()1( 2pppw ra χφφφ +−−=   [15] 
where wa  is the activity of water, pφ  is the volume fraction of polymer, r  is the ratio of 
partial molar volume of polymer membrane MV  and solvent iV , or iM VVr /= , and χ  is 
the polymer-solvent interaction parameter.  The volume fraction of polymer was taken as31 
)/( λφ += rrp  where r  is the without considering the chemical interaction of some of 
water molecules with the polymer matrix, or )/()( λλφ ++= rr Cp ,35 taking the strong 
chemical bonding between some of water molecule and polymer matrix into consideration.  
The interaction parameter χ  was adjusted as a function of activity of water vapor to fit the 
experimental sorption data of water in vapor phase.  The effect of sorption pressure was 
not included in the chemical potential expressions.   
 
2-2-2. Schroeder’s Paradox 
One of the more interesting phenomena observed in sorption of proton-exchange 
membranes is that the amount of sorbed from liquid versus its saturated vapor are different, 
which may be expected to be the same.  The difference in sorption amount between liquid 
and its saturated vapor, the so-called “Schroeder’s paradox”, remains a somewhat 
mysterious phenomenon in polymer science that hasn’t yet been satisfactorily explained.  
In 1903,36 von Schroeder in Ostwald’s laboratory reported very interesting phenomenon 
that a piece of gelation apparently did not reach the same equilibrium point in the presence 
of saturated vapor that it did when immersed in liquid water.  Some gelatin was liquefied 
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and then allowed to solidify in the form of a plate.36,37  The solidified mass, composed of 
0.679 g gelatin and 0.122 g water, was immersed in liquid water and the sorption was 
monitored as a function of time, as shown in Table 2-2.  The amount of water absorbed 
increased with time and the experiment was stopped after 48 hours.   
Another gelatin plate, composed of 0.433 g gelatin and 4.659 g of water, i.e., 
containing a large amount of water was placed in a space saturated with water vapor at the 
same temperature as the preceding experiment.  Surprisingly, the gelatin plate lost a large 
portion of the absorbed water.  Table 2-3 shows the decrease of the water content in the 
gelatin plate with time.  After fourteen days in saturated water vapor condition, the gelatin 
went down to a water concentration which fairly dry gelatin would have had after five 
minutes in the liquid at the same temperature.  When gelatin plate was placed vertically 
with the lower part in water and the upper part in saturated vapor, the lower part swelled 
much more than the upper part and the dividing line was quite sharp.  In other words, when 
the gelatin, which is in equilibrium with liquid water, is taken from the liquid and placed in 
a closed space containing the saturated water vapor, it loses a part of the absorbed liquid.  
As a consequence of this, a cyclic process may be devised if the gelatin gives up liquid in 
vapor form and takes up liquid again from the solvent as shown in Figure 2-13.38  This is 
an apparent contradiction of the second law of thermodynamics and has, hence, been called 
a paradox.39  There have been a number of different views as to whether the phenomenon 
really exists, or whether the phenomenon constitutes a violation of the second law of 
thermodynamics.  The phenomenon has been variously attributed to the failure of 
achieving the same temperature in the saturated vapor as in the liquid phase,37,40,41 the low 
permeation rate of vapor phase adsorption,42,43 the existence of the meta-stable state only 
that is sensitive to slight changes in experimental conditions,38 the structure and rigidity 
effects of solid substances,44 the insufficient time of vapor adsorption40,44 and the poor 
wetting of the condensates on solid substances.45  However, these disparate interpretations  
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Table 2-2. The uptake of water by gelatin in liquid water. 
 
 
        Water content of gelatin 
Time of immersion  Grams  Percent absorbed 
 
 0 min   0.122   17.0 
 5 min   2.282   336.1 
 10 min   2.934   432.1 
 20 min   3.559   540.3 
 30 min   4.072   599.7 
 40 min   4.300   633.3 
 50 min   4.415   650.2 
 60 min   4.506   663.6 
 2 hours  6.911   1018.0 
 48 hours  7.734   1139.0 
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Table 2-3. The release of water in gelatin by placing it in a space 
                        saturated with water vapor.  
 
 
        Water content of gelatin 
Time in vapor phase  Grams  Percent absorbed 
 
 0 day   4.659   1076 
 1 day   4.400   1016 
 2 days   4.322   998 
 3 days   4.276   988 
 4 days   4.241   979 
 5 days   3.730   861 
 7 days   3.346   759 
 9 days   2.687   621 
 11 days  2.088   482 
 14 days  1.484   343 
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 Solvent 
Figure 2-13. A schematic representation of Schroeder’s Paradox. 
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do not provide a general explanation of the phenomenon.  One44 of the interesting 
explanations based on independent experimental system is that the ‘Schroeder’s Paradox’ 
only occur in polymers with developed pore structures, which neither swell nor change 
their structure upon absorption.  Liquid sorption is considered to take place by diffusion 
through large pores, while the vapor sorption is much more complex.  It needs several 
steps of sorption into the wall of pores, formation of poly-molecular layers, meniscus 
formation and then condensation of vapors.  This condensation mostly proceeds in small 
pores rather than large pores because of the smaller vapor pressure in the small pores 
(Kelvin effect).  It also favors the short distances between walls in small pores.  Therefore, 
the phenomenon is explained as being caused by the difficulty in filling large pores in 
polymer from vapor adsorption.  Clearly, the permeation rate depends on the nature of 
solid substance such as structure and interactions with solvent.  Since the sorption from 
vapor phase needs several steps including condensation, the permeation rate is much faster 
when the solid is in direct contact with liquid than in a saturated vapor environment.  Thus, 
it may simply be a matter of different permeation rates, not two different equilibrium 
states.43   
  The Schroeder’s paradox is observed in proton-exchange membranes as well, i.e., in 
perfluorosulfonic acid (Nafion®), and the phenomenon is of great current interest in the 
fuel cell area.45-48  There is, thus, a discrepancy in the amount of water absorbed in Nafion® 
from pure liquid versus from saturated water vapor.  The number of water molecules 
absorbed per acid site in Nafion® is 22 in the liquid phase sorption, whereas 14 in the 
vapor phase sorption.45  One possible explanation advanced is that the hydrophobic nature 
of the polymer makes water uptake difficult when it contacts with vapor.  Since the 
conductivity of proton in the membrane depends strongly on the amount of water in 
Nafion®, the sorption characteristics of water is important in determining fuel cell 
performance.  Recently, Freger et al.49 reported a difference in sorption amounts when 
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sulfonated polyethylene polymer is contacted with different phases.  Although a definite 
explanation for the reason is still not available, they suggested that the effect was probably 
because of the changes in interfacial energies between the solvent and matrix phase as 
previously proposed.45  More recently, McLean et al.50 also described it as a pervasive and 
unexplained phenomenon. 
  It is necessary to understand this intriguing phenomenon in proton-exchange 
membranes for designing high proton-conducting membranes and for optimizing the 
operation conditions for fuel cell.  This is addressed in this thesis. 
 
2-3. Transport of Protons 
In addition to sorption behavior, it is essential to understand the mechanism of proton 
transfer in solution and in proton-exchange membrane in order to develop better or less 
expensive fuel cell membranes and membrane-electrode assemblies (MEAs).  In fact, the 
proton, as much as the electron, is ubiquitous and central to the electrochemistry of 
solutions:51 it is the basis of the concepts of pH, acids and bases.  The proton, which has no 
electrons and therefore no electron shell, interacts strongly with neighboring molecules, 
ions or atoms without steric restrictions. The proton is not likely to exist as a free proton in 
solution because of the attraction to the surrounding ions or molecules.  
 
2-3-1.  Proton Transport in Aqueous Solutions  
In an aqueous solution of acids, the proton is associated with water molecules and 
regarded classically as existing in the form of H3O+, or hydronium ion.  One of the 
interesting properties in protons is that the mobility of protons is abnormally high as 
compared with other ions.  For example, the mobility of sodium ion, which is 
approximately the same size of hydronium ion, is 5.19 x 10-4 cm2s-1V-1, whereas that of 
hydronium ion is 36.23 x 10-4 cm2s-1V-1 in water solution at 298 K.24,51  In other words, the 
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proton moves seven times faster than the sodium ion in water under the same conditions.  
The abnormal mobility of proton suggests that the proton should transfer by a mechanism 
fundamentally different from that used by other ions.52-55  
 
i). Grotthuss Mechanism56,57 
In 1806, a time when the existence of the proton was not known, the chemical formula 
of water was not settled, the notion of molecules was new, and little was known about 
stationary electricity, Grotthuss ingenuously introduced “chain mechanism” for the transfer 
of protons in water.  Thus, the protons in aqueous solution move through water largely by 
hopping along the hydrogen bond network rather than “en masse” movement of individual 
H3O+ ions through water as normally envisioned by the ordinary diffusive random walk 
process.  This process is called “structural diffusion” or “Grotthuss mechanism”.  Figure 2-
14 shows this proton transfer mechanism schematically.  An analogy is that in a row of 
small balls in contact, the collision of ball at one end of the row with a new ball caused a 
ball to the far end to detach itself and go off alone.52  This movement may explain the rapid 
transport of protons without a need for motion of H3O+ through the solution.   
 
ii). Huckel’s Mechanism58 
In 1928, Huckel made the first attempt in terms of more modern views to the proton 
transfer problem based on the Grotthuss’ mechanism.  He proposed that the proton jumps 
from an H3O+ to another water molecule followed by a rotation of the resulting new H3O+ 
ion.  Figure 2-15 schematically shows this mechanism.  This forms the basis of “structural 
diffusion” theories following thereafter.  
 
iii). Bernal et al.’s Mechanism59 
In 1933, Bernal et al. proposed a combined mechanism that the proton is transferred by  
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Figure 2-14. The Grotthuss mechanism of proton transfer in aqueous solution. 
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Figure 2-15. Schematic representation of successive steps in an H3O+ rotation 
(Huckel’s mechanism). 
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a tunneling process coupled with water molecule rotation step.  Figure 2-16 shows the 
mechanism.  In the tunneling process, the proton can jump from an H3O+ ion to a H2O 
molecule when the configuration of these molecules is favorable to the transfer (Figure II-
16 (a), (b), and (c)).  In this favorable orientation, the proton transfers to the adjacent water 
molecule.  But, when it is not in a favorable configuration, the proton cannot jump from 
H3O+ to H2O and the acceptor H2O molecule needs to be rotated to the favorable 
configuration to accept the proton from H3O+ (Figure II-3-3, (d) and (e)).  Figure 2-17 
shows the schematic diagram of the favorable and unfavorable configurations between 
H3O+ and H2O molecules.  The proton transfer can be completed by the tunneling process 
after the water orientation step.  The slower process of the two will determine the rate of 
proton transfer.  
 
iv). Conway, Bockris and Linton’s Mechanism51,60 
In 1956, Conway, Bockris and Linton gave a detailed calculation of the rates of proton 
tunneling and the rotation of H2O molecule for the proton transfer.  Figure 2-18 shows the 
mechanism as described below: I. The proton d is transferred to neighboring water 
molecule.  II. Proton X of H3O+ ion approaches H2O molecule that is not in favorable 
configuration for the transfer.  III. H2O molecule reorients to a favorable configuration for 
the transfer of proton X.  IV. The proton X jumps to the H2O molecule, which now 
becomes H3O+.  V. The central H2O molecule reorients for the transfer of proton b.  VI. 
The proton b jumps to the central H2O molecule and makes it H3O+ again.  The proton 
tunnels from H3O+ ion to H2O molecule but the tunneling rate is rapid.  This the process is 
limited by the rate at which the acceptor H2O molecules reorient so that their free orbitals 
face the tunneling proton.  According to their theory, the time taken in the tunneling 
process is about 10-14 second while the time H3O+ ion has to wait to receive a favorably  
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Figure 2-16. Schematic representation of tunneling and water rotation steps (Bernal and Fowler) 
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Figure 2-17. Schematic representation of the favorable and unfavorable configurations 
between H3O+ ion and proton accepting H2O molecule.  
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Figure 2-18. Schematic diagram of the proton transfer with tunneling and field induced reorientation. 
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oriented H2O molecule is about 2.4x10-13.  Therefore, the proton exists as H3O+ for most of 
its life and the rate determining orientation step of H2O molecules determines the whole 
proton transfer process.  The analogy has been made to a swing bridge that has to be in a 
position to receive the proton tunneling through the barrier.  
 
v). Recent Molecular Dynamic Simulations 
The chemical state of protons in aqueous solution has been studied and three states are 
usually discussed in the literature: i) H3O+, ii) H5O2+ complex61 with a proton between two 
water molecules, and iii) H9O4+ complex62 in which an H3O+ core is strongly hydrogen-
bonded to three water molecules.  One may imagine other intermediate structures among 
the three states.  One63 of the high-level MD simulations shows that the excess proton in 
water solution can be visualized as a ‘fluxional complex’ where H5O2+, called the “Zundel” 
ion, and H9O4+, called “Eigen” ion, are only important as limiting structures.  Figure 2-19 
shows the quantum mechanical probability distribution for three hydrogen bonds of H3O+ 
complex in water in terms of probability function P (Roo, δ).  The coordinate δ is the 
difference in distance between the proton and each of two oxygens, i.e., proportional to 
asymmetric stretch, and Roo is the oxygen-oxygen separation.  Figure 2-19a considers the 
three hydrogen bonds of H3O+ with the surrounding three oxygens of bulk water.  The high 
probability of Roo=2.6 Å corresponds to the H9O4+ structure due to large asymmetric 
stretch.  The coordinate δ = 0 means an equal sharing of proton and can be represented by 
H5O2+ where Roo=2.5 Å.  For neutral bulk water molecule Roo = 2.8 A. A better insight is 
given by simulating a hydrogen bond through which the proton transfer is most like to 
occur.  Figure 2-19b shows the distribution of hydrogen bond that has smallest δ.  It shows 
the broad and unstructured character indicating many structures between the forms of 
H5O2+ and H9O4+.  For small value of δ  < 0.1, the complex shares the proton equally, in 
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accordance with Zundel’s view, and for large values of δ  > 0.3, the complex possesses 
the features associated with Eigen’s H9O4+ complex picture.  From the flatness of the  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-19. The quantum-mechanical probability distribution function P(Roo, δ ) 
for (a) three hydrogen bonds of the H3O+ complex in water (b) ‘most active’ of three 
hydrogen bonds characterized by the smallest value ofδ . 
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probability function, it can be viewed as continuum of other unclassified structures 
between the two limiting forms. 
Recent molecular dynamic simulations have been utilized to understand the proton 
transport mechanism at the molecular level.63-70  Figure 2-20 shows the schematics of 
proton transfer (I. H9O4+ structure possessing H3O+ core donates three hydrogen bonds to 
neighboring water molecules that have four hydrogen bonds.63,70  The formation of 
hydrogen bonds weakens the surrounding hydrogen bond of the H2O molecule.  One of the 
H2O molecule hydrogen bonded to the H3O+ core undergoes hydrogen bond breaking with 
one of its neighbors (except the H3O+).  II. The acceptor H2O molecule is left with three 
hydrogen bonds and it is in ‘under-coordinated’ state. The cleavage of a hydrogen bond 
strengthens the neighboring bonds.  III. The H2O molecule takes one of the protons from 
H3O+ to which it is currently hydrogen bonded and become H3O+ ion).  Thus, the proton 
diffuses through the H9O4+ and H5O2+ as limiting structures.  There exist many 
unclassifiable situations in between and the proton defect can be described as being of a 
‘fluxional complex’.  This analysis, based on the first-principles quantum simulation, 
brings out features of both Eigen’s and Zundel’s view but shows the complex as a 
continuum of numerous structures.  It is consistent with known experimental results. 
 
2-3-2. Transport of Protons in PEMs 
The nature of water within the nanometer dimensions of hydrated PEM has been 
reported to be different from that of water in the bulk.71-74  Some of the water molecules in 
Nafion® are tightly bound to the SO3- and thus less hydrogen bonded near the pore surface 
than in bulk water because of the less water-water molecular contact than in bulk water and 
the hydrophobic nature of the PTFE backbone.  The water molecules in the central region 
of water-filled pore are expected to behave more like bulk water.  The transport properties 
of PEM are determined by the water content within the hydrophilic domain and the 
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Figure 2-20. Schematics of proton transfer by ab-initio MD simulation. 
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interaction with the acidic functional groups, which becomes more significant as the PEM 
is less hydrated.  Recent molecular mechanics and molecular dynamic simulation studies 
are also contributing to an understanding of solvation of solvent molecules inside of proton 
exchange membranes.  The molecular fragments of Nafion®, for example trifluorosulfonic 
acid (CF3SO3H), difluoromethane ether (CF3OCF3), para-toluene sulfonic acid 
(CH3C6H4SO3H), perfluorosulfate oligomers and side chain (CF3-
OCF2CF(CF3)OCF2CF2SO3H), have been employed to simulate the electo-chemical states 
of solvent molecules in the membrane.75  Ab initio electronic structure calculations have 
been used to obtain the conformations for the model compounds, and the dissociation and 
hydration of the acid depend on the structure and the strength of SO3-.   
Figure 2-21 shows the changes in conformations by adding water molecules to the 
CF3SO3H.  The CF3SO3H + H2O conformation shows that the water molecule forms a 
somewhat shorter hydrogen bond than typical (~2.8 Å) with the acidic proton.  Table 2-4 
shows the distances SO3-H, and SO2O-H-OH2 for the different number of water molecules 
added into the system.  The SO3-H distance has increased by 0.086 Å after second water 
molecule has been added compared with CF3SO3H.  However, the dissociation of proton 
from SO3- was not observed even after a second water molecule was added.  After a third 
water molecule was added, however, a spontaneous dissociation of acidic proton is 
observed.  When the fourth and fifth water molecules are added, the hydronium ion formed 
in the third water molecule was still observed.  The hydronium ion forms a contact ion pair 
with SO3- anion.  Finally, when the sixth water molecule is added, a complete separation of 
proton from the SO3- were observed.  In the study of Nafion® oligomer, similar results are 
reported in that the SO3- group forms five hydrogen bonds to the solvent water molecules 
and they are in the first solvation shell.74  At low water content, the water-water contact is 
significantly reduced.  In this situation, the hydrogen bonds are expected to be tightened, 
which decreases the dielectric constant and reduces the bond breaking/forming  
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 Figure 2-21. Optimized conformation of CF3SO3H + nH2O. 
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Table 2-4. Structural distances of SO2O-H and SO2OH-OH2 of CF3SO3H + nH2Os. 
 
 
        Number     d(-SO2O-H….OH2),   d(-SO2O….H_OH2) 
of water molecules       Å       Å 
 
 0     0.973        - 
 1     1.020    2.595 
 2     1.059    2.496 
 3     1.562    2.556 
 4     1.721    2.658 
 5     1.739    2.693 
 6     3.679    4.243  
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process for proton transfer.  The interaction of H2O with acidic functional group polarizes 
the protons in the hydrogen bonds and is expected to increase the energy of proton 
containing complex, which leads to an increased activation enthalpy and therefore to a 
reduced rate of proton transfer.  The distribution of protonic charges and the corresponding 
electrostatic potential in the vicinity of the functional groups would be influenced by 
chemical interaction of the proton with the acid anion, and the local dielectric constant of 
the solvating water which is assumed 6 in the vicinity of the acid groups, and the spatial 
separation of immobile acid anions, which is usually 6-12 Å.   
Although the precise picture of protonated water in Nafion® is not known, all the water 
molecules within the Nafion® are assumed not to be in the same state. The transfer of 
proton near pore surface, i.e., within 3-4 Å, which is roughly the size of water molecule, 
would take place through the tightly bound water molecules along the array of SO3- 
groups.  On the other hand, the transfer of proton in the center of the pore would be similar 
to the transfer in bulk water.  Figure 2-22 shows schematically the two kinds of water 
molecules inside of Nafion®.76  The transfer of water through surface water can be 
characterized by higher activation energy and lower proton transfer rate.  The surface 
density of SO3- group and the pore structure/size would determine the contributions of 
proton transfer from the surface and bulk water.  As the membrane becomes saturated, the 
size of pore increases and this will increase the bulk-like portion of water, leading to  more 
bulk-like transfer that gives higher rate of proton transfer in the middle of the pores.  Thus, 
the overall rate of proton transfer increases with pore radius until it reaches saturation, 
where the average diameter of pores is 4-6 nm.   
Paddison et al. developed a statistical mechanical model77,79 where the transport of 
protons close to the pore wall (~1.2 nm of the pore wall) was relatively slow and thus was 
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identified as vehicular transport mechanism, while transport of protons was fast in the 
central regions of the pore and thus identified as Grotthuss mechanism.  Eikering79  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
surface water
bulk water
Hydrophobic PTFE 
SO3 SO3SO3SO3
Figure 2-22. The structure of proton exchange membrane in its hydrated 
state (two types of waters are distinguished). 
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reported a phenomenological model where the total proton conductivity is obtained from 
two contributions: one contribution dominates in the middle of the pore and proceeds in a 
manner similar to that of bulk, and the other contribution dominates near the pore surface 
along the array of SO3- groups.  The surface conductivity is considerably smaller and has a 
higher activation free energy than bulk conductivity.  A higher density of SO3- group gives 
rise to high surface conductivity and large pore radii increases the possibility of residing 
protons in the bulk, where they have higher conductivity.  Mafe et al.80 developed a two-
region model to describe proton conductivity of porous fixed charged membranes.  The 
activation energies and diffusion coefficients for the surface conductivities were estimated 
using a simple microscopic model that considers the counterion displacement from a fixed 
charged group as the rate limiting process.  The bulk conductivity was taken from 
experimental data and qualitative trends of the two contributions to the total conductivity 
were provided for ion-exchange membranes rather than for any specific membrane.   
Some recent MD simulations have been reported for the transport of protons in 
Nafion®.81-86  The macromolecular nature of PEMs makes virtually impossible to handle an 
entire molecules in an ab initio manner and thus, only the polymeric subunits involved in 
strong interaction with water have been treated.  Although such attempts are still in their 
infancy, they provide insights into the proton transport mechanisms in PEM.   
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Chapter 3. Sorption in Proton-Exchange Membranes:  
    An Explanation of Schroeder’s Paradox 
 
Abstract   
A physicochemical model is proposed to describe sorption in proton-exchange 
membranes (PEMs), which can predict the complete isotherm as well as provide a 
plausible explanation for the long unresolved phenomenon termed Schroeder’s paradox, 
namely the difference between the amounts sorbed from a liquid solvent versus from its 
saturated vapor.  The solvent uptake is governed by the swelling pressure caused within the 
membrane as a result of stretching of the polymer chains upon solvent uptake, MΠ , as well 
as a surface pressure, σΠ , due to the curved vapor-liquid interface of pore liquid.  Further, 
the solvent molecules in the membrane are divided into those that are chemically, or 
strongly, bound to the acid sites, Ciλ , and others that are free to physically equilibrate 
between the fluid and the membrane phases, Fiλ .  The model predicts the isotherm over 
whole range of humidities satisfactorily and also provides a rational explanation for the 
Schroeder’s paradox. 
 
3-1.  Introduction 
Fuel cells based on the proton-exchange membranes (PEMs) are of great potential as 
efficient and largely pollution-free power generators for mobile and stationary 
applications.1-3  The PEM fuel cell comprises a membrane-electrode-assembly (MEA) 
involving two carbon cloth (or paper) gas-diffusion layers that allow simultaneous 
transport of gases and water while collecting current, and two carbon supported Pt or Pt 
alloy catalyst layers where the electrochemical reactions take place, sandwiching a proton-
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exchange membrane that allows protons to transfer from the anode to the cathode.  The 
membranes, typically a perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) polymer such as Nafion®, consist of 
a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) backbone with side-chains terminating in +−HSO3 groups.  
They possess little porosity in the dry state.  However, in the presence of water or other 
polar solvents, the membrane swells and the sulfonic acid groups ionize protonating the 
sorbed solvent molecules that are responsible for conducting the protons.4,5  The 
conductivity of Nafion® is highly dependent upon hydration level6,7 being essentially an 
insulator below a threshold and rising through several orders of magnitude to about 0.07 ~ 
0.1 Siemens/cm at 80 ºC when fully hydrated.4-7  The extent of the solvent uptake and 
membrane swelling is controlled by a balance between the internal osmotic pressure of 
solvent within the pores and the elastic forces of the polymer matrix which, in turn, depend 
upon the temperature and membrane pretreatment.8  The membrane pretreatment involves 
raising the temperature to around the glass transition temperature of Nafion® (111 ºC) to 
allow the polymer chains to reorient themselves in the presence of water.9  The membrane 
is first cleaned in a boiling 3 % H2O2 solution, followed by boiling in 0.5 M H2SO4 to 
ensure full protonation, and finally in deionized water.  This results in the so-called E 
(expanded) form.  Other pretreatment procedures that have been described in the literature 
include drying at 80 ºC that produces the N (normal) form, while drying at 105 ºC 
produces the S (shrunk) form.10 
The results of water uptake in Nafion expressed in terms of λ , the number of water 
molecules per acid site, upon contact with liquid or its saturated vapor are summarized in 
Table 3-1.  There is an unexplained discrepancy in the water uptake in Nafion® from pure 
liquid ( sati,Lλ  ≈ 22~23) versus that from its saturated vapor ( sati,Vλ  ≈ 13.5~14.0), even though 
both possess unit activity.11-18  In fact, when a liquid water-equilibrated membrane was 
removed and exposed to a saturated water vapor, λ  dropped from 22 to 14, indicating that  
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Table 3-1. The amount of water sorption in Nafion by liquid water and  
  its saturated vapor about room temperature. 
 
   Number of water molecules per sulfonic acid 
Liquid             Vapor 
 
22     (25°C)11,12  13.5 (25°C)14  
22.6  (25°C)13   13.5 (25°C)18 
23     (25°C)15   13.6 (25°C)16 
22.3  (25°C)17,*  14    (30°C)11,12 
 
The data reported are for proton exchanged E form of Nafion membrane. 
All data are for Nafion 117 except *. 
* Nafion 120 (ion exchange capacity is 0.83 mequiv/g dry proton exchanged form  
and thickness is 250 µm). 
Temperatures of the experiments are given in parenthesis and references are in  
superscript. 
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the two states are thermodynamically stable.11  The phenomenon, known as Schroeder’s 
paradox,19 is apparently not uncommon in polymer systems but has not so far been 
satisfactorily explained, although many different explanations have been advanced.20-29  
For instance, it has been attributed to the failure of achieving the same temperature in the 
saturated vapor as in the liquid phase,20-22 the low permeation rate of vapor phase 
adsorption,23,24 the existence of the meta-stable state only that is sensitive to slight changes 
in experimental conditions,25 the structure and rigidity effects of solid substances,26 the 
insufficient time of vapor adsorption21,26 and the poor wetting of the condensates on solid 
substances.11  However, these disparate explanations do not provide a satisfactory and 
general understanding of the phenomenon.   
It is important to understand the solvent uptake by proton exchange membranes, so that 
the fuel cell design and operation can be optimized, which is the objective of this paper.  
The sorption of water in Nafion® has been modeled based on a finite-layer BET,5 modified 
BET,30 Flory-Huggins,30,31 or simply fitted using polynomials in activity.18,32  A sorption 
model of water in Nation is proposed here based on the premise that the sorption isotherm 
is controlled by the swelling pressure determined by the matrix and surface forces of the 
polymer membrane and sorbed solvent, which in turn affects its chemical potential, and 
hence the amount sorbed. 
 
3-2.  Model Description 
When an ion-exchange membrane, e.g., Nafion, is in equilibrium with a solvent, e.g., 
water, some of the sorbed solvent molecules are in a physicochemical state that is different 
from the bulk solvent molecules depending upon their interaction with the membrane.  
Thus, the sorbed molecules may be associated with: i) the ion-exchange site, e.g., sulfonic 
acid group; or ii) the polymer matrix, e.g., fluorocarbon backbone in Nafion; or iii) the 
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other solvent molecules.  In the model developed here, we simply assume that the sorbed 
solvent molecules are of two types: i) those that are strongly, or chemically, bound to the 
acid sites in the primary salvation layer, akin to chemisorption; and ii) others that are 
physically equilibrated between the fluid and the membrane phases, akin to physisorption.  
In other words, we do not explicitly account for the solvent interactions with the polymer 
backbone in this treatise, which is included in the effective spring constant κ  of the 
polymer matrix.  It is further assumed that as the membrane swells due to solvent uptake, 
the solvent molecules meet increasing resistance from the stretched polymer chains 
resulting in a swelling pressure on the pore liquid.  The pressure, of course, alters the 
solvent chemical potential within the membrane, and hence the sorption equilibrium.  
When the sorption occurs from the vapor phase, an additional pressure is exerted on the 
pore liquid by the curved vapor-liquid interface within the pore.  This latter effect is 
invoked here to explain the Schroeder’s paradox. 
The model, thus, involves a balance of forces.33,34  Equilibrium is achieved when the 
elastic pressure of the polymer matrix counterbalances the increased pressure within the 
pore liquid in an effort of solvent molecules to equalize the chemical potential of the fluid 
inside and outside of the pore.  Figure 3-1 shows a schematic of the polymer matrix in its 
dry (unswollen) and stretched (swollen) states.  The effective spring constant κ of the 
polymer matrix, much like its Young’s modulus, is assumed to depend upon the 
temperature (e.g., proximity to the glass-transition temperature, Tg), solvent-polymer 
interaction, and pretreatment procedures.  Above the Tg, of course, the membrane would 
lose integrity eventually forming a dispersion of the polymer in the solvent, e.g., Nafion® 
gel.4  It can, thus, be envisioned that the other key variables that affect swelling are; i) the 
polarity of the solvent, ii) the nature, e.g., hydrophobicity, of the polymer backbone, iii) the 
concentration of the acid sites, and iv) the strength of the acid sites.35 
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Figure 3-1. Schematic representation of an ion-exchange membrane in its (a) unswollen 
and (b) swollen state.  The fixed and counter-ions in the membrane are represented by open 
(o ) and filled (• ) circles, respectively 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
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3-3.  Theoretical Model 
The sorbed molecules are, thus, assumed to be of two types: i) those that are 
chemically, or strongly, bound (akin to chemisorption), represented by Ciλ ; and ii) those 
that are ‘free’ to physically equilibrate (akin to physisorption) between the membrane and 
the fluid phase, Fiλ .  A Schematic of these two different types of water molecules in 
Nafion is shown in Figure 3-2.  Thus, the total uptake of solvent by the membrane 
(number of solvent molecules sorbed/ion exchange site) is written as  
iλ  = 
C
iλ +
F
iλ     [1] 
The thermodynamic condition for the ‘chemical’ equilibrium that determines Ciλ , of 
course, is 
∑
=
n
i
iρi µν
1
 = 0   ( ρ  = 1, 2, . . . , q)    [2] 
where iρν  and iµ  designate the stoichiometric number of species i in reaction ρ  and the 
chemical potential of species i in solution, respectively.  On the other hand, the 
thermodynamic conditions for describing phase equilibrium between the membrane and 
external fluid phases are 
Mi,µ  = Fi,µ  (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)  [3] 
which determines Fiλ .  
The general chemical potential for species i (i = 1,2,. . . , n) in phase α  can be written 
as a function of temperature, pressure, composition, and other potentials, αµ ,i  = (T, P, 
α,ia , iΨ ), e.g., 
αµ ,i  =  oo PTi ,µ  + dPV
p
P
i∫ 
o
α,  + RT α,ln ia  + α,iΨ  [4] 
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Figure 3-2. The two types of sorbed water molecules in the proton exchange membrane: 
five strongly bound water molecules in the primary hydration shell, akin to chemisorption 
and eight free water molecules, akin to physisorption. 
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where 

 oo PTi ,µ  is the standard  chemical potential of species i (e.g., for unit activity), T is 
the temperature, oP  is the standard pressure, α,iV  is the partial molar volume of i, α,ia  is 
the activity of i, and α,iΨ  represents other potentials in the phase α .  For example, for the 
case where an electrostatic potential φ  exists in a given phase, for a charged species i 
iΨ  = φFzi   [5] 
where iz  is the charge number of species i and F is the Faraday’s constant.
35,36  Of course, 
the solvents of interest here do not contain any ionic species.  
 
Liquid-Membrane Phase Equilibria 
For equilibration between a liquid and membrane phase for an uncharged species i, the 
use of Eqs. 3 and 4 provides for an incompressible solvent leads to  
ln
Li
F
Mi
a
a
,
,  = – 



RT
Vi
MΠ      [6] 
where the membrane swelling, or osmotic pressure, MΠ = LM PP − ,  is the pressure rise 
within the membrane exerted by the polymer matrix due to stretching to accommodate the 
imbibed pore liquid.35,37  Many theoretical models have been proposed for the osmotic 
pressure,38-40 which is known to vary as a function of the ionic concentration of solution 
and elastic network of solid substance.41  The activity of species i within the membrane 
F
Mia ,  corresponds to the ‘free’, or non-chemically bound, molecules of i, as denoted by the 
superscript ‘F’.  
 
Vapor-Membrane Phase Equilibria 
When the membrane equilibrates with a vapor phase, assuming that the pressure 
changes within the condensed phase in the pore is caused both due to the stretching of the 
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polymer network upon solvent uptake, MΠ , as well as that exerted by the curved vapor-
liquid interface within the pores, σΠ , use of Eqs. 3 and 4 results in
 
ln
Vi
F
Mi
a
a
,
,  = – 



RT
Vi ( )σM ΠΠ +      [7] 
where the vapor phase activity Via ,  = 
sat
ii PP , where iP  is the partial pressure and 
sat
iP  is 
the vapor pressure of solvent.  σΠ  is provided by the equation of Young and Laplace
42,43 
σΠ  = 
pr
cosθσ2−   [8] 
where θ  is the liquid-membrane contact angle and pr  is the mean pore radius of liquid-
filled pores as shown in Figure 3-3.  For the case of saturated vapor, satii PP = , and Eq. 8 
gives 
ln FMia , = – 



RT
V i ( )σM ΠΠ +      [9] 
whereas for the case of pure liquid solvent i, from Eq. 6  
ln FMia ,  = – 



RT
V i
MΠ   [10] 
 It is then clear from the Eqs. 9 and 10 that, in general, the amount sorbed from a 
saturated vapor would be different from that sorbed from a pure liquid, both possessing 
unit activity.  This simple result, thus, provides a plausible explanation for the Schroeder’s 
paradox for the sorption in polymers.  
 
Simplifying Assumptions  
The above equations are largely free of assumptions.  However, in order to use these 
results for predictive purposes, it is simply assumed here that the activity coefficients of  
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Figure 3-3. Schematic representation of absorbed solvent in the pore when membrane 
contacts with vapor phase environment. 
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the physically equilibrated species within the membrane are the same from those as in the 
liquid phase.40  Then, for the liquid phase sorption in Eq. 6, Li
F
Mi aa ,,  = LiLi
F
Mi
F
Mi xx ,,,, γγ  
≈  LiFMi xx ,, ,  
ln
Li
F
Mi
x
x
,
,  = – 



RT
V i
MΠ   [11] 
The mole fraction of the ‘free’ solvent molecules within the membrane is35,44,45 
F
Mix ,  = 1+Fi
F
i
λ
λ
   [12] 
It is next assumed that swelling pressure exerted within the pores is linear in solvent 
uptake,33-35, 46 
MΠ  = κ ε   [13] 
  
where the effective spring constant κ  is a function of the elasticity of the polymer 
network, degree of cross-linking, interaction between polymer network and solvent, 
temperature and membrane pretreatment and history.  The pore volume fraction occupied 
by the liquid, ε , is5 
ε  ≈  
i
i
M
i
V
V λ
λ
+
     [14] 
where MV  and iV  are partial molar volumes of membrane and solvent, respectively.  
Finally, it is assumed that the pore radius of liquid-filled pores may be estimated using the 
parallel pore model  
pr  ≈  S
ε2     [15] 
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The pore specific surface S (m2/cm3 membrane) here is assumed not to vary substantially 
with increasing uptake.  These assumptions when utilized in the above expressions provide 
a predictive model for the phase equilibrium between membrane and liquid (or vapor) 
phase in terms of common physical properties along with the empirical spring constant, κ . 
It has been further reported that the contact angle of water in Nafion 117 membrane 
varies systematically with the hydration level.47  Thus, for a completely dry membrane, θ  
= 116°, which is close to that for PTFE, indicating substantial hydrophobicity.  The contact 
angle decreases gradually at first with θ , and then somewhat more sharply, reaching θ  = 
98° for vapor saturated membrane with satVi ,λ  = 14, indicating gradually  increasing 
hydrophilicity.  
 
Chemical Equilibria 
Eqs. 2 and 4 when combined yield the usual chemical equilibrium for reaction ρ  
ρK  = 


 ∆−
RT
Gρ
o
exp  = ρiνi
n
i
a
1=Π      [16] 
where ρK  is the equilibrium constant for reaction ρ  and ∑≡∆ =
n
i
ii PTGG
1
),(oo ρρ ν  is the 
standard Gibbs energy change.  Formation of the hydration shell may be described by 
stepwise equilibrium and the binding of solvent molecules in the shell is assumed to occur 
by the sequential reactions between the polymer acid groups +−HA  and polar solvent 
molecules BOH (e.g., HOH, CH3OH) as evidenced by IR spectroscopic analysis.48  
 
+−HA  + BOH  ' +− 2BOHA  1K   [17] 
+−
2BOHA  + BOH  ' ( )BOHBOHA 2+−  2K  [18] 
( )BOHBOHA 2+−  + BOH  ' ( )22 BOHBOHA +−  3K  [19] 
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….. 
( ) 2ν2 BOHBOHA −+−  + BOH  ' ( ) 1ν2 BOHBOHA −+−  νK  [20] 
 
where ν  corresponds to the total number of equilibrium steps for the successive 
equilibrium reaction for the primary solvation shell.  The first of these, for instance, 
represents dissociation of the polymer bound acid group and concomitant protonation of 
the solvent forming e.g., hydronium ion, whereas the second and subsequent steps 
represent further solvation.  In order to distinguish between chemical and physical 
equilibrium, the solvent molecules with jK  ≥  1 are considered to be strongly bound49 and 
the interactions of an acid site with solvent molecules for jK  ≤  1 are assumed weak 
enough to be accounted for by physical equilibration.  Using Eq. 16 for these and replacing 
activities of chemisorbed sites by their fraction of total number of acid sites 
1θ  = iaK oθ1 ; 2θ  = iaK 12θ  = 221 iaKK oθ ; 3θ  = 3321 iaKKK oθ  . . . etc.,    [21] 
such that the jth term 
jθ  = ijj aK 1−θ  = 

 Π= ρ
j
ρ
K
1
j
iaoθ  [22] 
where jθ  refers to the fraction of acid sites with j strongly bound solvent molecules.  
Combining this with total ion-exchange site balance, the isotherm for the strongly bound 
solvent molecules 
C
iλ  = 
∑
∑
= =
= =


 Π+


 Π
v
j
j
iρ
ν
ρ
v
j
j
iρ
ν
ρ
)(aK
)j(aK
1 1
1 1
1
     [23] 
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The use of this expression requires the knowledge of ν  equilibrium constants.  In order to 
reduce the number of parameters required for predictions, two simpler cases are 
considered:  
i) If it is assumed that all ρK  = 1K , i.e., all molecules sorb equally strongly, then Eq. 23 
simplifies to  
C
iλ  = 
i
i
aK
aK
1
1
1−  
( )( ) ( )
( ) 



−
++−
+
+
1
1
1
11
1
11
ν
i
ν
ii
aK
aKνaKν ν
  [24] 
ii) Clearly, 1K  >> 2K  >> 1−jK  >> jK , as the energy of interaction decreases quickly with 
the number of the strongly bound molecules/site.  Thus, the proton affinity of each 
subsequent water molecule drops rapidly.  Therefore, if it is assumed that oρG∆  in Eq. 16 is 
proportional to the inverse qρ , e.g., q  = 3 corresponding to dispersion interactions,43 then  
ρ
ν
ρ
K
1=Π  = 





∆− ∑
=
j
qRT
G
1
0
1 1exp
ρ ρ  ≈ 1K   [25] 
since the sum of the series is not substantially greater than unity (e.g., for q = 3, and j = 5, 
it is 1.1856).  Using this approximation in Eq. 23, i.e., all ρK  = 1 except 1K , the 
simplified isotherm for the strongly sorbed molecules 
C
iλ  = 
i
i
a
aK
−1
1  
( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 



−−+
++−
+
+
1
11
1
11
11
ν
νν νν
ii
ii
aKaK
aa
  [26] 
In reality, the individual equilibrium constants for the successive absorption of solvent 
molecules drop less quickly.  For instance, the first and second ones, and sometimes even 
third and fourth depending on the type of ions, are significant compared with the rest of the 
equilibrium constants.49,50  
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Both Eqs. 24 and 26 have the virtue of involving only two parameters, namely, 1K  and 
ν.  Since the reality would lie somewhere between the two extremes represented by these 
expressions, the intermediate case is represented by a slight modification of Eq. 26, i.e., 
C
iλ  = mi ,λ  
i
i
a
aK
−1
1  
( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 



−−+
++−
+
+
1
11
1
11
11
ν
νν νν
ii
ii
aKaK
aa
     [27] 
where mi ,λ  is an empirical solvation parameter to better account for the sorption between 
the two limiting cases.  For a pure component sorption of saturated vapor or liquid, ia  = 1, 
the strongly bound molecules, thus, are 
satC
LVi
,
)(,λ  = mi ,λ



 +
+
ν
ν
1
112
1
K
 ≈ mi ,λ 2
1 ν+      [28] 
which provides an interrelation between mi ,λ  and ν .   
An implicit expression is obtained for the sorption of liquid in terms of activity Lia ,  by first 
combining Eq. 27 with Eq. 1, and then substituting to Eqs. 12 and 13 with 14, and finally 
substituting the activity and pressure expressions to Eq. 6 
=









−−+
++−
−−
−
+
+ 1
1
11
1
1
11
11
1 ν
νν
)(
)()(
,
,,,
,
Lii,L
LiLi
i,L
Lii,m
Li aK)a(K
aνa)(ν
)a(
aKλ
λ 1ex1 −














+
−
i
M
Li
Lii
i,L
V
VRT
Vpa
,
,
λ
κλ
 [29] 
while for the case of the vapor phase sorption, the final expression is  
=









−−+
++−
−−
−
+
+ 1
1
,11
1
,,1
)(11
)()(11
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For given mi ,λ , 1K , ν , iV , κ , S , σ , θ  and MV , thus, the sorption isotherm can be 
determined for vapor or liquid phase sorption.  Further, it is then clear from the Eq. 29 and 
30 that the solvent loading in liquid sorption, Li ,λ , would in general be different from the 
solvent loading from the vapor sorption Vi ,λ .  
 
3-4.  Results and Discussions 
In order to apply this model to water sorption in Nafion, the parameters 1K , mi ,λ , and 
ν , are determined based on the following considerations.  The equilibrium constant 1K  
between water and the side chain of HSO3  is approximated by that of sulfuric acid in 
water for the first ionization.  Although different values of the ionization constants have 
been proposed,45,51,52 the number of strongly bound solvent molecules, which can be 
determined separately by several techniques, is not substantially affected by the choice of 
the equilibrium constant, which is taken as 100.  The solvent loading parameter, mi ,λ , is 
taken as simply as the number of water molecules per acid site for monolayer coverage, 
since it provides for the correct value of chemically bound solvent molecules.5,40  The 
number of equilibrium steps, ν , for hydration of the ions is related to the number of 
solvent molecules in the hydration shell by Eq. 27.  The hydration number of a proton (H+) 
is experimentally reported as 3.9 in sulfonated styrene-type ion exchanger,49 or 4 by 
comparing the experimental variation of molar volume of water with theoretical variation 
based on the H3O+ ion association.45  The number of water molecules in the hydration shell 
around sulfonic acid in Nafion membrane are also reported to be from 2 to 5, depending 
on the type of cations coexisting with the sulfonic acid.  For example, two water molecules 
are found to be strongly bound per −3SO  side chain for K
+ exchanged Nafion membrane, 
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whereas for Na+ and Li+ membrane the number increases to 3~5 molecules.53  Thus, the 
hydration number for Nafion is expected to be in a range of 4~6 in the fully hydrated 
state.  For sulfonated styrene-type ion exchanger, hydration number of 6 for HSO3 group 
is reported experimentally,54 and recent molecular modeling studies also result in 5~6 
hydration number for HSO3 .
55,56  The activity of water in Nafion that is osmotically 
active is limited to the water molecules that are outside of the first hydration shell.  In the 
dry or low humidity conditions, only a few water molecules are in the hydration shell and 
are not enough to shield the ions.  As the humidity increases, more water molecules 
become involved in the shielding of sulfonic acid and hydronium ion.   
The mean pore radius of liquid-filled pores pr  is obtained in terms of iλ  by combining 
Eqs. 14 and 15.  The average pore radius of Nafion® resulting from this model is 2 nm.  
The pore size increases with humidity and becomes 4 nm when the membrane is in 
equilibrium with liquid water.  The variation of pore radius with solvent uptake is 
consistent with what is observed in Nafion® by standard porosimetry method (SPM)57 (~2 
nm), transmission electron microscopy (TEM)58 (~2.5 nm), small angle scattering with 
neutron (SANS) and X-rays (SAXS)59,60 (~2.5 nm) and atomic force microscope (AFM)61 
(~7.5 nm).  Although larger pores/cluster aggregates are observed,57,62 the mean pore 
radius of up to 4 nm used in this model is in a good agreement with the reported data.   
The surface of Nafion® shows a topographic feature of nano-phase separated 
crystalline fluorocarbon, amorphous fluorocarbon and ionic domains.  When the surface is 
exposed to the increasing humidity, the pore size as well as the surface roughness 
increases, as observed by SAXS/SANS60 and AFM.61  Therefore, the surface in a humid 
environment may be expected to exhibit larger contact angle as compared with dry 
condition in light of Wenzel’s law63  
roughθcos  = γ flatθcos   [31] 
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where γ  is the roughness factor, defined as the ratio of the actual area of a rough surface to 
the geometric projected area, roughθ  and flatθ  are effective contact angles on rough and flat 
surfaces, respectively.  Since γ  is always larger than unity and the contact angle for vapor 
phase sorption is greater than 90°, it is expected the contact angle would be increased by 
humidification.43,64  However, the contact angle is actually found to decrease as the 
humidity increases because of the increased hydrophilicity of the surface.47,65  The 
absorbed water in Nafion® interacts with side chain of sulfonic acid groups as well as the 
fluorocarbon backbone and changes the nanostructure of Nafion® to favor further 
adherence of water molecule, resulting in increased wettability, or low contact angles.  
Although the inside wall of pore is also not uniform, the contact angle in pores is assumed 
to be similar to that of the surface.  
The effective spring constant κ  is obtained by assuming that five water molecules are 
strongly bound around an acid site in Nafion for liquid sorption.  Thus, substitution of 
Lix ,  = 1.0, iλ  = 22 and Fiλ  = 17 to Eqs. 11-14 provides the effective spring constant κ  of 
183 atm.  The effective spring constant κ  varies with the elastic properties of polymer 
matrix and interaction between the solvent molecules and the polymer structure.   
The isotherm of water in Nafion as predicted by Eq. 30 as a function of humidity 
using the parameters listed in Table 3-2 is shown in Figure 3-4 along with the experimental 
data from various groups.11,14,16,18  In the initial sorption stage, about the first two water 
molecules per ion are sorbed at the activity (or relative humidity) of water Via ,  = 0.1.  A 
high enthalpy change is known to occur for the sorption of the first and second water 
molecules.  However, the hydration energy decreases very quickly as the number of water 
molecules in the primary shell increases.66  After the strong sorption of water molecules in 
the initial stages, thus, the solvent loading increases less steeply with the activity and 
reaches Vi,λ  = 5~7 at Via ,  = 0.7~0.8.  In the high activity region above Via ,  = 0.8, the  
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Table 3-2. Parameters employed in the model for the sorption of water in Nafion. 
 
Parameter Value Unit Comment and references 
      MV  537 cm
3/mol partial molar volume of Nafion 5,14 
      iV  18 cm
3/mol partial molar volume of water 
      S  210 m2/cm3 specific pore surface area57 
      1K  100 dimensionless the first ionization constant of sulfuric acid
5,45,50,51  
      ν  4-6 dimensionless the number of chemical equilibrium steps of reaction52-55 
      mi ,λ  1.8 dimensionless monolayer coverage being bound5 
      σ  72.1 mN/m surface tension of water36,43 
      θ  98 dimensionless contact angle of saturated water vapor in Nafion 47 
      κ  183 atm calculated assuming five hydration water per acid group 
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Figure 3-4. Prediction of the water sorption in Nafion(EW=1100) by the model (Eq. 30) 
taken ν  = 5 together with experimental observations: solid line (model prediction), 
triangle (ref. 12), square (ref. 14), circle (ref. 16) and star (ref. 18). 
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sorption of water is very sensitive to the activity of the external water vapor and reaches 
sat
Vi ,λ  = 14.9 at saturation.  In this high activity region, the water molecules are largely 
physically sorbed.  Generally, the large ions sorb less solvent molecules in the high activity 
region because they occupy the space which otherwise would be taken up by the free 
solvent molecules.  The model, thus predicts the sorption of water in Nafion quite 
precisely throughout the entire range of vapor phase activity including all the characteristic 
features, namely the high initial slope, gradual increase of the slope after the sorption of 
the first a few molecules and high slope at activities above Via ,  = 0.7~0.8.   
In order to explain the Schroeder’s paradox for the sorption of water in Nafion, Eqs. 
29 and 30 are reduced, respectively, for the sorption of pure liquid i, with Lia ,  = 1.0 and 
Eq. 28 to 
( ) 1,
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and for the sorption of saturated vapor of pure component, with Via ,  = 1.0 and Eq. 28 to 
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It can be inferred from Eqs. 32 and 33 that the solvent loadings from the liquid, satLi ,λ , and 
that from saturated vapor, satVi,λ , are different in general, which explains the Schroeder’s 
paradox.  The reason for this difference is the surface energy of the vapor-liquid interface 
that affects the chemical potential of the sorbed phase for the case of saturated vapor 
sorption.  
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Figure 3-5 shows the solvent loading from the liquid sorption, satLi ,λ  with changing ν  
from 4 to 6.  The left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. 32 are plotted 
versus satLi,λ  and the solvent loading for the liquid sorption can be obtained by the 
intersection of the plots for different ν .  The model predicts the loading of water satLi,λ  = 
22~23 as ν  changes from 4 to 6 as shown in the Figure 3-5.  In case of the sorption of 
water vapor, each side of Eq. 33 is plotted versus satVi ,λ  in Figure 3-6.  At saturated vapor 
condition, the model predicts the loading of water satVi,λ  = 15~16 as shown by the 
intersection of the plots of LHS and RHS for different values of ν  in Eq. 33.  There is a 
clear difference in solvent uptake between liquid and saturated vapor sorption; that is, the 
solvent uptake of vapor phase sorption is less than that of liquid phase. In this case, the 
difference in λ  is about seven, i.e., seven fewer water molecules per acid site on average 
are sorbed in Nafion® when the molecules are sorbed from the saturated vapor as 
compared with that from the liquid phase.  When the membrane is removed from liquid 
water and exposed to saturated vapor, some of the water within the membrane evaporates, 
the vapor-liquid interface is created at pore mouth, and the pore radius is reduced by 1 nm.  
A new equilibrium is established with fewer water molecules within Nafion®.  The size of 
clusters will be decreased and the number of smaller clusters will hence be increased as 
inferred from AFM analysis at different humidity conditions.61,62  The model hence 
provides a plausible explanation for the Schroeder’s paradox.  
The model presented here, thus, predicts the entire isotherm, the solvent loadings from 
the vapor and liquid phase sorption, and explains the Schroeder’s paradox for the water 
sorption in Nafion® satisfactorily.  In principle, the model can be applied to Nafion® of 
different concentration of acid sites, e.g., equivalent weights (EW) from 750 to 1500, 
different solvents, e.g., methanol, cation-exchanged forms (K+, Na+ and Cs+ etc.), as well 
as other polymers of different strength of acid sites, nature of chemical units and elasticity,  
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Figure 3-5. Prediction of water loading from the liquid immersion with different 
equilibrium steps varying from 4 to 6 (Eq. 32). 
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Figure 3-6. Prediction of water loading from the vapor sorption with different equilibrium 
steps varying from 4 to 6 (Eq. 33). 
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etc., provided the corresponding model parameters are available.  Currently, the model is 
being further improved to separately account for the effects of polymer elasticity and the 
interaction between the solvent molecules and polymer, which have been combined to the 
effective spring constant κ , in terms of the known polymer properties such as shear 
modulus and the solubility parameters for the interaction of solvent with each chemical 
unit of the polymer.  It is also conceivable that the effect of pretreatment may be accounted 
for through the visco-elastic behavior of the membrane.   
  
3-5.  Conclusions 
A physically plausible thermodynamic model is developed here for the sorption of 
solvent in proton-exchange membrane.  The sorption isotherm is a result of equilibrium 
established in the polymer-solvent system when the swelling pressure due to the uptake of 
solvent is balanced by the surface and elastic deformation pressures that restrain further 
stretching of the polymer network.  The swelling pressure is obtained from the solvent 
activity within the polymer membrane and the dissociation characteristics of the ion-
exchange site.  This model predicts isotherm of water in Nafion quite precisely and 
provides insights into the sorption phenomena in the ion-exchange polymers.  The derived 
isotherm equations clearly show the difference in the sorbed amount from the liquid and its 
saturated vapor based on the surface energy of the vapor-liquid interface, thus providing a 
reasonable explanation for the Schroeder’s paradox.   
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Chapter 4.  Membrane Swelling, Sorption,  
                    and Ion-Exchange Equilibrium 
 
Abstract 
A thermodynamic model is proposed to describe the sorption of water in Nafion® based 
on the Flory-Huggins activity model and an appropriate osmotic pressure correction term 
for the chemical potential of water within the swollen membrane.  The key variables for 
sorption are equivalent weight of ionomer, acid strength of the ionic groups, modulus of 
polymer elasticity, and interaction between water and polymer.  The water uptake per unit 
mass of dry Nafion® increases with the increasing acid strength of the functional groups, 
decreasing Young’s modulus, and decreasing equivalent weight of Nafion®.  The model 
provides insights on the sorption and swelling behavior of ion-exchange membranes, and 
this framework can be used to evaluate and design alternate proton-exchange membranes 
for fuel cell applications.  
 
4-1.  Introduction 
Fuel cells offer a palpable challenge to the conventional power-generating technologies 
due to their high efficiency, low environmental impact, and numerous potential 
applications.1-3  The proton-exchange membrane (PEM) functions as a solid electrolyte in 
PEM fuel cells, conducting protons from anode to cathode as well as acting as a separator 
for the reactant gases, protons and electrons, thus, constitutes the heart of the PEM fuel 
cells.  The most studied PEM is Nafion®, consisting of a hydrophobic 
polytetrafluoroethylene backbone and a hydrophilic acid group +HSO-3  connected to the 
backbone via side chains of –O-CF2-CF-O-CF2-CF2-.  Even though it is not cross-linked, 
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Nafion® is stable in the presence of water due to a balance of the hydrophobicity and 
hydrophilicity combined with elastic strength, is chemically inert in both oxidative and 
reductive environments, and is an excellent proton conductor under typical fuel cell 
operating conditions.  For its commercial application in fuel cells, however, it suffers from 
some drawbacks as well3, e.g., a limitation on the operating temperature of around 80º C 
due to drying above 100º C in atmospheric fuel cells and softening over 111º C, as well as 
a high cost.   
These limitations have stimulated a worldwide effort to find alternatives to Nafion®, 
and a number of new membranes have been proposed, and discarded, based on their 
conductivity, cost, degradation, thermal and chemical stability, etc.  The solid polymer 
electrolyte membranes are of essentially two types:4-6 i) proton-exchange membranes 
(PEMs) in which the acid site is covalently bound to the polymer, and ii) polymer-acid 
composites (PACs) in which basic polymers are simply doped with an acid.  The clear 
advantages of PEMs over PACs are their relative stability, i.e., acid is not leached out by 
water, and unit transference number.  Host polymers themselves are classified into the 
following types based on their resistance to chemical degradation: i) perfluorinated 
polymers, e.g., Nafion®, Flemion®, Gore-Select® and Dow membranes; ii) partially 
fluorinated polymers, e.g., poly-α , β , β -trifluorostyrene and Ballard Advanced Materials 
3rd Generations (BAM3G) polymers; and iii) hydrocarbon polymers, e.g., poly(phenylene 
oxide) PPO, poly(ether ether ketone) PEEK, poly(phosphazine) PP, poly(imides) PI, 
poly(benzimidazole) PBI.  Examples of PEMs4,6 include sulfonated (denoted by preceding 
S) versions of above polymers (e.g., S-PEEK, S-PBI, etc.), while examples of PACs5 
include phosphoric acid doped PBI (PBI/H3PO4), PEO/H2SO4 (or H3PO4), PVA/H2SO4 (or 
H3PO4), and PEO/H2SO4(or H3PO4).  Although some of the host polymers possess 
attractive thermo-mechanical properties, none of these alternatives have so far proved to be 
superior to Nafion®.  
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The proton conductivity of PEMs depends strongly on the host polymer structure and 
water content in the membrane.7  A central challenge in the design of new PEMs is thus a 
fundamental analysis of the structural and water uptake characteristics needed to achieve 
high proton conductivity.  The proposed theoretical structural models of Nafion® include8: 
Gierke’s cluster-network model,9 Mauritz et al.’s elastic model,10 Yeager and Steck’s 
three-region model,11 and more other recent models based on the spectroscopic analysis 
such as SANS,12 SAXS,13 and AFM.14   
The water uptake by polymer membranes at a given relative humidity (RH) is a 
function of temperature,15,16 equivalent weight,17,18 type of counter ions,19,20 and membrane 
pretreatment.15,21  Although several empirical models of water uptake in Nafion® have 
been proposed, e.g., based on a finite multilayer BET,22 modified BET,23 and Flory-
Huggins,23,24 these models provide limited understandings of sorption phenomena in 
PEMs.  Recently, we have proposed25 a more insightful thermodynamic model that 
incorporates the effect of swelling pressure within the membrane on the chemical potential 
of water and hence sorption, based on a “spring constant” of the polymer matrix used as a 
fitted parameter.  Here, we propose a more general thermodynamic model based on the 
Flory–Huggins theory26 for activity and Young’s modulus of membrane elasticity for 
osmotic pressure due to polymer stretching.  The sorption of water in Nafion® is analyzed 
and design parameters are deduced from this more fundamental model which contains 
Flory-Huggins interaction parameter accounting for the interaction of polymer backbone 
and water.   
 
4-2.  Theory 
 
Thermodynamic Equilibrium  
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A generalized chemical potential αµ ,i  of species i in phase α  can be written as a 
function of temperature T , pressure P , activity ia , and other interaction potentials Φ .  
Assuming these effects to be separable 
..
)()()()( ,,,,, +Φ∆+∆+∆+∆=∆
RTRT
m
RT
P
RT
T
RT
iiiii ααααα µµµµµ   [1] 
where )(, mi αµ∆  contains the configurational (entropic) as well as interaction (enthalpic) 
terms of mixing.  Thus27 
( ) αααα µµ ,,,, ln, iiP
P
iii aRTdPVPT Ψ+++= ∫
o
oo  [2] 
where α,iΨ  represents potentials generated by other fields.  For example, if an electrostatic 
potential φ  exists in a given phase,28,29 αα φFzii =Ψ , , where iz  is the charge number of 
species i and F is the Faraday’s constant.   
For phase equilibrium between the membrane (M) and fluid (F) phases, FiMi ,, µµ = .  
Use of Eq. 2 in this yields in the absence of external fields 
ln
i
F
Mi
a
a ,  = – 



RT
Vi
SΠ      [3] 
where FMia ,  and ia  represent the activity of solvent i in the membrane and fluid phases, 
respectively, iV  is the partial molar volume of i, and SΠ  is the swelling pressure.
29  For 
the case of sorption from vapor, this includes pressure terms due to stretching of polymer 
matrix as well as that exerted by the curved vapor-liquid interface in pore of radius pr
25 
σΠ+Π=Π MS   [4] 
where σΠ  is given by the equation of Young and Laplace  
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pr
θσ
σ
cos2−=Π  [5] 
where σ  is vapor-liquid surface tension, θ  is the contact angle, and pr  is pore radius pr = 
2 iε /S, S  is specific surface area (m2/cm3), and iε  is pore volume fraction occupied by the 
liquid given as 
ri
i
i += λ
λε   [6] 
where iλ  is the solvent loading (mol OH2 /mol −3SO ), and r  is the ratio of partial molar 
volume of polymer membrane MV  and solvent iV , or iM VVr /= .  The total number of 
water molecules per acid site in the polymer iλ  can be classified as:25 i) those that are 
strongly, or chemically, bound to the acid site of the polymer, represented by Ciλ , and ii) 
those that are free to physically equilibrate between the polymer and the fluid phase, Fiλ  
F
i
C
ii λλλ +=   [7] 
Of course, Ciλ  is determined by the reaction equilibrium condition ∑
=
=
n
i
ii
1
0µν ρ .25 
 
Activity  
For solvent (i)-polymer membrane (M) systems, the activity of free solvent in the 
membrane phase FMia ,  is assumed to be given by the Flory-Huggins model
26 derived on the 
basis of a quasi-crystalline lattice structure  
RT
mMi )(,µ∆ = ( )FiFiFMi ra εε − −+= 111lnln ,  + ( )21 Fiεχ −   [8] 
where Fiε  is the volume fraction of free solvent, )/( riFiFi += λλε , Fiλ  is solvent loading of 
free water molecules, and χ  is the Flory-Huggins polymer-solvent interaction parameter.  
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The first two terms on the right hand side of the above represent the configurational 
(entropic) contributions, while the third represents the interaction (enthalpic) contribution 
to mixing.   
 
Swelling Pressure and Membrane Elasticity 
 The swelling pressure may be related to network contractile pressure based on the 
statistical theory of polymer elasticity.  Thus, Flory26 assumed that the polymer chain 
length distribution can be represented by a Gaussian distribution, and that the polymer 
chains deform affinely; i.e., the change in the dimensions of individual chains is the same 
as that in the takes the form 


 Φ−Φ=Π MMM G 2
13/1   [9] 
where MΦ  is the volume fraction of polymer given by )/( rr iM +=Φ λ , and G is the shear 
modulus of polymer matrix given by the classical theory of polymer elasticity.26  James 
and Guth30 had earlier developed the so-called “Phantom network” theory based on the 
assumptions that the internal energy is not dependent on the volume, and the entropy may 
be divided into two parts, one associated with the thermal capacity and the other associated 
with the number of configurations.  Then, the swelling pressure is given by  
3/1
MM GΦ=Π   [10] 
For chains of twenty monomers or less, Gusler and Cohen’s31 non-Gaussian model is 
superior to the Gaussian distribution model, resulting in    


 Φ−Φ=Π MMM G 6
7
3
5 3/1   [11] 
The above expressions provide finite osmotic pressures at zero swelling, in apparent 
agreement with experimental results for some polymers.32  However, in the case of ion-
exchange resins, the swelling pressure is experimentally found to be zero in their dry state 
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and is generally proportional to the extent of swelling.29,33  Thus, Gregor34 suggested an 
empirical Hookean model to represent the experimental data for ion-exchange resins 
baVM +=Π 1   [12] 
where 1V  is the inner volume, i.e., the total external volume of the resin minus the volume 
of incompressible polymer matrix including the ionic groups, and a  and b  are fitted 
constants.  Thus, the above models are not suitable for our purposes.  
 Recently, Freger35 has developed a model for phase-separated swollen polymer 
networks by treating the swelling as a non-affine ‘inflation’ of the hydrophobic matrix by 
small aggregates of water molecules, which is in keeping with the structural model of 
polymer swelling, resulting in   
( )3/73/1
3
2
MMM G Φ−Φ=Π   [13] 
Although the application of Eq. 13 is limited to low and moderate swelling, it provides 
the correct limiting dependence of swelling pressure on the solvent content in ion-
exchanged polymers.  Figure 4-1 provides a comparison of the normalized swelling 
pressure )/( GMΠ  calculated by the various models described versus volume fraction of 
solvent in the polymer phase.  Since only Freger’s model shows a zero swelling pressure in 
the limit of dry condition, it is adopted here.   
The shear modulus,G , is related to Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio v  by36  
( )GE v+= 12   [14] 
Assuming v  = 0.5 for Nafion®, the shear modulus is, thus, one third of Young’s modulus.   
 
Chemical Equilibrium and Hydration Sheath     
From a molecular viewpoint, the acid groups of the polymer interact with water 
molecules via the ion-dipole forces and a certain number of water molecules, depending 
upon the level of hydration, become strongly (or chemically) associated with the ionic  
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Figure 4-1. The normalized swelling pressure from different models (1: Phantom model, 
2: Gusler-Cohen’s model, 3: Affine model, and 4: Freger’s model).  
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groups forming the primary hydration sheath.37  The formation of the hydration sheath may 
be described by stepwise equilibrium, i.e., the binding of solvent molecules is assumed to 
occur by sequential reactions between the polymer acid groups +−HSO3  and OH2 :
25 
+−HSO3  + OH2  ' +− )OH(SO 33  1K   [15] 
+− )OH(SO 33  + OH2  ' ( )OHOHSO 233 +−  2K  [16] 
( )OHOHSO 233 +−  + OH2  ' ( )2233 OHOHSO +−  3K  [17] 
….. 
( ) 2233 OHOHSO −+− ν  + OH2  ' ( ) 1233 OHOHSO −+− ν  vK  [18] 
where jK  represents the equilibrium constant of j step and v  corresponds to the total 
number of such steps.  The first of these represents dissociation of the polymer acid group 
and concomitant protonation of water to form hydronium ion (Figure 4-2), whereas the 
second and subsequent steps represent formation of solvation sheath of hydronium ion.  
Due to the very high proton affinity of water, there are no free protons and H3O+ itself 
behaves like an ion, forming a hydration sheath around it. 
The chemical equilibria of water molecules described above can be written in terms of 
solvent activity, equilibrium constants, and fraction of chemisorbed sites of the total 
number of acid sites as: 1θ  = iaK 01θ ; 2θ  = iaK 12θ  = 2021 iaKK θ ; 3θ  = 30321 iaKKK θ  etc., 
such that the jth term 
jθ  = ijj aK 1−θ  = 

 Π= ρ
j
ρ
K
1
j
ia0θ   [19] 
where jθ refers to the fraction of acid sites with j strongly bound solvent molecules.  The 
effect of pressure on equilibrium constant ρK  is neglected here on the assumption of no 
volume change in the hydration reactions.  Combining this with total ion-exchange site 
balance, the isotherm for the strongly bound molecules is 
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Figure 4-2. A schematic of equilibrium steps forming hydration sheath around sulfonic 
acid in Nafion®. 
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C
iλ  = 
∑ 

 Π+
∑ 

 Π
= =
= =
v
j
j
iρ
v
ρ
v
j
j
iρ
v
ρ
)(aK
)j(aK
1 1
1 1
1
     [20] 
The use of this expression requires the knowledge of v  equilibrium constants.  A 
simpler expression can be obtained in terms of the ionization constant of the first step 1K  
and a parameter mi ,λ  accounting for the balance.  This is based on the assumption that 1K  
is much larger than the equilibrium constants of the subsequent hydration steps, which is 
certainly borne out by the proton affinity data available.38  It was thus shown that an 
adequate expression for Ciλ  is
25 
C
iλ  = mi ,λ  
i
i
a
aK
−1
1  
( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 



−−+
++−
+
+
1
11
1
11
11
v
ii
v
i
v
i
aKaK
aav ν
     [21] 
The additional parameter mi ,λ  can be estimated from a knowledge of the total number of 
water molecules in the primary hydration sheath at saturation ( ia  = 1.0), when from Eq. 21  
( )
( )
( )
2
1
)/(112
1
,
1
,
, νλν
νλλ +≈+
+= mimisatCi K   [22] 
The sorption of water in Nafion® can thus be calculated by the substitution of Eqs. 4-8 
and Eq. 13 into Eq. 3.  This results in an implicit expression for iλ  versus ia   



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3
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ln11ln
3/73/1
2
 [23] 
where Ciλ  is provided in Eq. 21.  The isotherm, i.e., the solvent loading iλ  as a function of 
activity of fluid phase ia , can thus be calculated in terms of the parameters obtained a 
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priori except for the Flory-Huggins parameter χ , which is hence the only fitted parameter 
in this model.   
 
4-3.  Experiments  
Membrane preparation – Nafion® membrane of EW of 960, 1100 and 1200 are prepared 
by casting the Nafion® solution based on the procedure described by Moore and Martin.39  
After stirring for 8 hours at room temperature, the solution was cast on a glass dish 
utilizing a doctor blade.  The cast membrane was heat treated in a convection oven at 100º 
C for 15 minutes, which was sufficient to produce a solid membrane.  The fabricated 
membrane was removed from the glass dish, dried and then placed in a Teflon sleeve and 
annealed at 170º C at 10 tons for 15 minutes in a mechanical press.  This processing step is 
necessary to produce pliant and insoluble PEMs with mechanical properties similar to 
those of the commercially available Nafion® films.   
Water sorption measurement. – The water uptake of Nafion® was measured via Tapered 
Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM)40 under different relative humidity (RH) 
conditions.  The changes in sample mass are measured in TEOM via the frequency 
changes of the oscillating tapered element.  The membranes were cut into thin strips (1.5 
mm by 1.5 mm) and packed with quartz wool into the oscillating chamber of the TEOM.  
The water uptake was measured at 25º C from 0 % to 99 % RH.  The lines to the TEOM 
were heat traced to avoid condensation.  The changes in real time mass were recorded to 
determine the sorption amount of water at equilibrium. 
Young’s modulus measurement. – The Young’s modulus of Nafion® was measured under 
different humidity conditions using the Optoelectronic Holography (OEH) technique.  The 
Young’s modulus E can be obtained by the relation  
I
ALf
E
n
n
4
4224
β
ρπ=   [24] 
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where nf  is the frequency of the n
th mode, nβ  is a characteristic coefficient, L  is the 
effective length of the sample, ρ  is the density, A  is the cross-section area of the sample, 
and I  is the moment of inertia of the cross-section of the sample.  The experimental 
details are described elsewhere.41 
 
4-4.  Results and discussions 
The isotherm for water vapor in Nafion® is calculated by Eq. 23.  The model 
parameters, i.e., 1K , mi ,λ , ν , G  and χ , were determined based on the following 
considerations.  The first ionization constant 1K  between water and the side chain of 
HSO3  is approximated as 10
3 based on the report that pK of a Nafion® is in the range of -
1.0 to -5.1.42  The parameter, mi ,λ , was obtained from Eq. 22 by assuming νλ ≈satCi ,  with 
taking ν  = 5-6.  This provides mi ,λ = 1.8, which is also approximately the number of water 
molecules per acid site for monolayer coverage.25  Since the number of water molecules in 
the first hydration shell around sulfonic acid in Nafion® vary from 4 to 6 depending on the 
type of cations coexisting with the sulfonic acid,43,44 the number of the equilibrium steps is 
in the range of 4 to 6 for water sorption in Nafion®.  Young’s modulus of H+-Nafion® 
(EW=1100) at room temperature was measured utilizing the OEH technique described 
above and fitted using the empirical formula  
( )iEE ε1753.2exp0 −=   [25] 
where 0E  = 316 MPa and iε  is the volume fraction of water in Nafion®.  As the volume 
fraction of water in the membrane phase increases, the Young’s modulus decreases.  The 
Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, χ , is usually a concentration dependent term and is 
fitted to experimental data on sorption.  
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Figure 4-3 shows the isotherm of water in Nafion® (EW=1100) in terms of iλ  as a 
function of the activity of water in vapor phase based on parameters45-50 listed in Table 4-1 
and the concentration dependent Flory-Huggins interaction parameter in Figure 4-4 along 
with the experimental data from literature.51-54  In the low activity region, ia  < 0.75, water 
uptake increases with activity by a small amount.  After the sorption of strongly bound 
water molecules in this activity region, the water uptake increases with the activity and 
reaches Vi ,λ  ≈  6 at i,Va  = 0.75.  For Via ,  > 0.75, the water uptake is very sensitive to the 
activity of the water vapor and reaches satVi,λ  = 14.0 at saturation.  The model reflects the 
sorption of water in Nafion® very well with the concentration dependent interaction 
parameter χ .   
Figure 4-4 shows the dependence of χ  on the volume fraction of free water in 
Nafion®.  The interaction parameter decreases linearly with the volume fraction of free 
water in Nafion®.  This may be explained by the fact that the free water molecules face 
different environments within the polymer matrix with increasing water imbibitions and 
thus interaction parameter varies with the water content in Nafion®.  In fact, the fitted 
interaction parameter between water and Nafion® depends on the type of sorption model 
and parameter employed.  Tsonos et al.23 considered the volume fraction of water in 
Nafion® based on the total amount of water in Flory-Huggins activity expression and 
obtained χ  increases with water uptake to an activity of water ia  = 0.79 and thereafter 
decreases, while Futerko et al.24 treated the strongly bound water molecules as part of the 
Nafion® and found that χ  increases linearly with the free water concentration. 
In order to use this model for design purposes, the effect of the polymer variables 1K  
and E  on the amounts of water uptake is analyzed.  The pK for Nafion® has been 
suggested to be in the range between that for methane sulfonic acid (pK = -1.0)46 and tri- 
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Figure 4-3. The solvent loading vs. activity of water vapor for Nafion® (EW=1100) 
membrane (triangle: ref. 51, square: ref. 52, diamond: ref. 53, circle: ref. 54, and star: this 
work). 
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Table 4-1. Parameter values employed in the model for the sorption of water in Nafion®. 
 
Parameter Value Unit Comments and references 
       MV  537 cm
3/mol partial molar volume of Nafion® 22  
       iV  18 cm
3/mol partial molar volume of water 
       S  210 m2/cm3 specific pore surface area45 
       1K  1000 dimensionless the first ionization constant of sulfuric acid
46-49 
       ν    5 dimensionless the number of chemical equilibrium steps of reaction 
       mi ,λ  1.8 dimensionless monolayer coverage being bound22,25 
       σ  72.1 mN/m surface tension of water 
       θ  98 dimensionless contact angle of saturated water vapor in Nafion® 50 
       χ  0.9-2.4 dimensionless fitted polymer-solvent interaction parameter  
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Figure 4-4. The interaction parameter χ  as a function of activity of water vapor 
(triangle: ref. 51, square: ref. 52, diamond: ref. 53, circle: ref. 54, and star: this work). 
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fluoro methane sulfonic acid (pK = -5.1)47, and recently been reported to be -3.0948 and -
649.  Figure 4-5 shows the effect of the dissociation constant 1K  on the water sorption.  As 
the dissociation constant increases, i.e., pK decreases, the water uptake increases initially 
and reaches iλ  = 13.9 at 21 10=K  and then no further increase in water uptake is 
predicted.  Figure 4-6 shows the effect of Young’ s modulus of the polymer in the dry state 
0E  on the water uptake.  0E , of course, varies with the polymer type and the temperature.  
The water uptake increases as expected for polymers having low 0E .   
The number density of the acid groups also strongly affects the sorption capacity of the 
polymer on a weight or volume basis, even though iλ  may remain unchanged.  A high 
number density of acid groups is characterized by lower EW, defined as the average 
molecular mass associated with one mole of acid group.  The EW changes not only the 
number density but also strongly affects the crystallinity, elasticity, swelling, and the 
transport properties of the polymer.  Therefore, for a given polymer system, EW is one of 
the most critical design parameters to be optimized.  Figure 4-7 compares the model 
predictions versus experimental results of the water vapor sorption in Nafion® with EW 
960, 1100 and 1200 g/equiv.  As expected, the water uptake in terms of wt. % of dry 
membrane increases with decreasing EW.  The total number of water per acid site, 
however, remains the same for EW in the range of 960-1200 in the case of vapor sorption, 
which is as predicted by the model.   
The water uptake from liquid phase has been reported for different EWs of Nafion®.  
For example, for H+-Nafion®, water sorption increases with decreasing EW from 1500 to 
785 on a dry weight basis.18  For EW less than 900, the water uptake of Nafion® increases 
dramatically, e.g., the water uptake reaches 80 wt. % on a dry Nafion® basis at EW of 785.  
This high water uptake at very low EW can be explained by a substantial decrease of 
Young’s modulus with EW.  However, Freger’s model adopted here is limited to low  
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Figure 4-5. The predicted solvent loading with the changes of the dissociation constant. 
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Figure 4-6. The predicted solvent loading with the changes of Young’s modulus. 
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Figure 4-7. Effect of EW on water vapor sorption for different relative humidity conditions 
at room temperature (triangle: EW=960, square: EW=1100, and circle: EW=1200).  
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sorption amounts.  The membrane becomes very soft at this low EW condition and may 
lose its integrity forming a gel solution.   
In summary, the water uptake of PEMs increases with the activity of the functional 
group )( 1K  up to certain extent, low Young’s modulus of polymer elasticity )(E , and low 
equivalent weight (EW) of polymer.  Although high water uptake is desirable for high 
proton conductivity in general, too high a water uptake could lead to an overly swollen 
state and eventual destruction of the membrane.  Therefore, an optimal level of water 
uptake is needed to maintain the stability of the membrane.  This can be realized by the 
appropriate balance of the above properties. 
 
4-5.  Conclusions 
An insightful sorption model has been proposed based on the thermodynamic analysis 
using the Flory-Huggins activity and Freger’s elastic models.  The model reflects the 
sorption equilibrium in PEMs satisfactorily and contains all the important design variables 
such as dissociation constant of acid groups, elasticity of polymer matrix, hydrophobicity 
of polymer surface, spatial distribution of acid groups, and polymer-solvent interaction 
parameter.  For a given polymer system, the sorption amount per unit mass of dry polymer 
increases with high acid strength, low Young’s modulus, and low EW.  The 
thermodynamic sorption model developed here provides a theoretical framework of 
understanding swelling, sorption, and ion-exchange equilibrium in PEMs.  The model also 
provides helpful design rationale for developing and comparing alternative PEMs for fuel 
cell applications.   
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Chapter 5.  Proton Diffusion Mechanisms  
  and Conductivity in Nafion®   
 
Abstract 
A pore transport model is proposed to describe proton diffusion at various hydration 
levels within Nafion® by incorporating structural effect upon water uptake and various 
proton transport mechanisms, namely proton hopping on pore surface, Grotthuss diffusion 
in pore bulk, as well as ordinary mass diffusion of hydronium ions.  The diffusion 
coefficients are obtained a priori based on a comprehensive random walk framework that 
connects the molecular details of proton transfer to the continuum diffusion coefficients.  
The proton conductivity in contact with water vapor is accurately predicted as a function of 
relative humidity without any fitted parameters.  A maximum conductivity in contact with 
liquid water is predicted by the model for EW between 900 and 1000, in good agreement 
with the experimental measurements.  The model is insightful and can be extended to other 
polymer electrolytes for fuel cell applications. 
 
5-1.  Introduction 
The proton exchange membrane (PEM) plays a central role as the polymer electrolyte 
medium for the conduction of protons in PEM fuel cells.  Due to the importance of facile 
proton transport on fuel cell performance, studies on the proton transport have been carried 
out not only for understanding the transport mechanism but also for designing new PEMs 
based on a fundamental appreciation.  Nafion®, the most attractive polymer electrolyte 
developed so far, shows excellent proton conductivity but only soaked in water which is 
the medium for proton transport.1,2  In chapters 3 and 4,3 a thermodynamic model has been 
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provided a for sorption of water in PEM.  Here, a related problem of proton diffusion in 
hydrated PEMs is considered.  
The study of proton transport in aqueous solution has received considerable attention 
for over a century because of its paramount importance in chemical, biological, and 
electrochemical systems.  In aqueous solutions of acids, the proton exists as hydronium 
ion, which is itself hydrated, e.g., as H5O2+, or H9O4+.4,5  The mobility of the proton is 
abnormally high as compared with other ions of a size similar to hydronium ion, and is 
explained in terms of contribution by the structural diffusion of protons, or the so-called 
Grotthuss mechanism, alternatively called the “relay” mechanism, in which the transport of 
protons is determined by the rate at which hydrogen bond between a hydronium ion and a 
water molecule forms rather than by the slower rate at which hydronium ions may migrate 
en masse, also called vehicular mechanism.  The Grotthuss mechanism was proposed 
about two hundred years ago,6 and later further developed by Huckel,7 Bernal and Fowler,8 
Conway et al.,9 and Agmon.10  More recently, a number of molecular dynamic (MD) 
simulations have been proposed to model the transport properties of an excess proton in 
bulk phase water.11-16   
The transport property of protons in PEMs is strongly dependent upon the structure and 
physicochemical nature of the materials, which in turn varies with the level of hydration.  
In spite of substantial effort to understand proton transport phenomena in PEMs based on a 
statistical mechanics,17 phenomenological approaches,18,19 and MD simulations20-24, an 
accepted transport mechanism in PEMs has not been advanced yet due to their complex 
nanostructure and inhomogeneous nature when hydrated.   
In this chapter, we present a theoretical conductivity model that provides a complete 
phenomenological picture of proton transfer in Nafion®.  The model is based on the 
parallel pore model incorporating various proton transport mechanisms such as surface 
proton hopping, Grotthuss diffusion, and the traditional en masse diffusion.  The analysis 
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here provides a theoretical framework for the general understanding of the proton transport 
in PEMs as well as helpful principles for designing new PEMs for fuel cell applications.  
 
5-2.  Experiments  
Membrane preparation – Nafion® of equivalent weights (EWs) of 960 and 1100 were 
prepared by casting the Nafion® solution.  After stirring for 8 hours at room temperature, 
the solution was cast on a glass dish utilizing a doctor blade.  The cast membrane was heat 
treated in a convection oven at 100º C for 15 minutes, which was sufficient to produce a 
solid membrane.  The fabricated membrane was removed from the glass dish, dried and 
then placed in a Teflon sleeve and annealed at 170º C at 10 tons for 15 minutes in a 
mechanical press.  This processing step is necessary to produce pliant and insoluble PEMs 
with mechanical properties similar to those of the commercially available Nafion® films.   
Proton conductivity measurements – A Nafion® sample was sandwiched between two Pt 
electrodes each on either side of the membrane to measure the conductivity and placed in a 
humidity controlled chamber.  The humidity of the chamber was monitored utilizing a 
dewpoint/temperature probe (HMP 238, Vaisala, Woburn, MA).  A dry nitrogen stream 
was saturated with water by passing it through a humidifier, which was then combined 
with a dry stream of nitrogen to control RH.  The conductivity of the PEM was measured 
at 25º C from 0 % to 99 % RH. The conductivity measurements were made with a 
perturbation voltage of 10 mV in the frequency range 0.01 Hz to 106 Hz using a Solartron 
SI 1260 FRA (Solartron, Hampshire, U.K.).  Both real and imaginary components of the 
impedance were measured and the real z axis intercept was closely approximated to 
provide an estimate of the membrane resistance, and hence, conductivity.   
 
5-3.  Theory 
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The proton conductivity in Nafion® is largely determined by the water content within 
the hydrophilic domains.  At low water contents, not all acid sites are dissociated25 and the 
contact between water molecules via hydrogen bonding is low, resulting in a low dielectric 
constant and thus low rate of proton transfer, which is limited to the surface region.  At 
high water contents, however, the properties of water in Nafion® approach those of bulk 
water.  Thus, two different water environments in Nafion® have usually been 
distinguished.20,26,27  For example, the water in the middle of the pore is referred to as 
“bulk water” and the mobility of protons through this bulk water is fast.  However, water 
near the pore surface along the array of SO3- groups is referred to as “surface water” and 
the proton mobility through this surface water is considerably smaller than that in the bulk 
due to the strong electrostatic attraction of SO3- groups.  Thus, the measured effective 
proton conductivity of Nafion® is the result of weighted average of the surface and bulk 
conductivities depending upon the radial distribution of protons and water content in 
Nafion®.26  
We assume that the transport of protons in Nafion® is carried out via i) surface 
diffusion mechanism occurring close to the pore wall or under low water activity, i.e., in a 
layer of around 1 nm from the pore wall,23,26 and ii) bulk diffusion mechanism prevailing 
in the central region of the pore or under high water activity condition.20,27,28  In the bulk, 
proton diffusion is predominantly via the Grotthuss mechanism but the H3O+ ion also 
undergoes traditional mass diffusion,16,20,28 i.e., the so-called en masse diffusion.  Figure 5-
1 shows the various mechanisms along with an electrical analog.  Thus, the proton 
conductivity in a pore pσ  can be written as 
E
H
G
HHp +++ ++= Σ σσσσ   [1] 
where Σ +Hσ , GH +σ , and EH +σ  represent the contributions of proton conductivity from the 
surface, Grotthuss, and en masse diffusion mechanisms, respectively.   
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Figure 5-1. A simplified picture of structure and proton transfer in Nafion® in fully 
hydrated state (a), and electrical analog of the proton transport in Nafion® (b).  
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In turn, the conductivity of proton can be written using the Nernst-Einstein relation29,30 
ααασ +++ = HHH CDRT
F 2   [2] 
where F  is Faraday’s constant, R  is gas constant, T  is temperature, α +HD  and
α
+HC  are the 
diffusion coefficient and the concentration of hydronium ions participating in the diffusion 
mechanism α , respectively.   
For en masse diffusion, the diffusion coefficient can be written as31 



 −+=
+
+
++
M
H
W
H
w
w
W
H
w
E
H D
D
x
x
D
x
D
1
11  [3] 
where wx  is the mole fraction of water in the membrane phase, 
W
HD +  and 
M
HD +  are the 
Stefan-Maxwell diffusion coefficient of hydronium ion and bulk water in the pore, and 
hydronium ion and the polymer matrix M, respectively.32  Since the water concentration in 
PEMs is high even at low activity, e.g., 67.0=wx  at ia  = 0.1, and quickly approaches to 
1, Eq. 3 may be simplified to  
W
H
E
H DD ++
+≈ δ11   [4] 
where ]/)1)[(/( ww
M
H
W
H xxDD −≡ ++δ .  Thus, the total proton conductivity in a pore within 
Nafion® can be written in terms of diffusion coefficients, concentrations, and the ratio δ   




+++= +
+
++++
ΣΣ
H
W
H
H
G
HHHp C
D
CDCD
RT
F
δσ 1
2
  [5] 
where Pσ  denotes proton conductivity within a pore in PEM.   
Next, considering the tortuous nature of the pore and the reduced cross-sectional area 
available for proton transport, a parallel pore model33,34 is utilized.  The effective diffusion 
coefficient for the membrane is thus obtained by multiplying the diffusion coefficient for 
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single pore by τε /i , where )/( riii += λλε , iλ  is the moles of water sorbed per acid site, 
r  is the ratio of partial molar volume of membrane to that of water,3 and τ  is the 
tortuosity factor35  Then, the overall membrane conductivity +Hσ  is 








+++= +
+
+++++
ΣΣ
H
W
H
H
G
HHH
i
H C
D
CDCD
RT
F
δτ
εσ
1
2
  [6] 
The tortuosity factor τ  varies with the water content iε  in Nafion®.  The total conductivity 
thus, depends directly upon the structural characteristics represented by δ  and τ , as well 
as the distribution of proton concentration between the surface and the bulk regions within 
the membrane, i.e., Σ +HC  and +HC , respectively, which in turn are determined by the acid 
strength of the functional groups and the water content.  The sorption of water and the 
resulting dissociation of acid groups are considered in chapter 3 and 4.3 
 
Parameter Identification 
As per the random-walk view of diffusion, the diffusion coefficient of proton is given 
by Einstein-Smoluchowski equation36,37 
D
H
lD κτ
2
=+   [7] 
where κ  is a constant dependent upon the dimensionality of random-walk (κ = 2, 4 or 6 
for a one-, two-, or three-dimensional walk, respectively), l  is the mean step distance, and 
Dτ  is the mean time between successive steps.  The use of Eq. 7 does not necessarily mean 
protons transfer via “hopping” mechanism.36  In fact, we will apply this viewpoint to 
obtain diffusion coefficient for all three mechanisms of proton conduction in Nafion®, 
namely, surface, Grotthuss, and en masse diffusions.   
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Surface Diffusion Coefficient 
Figure 5-2 shows a schematic representation of the “surface” hopping of a proton by 
means of a series of hops between adjacent sulfonic acid sites.  Since the distance between 
the ionic groups is too large (0.6-1.2 nm) for the proton to step directly from one SO3- to 
the next, it must hop via intermediate water molecules,19,23 representing the distance Σl .  In 
order for this to occur, the proton should possess adequate energy to surmount the energy 
of activation resulting from the electrostatic attraction between the sulfonic ion −3SO and 
the hydronium ion +OH3 .  It is assumed that this is the rate-determining step due to strong 
interaction of ionic groups.28  Any additional hops to other water molecules before 
reaching the next sulfonic acid group are rapid.  
For the two dimensional surface diffusion, Σκ  = 4, and the ΣDτ  can be written as  



 ∆= Σ−Σ
Tk
G
B
e
D
0,
1
0 expντ   [8] 
where 0ν  is the thermal frequency, hTkB /0 =ν , Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, h  is the 
Planck constant, and 0,eGΣ∆  is the effective Gibbs free energy of activation for surface 
diffusion.  The activation energy may include conformational fluctuation of potential 
barrier and the control of optimum conformation of the molecules participating in the 
proton transport near the surface of Nafion®.2  We assume here that the Coulombic 
interaction energy between the negatively charged fixed sulfonic ion and the positively 
charged hydronium ion represents the mean energy barrier for the proton step from a 
hydronium ion to the next water molecule.  Thus, the activation barrier for the first step of 
a proton from the hydronium ion, which is closest to fixed sulfonic acid, to a next water 
molecule is the Coulombic energy between the fixed sulfonic ion and the positively 
charged hydronium ion minus the Coulombic energy between the sulfonic ion and the 
hydronium ion just formed after receiving a proton from the hydronium ion closest to the  
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Figure 5-2. A schematic representation of the first proton hopping at the surface of Nafion® 
(a: before and b: after the first jump). 
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sulfonic acid groups.  Thus, the surface activation energy for the pth hop in a series of p  = 
1,2,3,..n proton steps starting from the hydronium ion adjacent to the fixed anion can be 
written as27 
( ) 



−++−++−=∆ ΣΣ
Σ −
lpRRplRR
q
G
ififr
e
e 1
11
4
)(
0
2
0, επε  [9] 
where 0ε  is the permittivity of free space, rε  is the relative permittivity of the medium, 
−eq  is the electrostatic charge, fR  is the effective radius of fixed anion groups, and iR  is 
the radius of the hydronium ion.  Since the Coulombic interaction energy decreases 
quickly with the distance from the fixed anion site, and the dielectric constant of water is 
quite low in the surface layer, the first step is considered to be rate-determining for the 
overall surface proton hopping.  Thus, 0,eGΣ∆  represents the effective energy barrier for 
surface diffusion  
( )( )



+++≈∆ Σ
ΣΣ −
ififr
e
e RRlRR
lqG επε 0
2
0, 4
)(
  [10] 
It must be mentioned that this analysis is simplified, since in reality, the Coulombic 
interaction of adjacent sulfonic acid groups must also be taken into account.  In fact, that 
makes the Coulombic barrier sinusoidal.2  Since beyond the midway point between two 
adjacent sites, there would be an attraction to the next site.  Nonetheless, this does not 
invalidate the assumption that the first hop is the rate-determining step and successive hops 
between two neighboring sites become easier.   
The radius of a hydronium ion iR  is taken as 0.143 nm based on the radius of water 
molecule OHR 2 = 0.143-0.144 nm
38,39 while the O-O distance between water molecules 
OOd = 0.275-0.294 nm.
40-42  The radius of the fixed sulfonic acid fR  is 0.244-0.266 nm
24 
accounting for the bond length of S-O in sulfonic acid SOR = 0.144-0.146
 nm30,36,43 and the 
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radius of negatively charged oxygen being about 0.10-0.12 nm.31,44,45  The distance 
between two oxygen atoms in both the Zundal (H5O2+) and Eigen form (H9O3+) is shorter, 
i.e., 0.24-0.28 nm, than the O-O distance between water molecules as reported by 
molecular dynamic simulations.46-50  The hopping length Σl  corresponds to the O-O 
distance in the proton hydrated forms and thus, Σl  is taken as 0.255 nm.
51  The dielectric 
constant of water in ionic solutions varies with the distance from the ions present in the 
solution52-54 and rε  = 6 has been used28 for water in contact with an ion (or for water in the 
primary hydration sheath of an ion).  Combining Eq. 8 and 10 with Eq. 7 provides the 
surface diffusion coefficient for proton hopping in Nafion®.  Taking fR  = 0.254 nm, iR  = 
0.143 nm, rε  = 6, and Σl  = 0.255 nm gives the surface diffusion coefficient Σ +HD = 1.01 x 
10-7 cm2/s at room temperature.  This is in agreement well with a previous result20 for high 
activation energy of the surface diffusion process. 
 
Grotthuss Diffusion Coefficient 
In order to obtain diffusion coefficient for Grotthuss mechanism, it is assumed that the 
reorientation of proton accepting water molecule is the rate-determining step in agreement 
with the literature.9-13  This includes hydrogen-bond cleavage between the proton accepting 
water molecule and a nearby water molecule, and reorientation of the proton accepting 
molecule towards the hydronium ion to be in a receptive position.  The proton transport 
itself following this rearrangement step is rapid.  Agmon10 and recent MD simulations11-13 
also supports this as the rate-determining for the structural proton transport mechanism in 
water.   
Figure 5-3 shows a schematic of the reorientation process due to the interaction between a 
charged ion (hydronium ion) and water as a dipole.  Assuming that the excess charge is  
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Figure 5-3. The hydrodynamic model of Grotthuss diffusion mechanism of protons in the 
pore bulk. 
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centered on the proton just prior to its transfer, the torque on the dipole at an orientation 
angle θ  that tends to rotate the water molecule towards the hydronium ion is 
θδ
µ
επεθ sin
)(
4
1
2
0
−+−≈ eHw
r
qz
T   [11] 
where +Hz  is the charge number of ion, −eq  the electronic charge, wµ  is the dipole 
moment of water, and δ  is the distance between the proton in hydronium ion and proton 
accepting water molecule.  This, of course, varies with θ  and a maximum torque is 
obtained for 2/πθ =   
2
0
max
)(
4
1
δ
µ
επε
−+= eHw
r
qz
T   [12] 
From the hydrodynamics on the other hand, for a sphere of radius wR  rotating at an 
angular velocity θω  in a continuum fluid of viscosity η , the torque needed to maintain the 
rotation35,55 
θθ ωζ rotT =   [13] 
where 38 wrot Rπηζ =  represents the rotational friction.  The application of this to the 
rotation of a water molecule tacitly assumes that the viscosity of a fluid includes the effect 
of intermolecular forces such as hydrogen bonding among water molecules.  Equating Eq. 
11 with 13 and using Eq. 12 gives 
θζωθ sin
max
rot
T−=  [14] 
Thus, the angular velocity θω  is a function of angle between the dipole moment vector and 
the ion.  In order to calculate the time for the arrangement GDτ  from an initial θ , Iθ , to a 
final θ , Fθ , where proton transfer can occur, we assume pseudo-steady state  
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∫= F
I
dG
D
θ
θ θω
θτ   [15] 
Substituting Eq. 14 into 15 for θω   
∫= I
F
d
c
G
D
θ
θ θ
θττ
sin
  [16] 
where the characteristic time constant max/Trotc ζτ ≡ , i.e.,   
)(
32 230
2
−+
=
eHW
wr
c qz
R
µ
δεηεπτ   [17] 
Integration of Eq. 16 provides the time for rotation as 


=
)2/tan(
)2/tan(
ln
F
I
c
G
D θ
θττ   [18] 
Thus, the proton hopping time for Grotthuss diffusion may be calculated a priori from Eq. 
18 with parameters η , rε , wR , δ , wµ , Iθ  and Fθ .  The hydrodynamic radius of the water 
molecule is taken as wR = 0.141 nm, and the distance of the proton of the hydronium ion 
and the water molecule is taken as δ = 0.143 nm.  The dipole moment of liquid water Wµ  
is typically56-58 2.4 - 3.0 D (1 D = 3.336 x 10-39 C m) and is taken as Wµ = 2.95 D based on 
the recent calculations.59,60  According to CBL (Conway, Bockris, and Linton) theory,9,61,62 
the average angle of rotation required for the proton accepting water molecule to rotate 
through for the favorable position is 105-111º.  As shown in Figure 5-3, the average initial 
angle of one of the sp3 orbitals on oxygen is taken as 120º, or Iθ  = 2π /3.9  Then, the final 
angle required for the proton transfer is Fθ  = 9-15º, i.e., Fθ = π /20-π /12.9  Assuming this 
rearrangement of the proton accepting water molecule as the rate-determining step, the 
mean time for arrangement GDτ  corresponds to the mean hopping time for Grotthuss 
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diffusion.  This hopping time is not the same63,64 as the dielectric relaxation time, which is 
related to molecular rotation characteristic time.   
Thus, Gκ  = 6 in Eq. 7 for the three-dimensional Grotthuss diffusion, and GDτ  given by 
Eq. 18, the diffusion coefficient for Grotthuss mechanism GHD +  can be calculated with the 
parameters described above.  Figure 5-4 shows the Grotthuss hopping time GDτ  for the 
variation of the angles suggested by Conway et al.9,61  The calculated hopping time GDτ  at 
room temperature is in the range of 1.40-1.68 ps, which agrees very well with around 1.5 
ps obtained from NMR line narrowing measurement.65,66  Thus, the Grotthuss diffusion 
coefficient of ≈+GHD 7 x 10-5cm2/s is obtained for 107-108º rotation angle of the proton 
accepting water molecule for Gl  = 0.255 nm, which is the distance between O-O of proton 
hydrated molecule.  Although this model is rather simple, it captures the essence of the 
phenomenon and provides insights into the Grotthuss diffusion mechanism, and predicts a 
very reasonable value for the Grotthuss diffusion coefficient of proton transport in the bulk 
water.  This theoretical framework may be further improved by accounting other 
interaction forces such as attractive and repulsive interaction by Lennard-Jones model,31,36 
electrostatic charge distributions among hydrogen atoms in the hydronium ion, and the 
quadruple nature of water molecule, etc. 
 
En Masse Diffusion 
The en masse diffusion coefficient of hydronium ion may be calculated by Stokes-
Einstein equation considering hydronium ion as a diffusing entity in the medium of water 
i
BW
H R
TkD πη6=+   [19] 
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Figure 5-4. The Grotthuss hopping time for the variations of rotation angle of the proton 
accepting water molecule.  
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where η  is the viscosity of the medium and iR  is the radius of hydronium ion.  In the light 
of Einstein-Smoluchowski equation, the mean step time EDτ  for three-dimensional en 
masse diffusion can be written as38,68 
Tk
lR
B
EiE
D
2πητ =   [20] 
where El  is the mean step length for the en masse diffusion.  Since the hydronium ion 
moves as a whole the mean step length is taken as El = 0.28 nm, the O-O distance between 
two water molecules.  Thus, the mean step time EDτ  = 7.63 ps is obtained for the en masse 
diffusion of hydronium ion from the Eq. 20.  This means that the hydronium ion as a 
diffusing entity moves 0.28 nm in three-dimension from the previous position in 7.63 ps.68  
Substitution of Eκ  = 6, EDτ  = 7.63 ps, and El = 0.28 nm in Eq. 7 gives the diffusion 
coefficient for en masse diffusion WHD +  = 1.71 x 10
-5 cm2/s, certainly a reasonable value.  
However, there are two uncertainties here.  First, the radius iR  of the diffusing entity, 
since it is unlikely to be simply a hydronium ion without any associated water.  Secondly, 
Stokes-Einstein equation is known to give only an approximation of the diffusion 
coefficient for molecular species.  Thus, the diffusion coefficient for en masse diffusion 
may be approximated here by simply the self-diffusion coefficient of water which has been 
reported as 2.26-2.3 x 10-5 cm2/s.36,67   
When the Grotthuss diffusion of the proton is added to the en masse diffusion of 
hydronium ion, the absolute value of the proton diffusion coefficient in aqueous solution 
can be obtained.  In fact, the diffusion coefficient of protons at the room temperature in 
water is known to be 9.31 x 10-5 cm2/s.36  Hence, we take the diffusion coefficient for en 
masse diffusion WHD +  = 2.26 x 10
-5 cm2/s, which provides the mean step time of 5.78 ps for 
the mean step length El = 0.28 nm for hydronium ions.   
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Table 5-1 summarizes the mean step time and mean step distance for the surface, 
Grotthuss, and en masse diffusion mechanisms within the framework of the Einstein-
Smoluchowski relation.  The mean step time, defined here as the time for movement 
through roughly one molecular distance for the corresponding mechanisms, is smallest for 
the Grotthuss mechanism, indicating the Grotthuss diffusion is the fastest proton transport 
mechanism within Nafion®.  The en masse diffusion is slower than the Grotthuss 
mechanism as shown by the higher mean step time.  The mean step time for the surface 
diffusion is much higher than that of the other two mechanisms and thus, the surface 
diffusion does not contribute much to the overall conductivity of protons except at low 
water levels.  This also indicates the proton conductivity is quite low at low water content 
in which protons transfer mostly via the surface diffusion mechanism. 
 
The Diffusion Coefficient Ratio, δ  
An alternative interpretation of the Einstein-Smoluchowski relation is to define Dl τ/  
as a mean velocity of hydronium ion between successive collisions.  Then from Eq. 7   
iE
W
H vlD κ
1=+   [21] 
where iv  is the mean speed of hydronium ions and El  may be viewed as the mean free 
path between successive collisions.  This is the same vein as the expression derived from 
the kinetic theory.36,71   
Based on the analogy, the parameter δ  may be estimated as follows.  Using 
)1/( +≈ iiwx λλ  in Eq. 4, δ  may be rewritten as  
M
H
W
H
i D
D
+
+= λδ
1   [22] 
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Table 5-1. The mean step time and distance of the three diffusion mechanisms in Einstein-
Smoluchowski equation.  
 
 Surface Diffusion Grotthuss Diffusion En masse Diffusion 
Step Time, Dτ  1.61 x 10-9 sec 1.5 x 10-12 sec 5.78 x 10-12 sec 
Step Distance, l  0.255 nm 0.255 nm 0.28 nm 
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Thus, the parameter δ  can be interpreted as the ratio of Stefan-Maxwell diffusion 
coefficients, WHD +  and
M
HD + .  Applying the expressions from elementary kinetic theory,
36,71 
for the parameter El  and iv  to Eq. 21 and substituting the results into Eq. 22 
2/1
*
*21



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where ijd  is the distance between the centers of the spheres i  and j  when the collision 
occurs, and *ijm  represents the reduced molecular mass of i and j, jiij mmm /1/1/1
* += .36,71  
Since WOH mm ≈+3  and WM mm >> , the reduced molecular mass is 
WWOHWH mmmm /2/1/1/1 3 ≈+= ++∗  and WMOHMH mmmm /1/1/1/1 3 ≈+= ++∗ .  Substitution 
of this into Eq. 23 and use of 3/13/1 )/()/(/ 23 OHMOHMWHMH VVVVdd ≈≈ +++  gives 
( ) 3/22 r
iλδ =   [24] 
where r  is the ratio of partial molar volume of Nafion® to that of water.  Thus, the ratio δ  
depends upon the EW and water content in Nafion®.   
 
Distribution of Protons between the Surface and Bulk Regions 
Some of the dissociated protons remain close to the anion surface sites and participate 
in surface diffusion, whereas others with a higher degree of hydration breakaway into the 
pore bulk and participate in bulk diffusion comprising of Grotthuss and en masse 
mechanisms.  The hydronium layer near the sulfonic ion −3SO  is much like the inner 
Helmholtz layer, in which the water and hydronium ions are bound tightly to the fixed 
anion groups.  The concentration of protons in this layer may thus be obtained by the 
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electrical diffuse double layer approach,72 in which, for instance, the hydronium ions 
within 1 nm from the surface may be regarded as surface protons.   
Here, we follow an alternative approach in which dissociated acid sites with up to two 
water molecules are assumed to remain close to the surface and designated as surface 
water, while those with more than two water molecules move away from the surface to the 
pore bulk.  This is based on the hypothesis that sulfonic acid groups are sufficiently strong 
acids so that ion pairs +− OHSO 33  or 
+−
253 OHSO  are formed rather than undissociated 
sulfonic acid groups.2  The balance of acid site gives  
1.... 22103210 =+++=+++ >θθθθθθθθ  [25] 
where jθ  denotes the fraction of acid sites with j bound water molecules.  Using jθ  = 
ijj aK 1−θ  = ρ
j
ρ
K
1=Π
j
ia0θ  in Eq. 25 provides 
( )∑
= =


 Π+
= ν
ρρ
θ
1 1
0
1
1
j
j
i
j
aK
  [26] 
Since 21 KK >  and taking 1=jK  for j > 2, Eq. 26 reduces to  
( )( ) ( )122110 111
1
−−++−
−≈ νθ
iiii
i
aaKKaKa
a
  [27] 
Applying 011 θθ iaK= , 02212 θθ iaKK= , 2102 1 θθθθ −−−=> , and )/(10, iiH VC λ=+ , the 
concentration of surface protons )( 210, θθ +≈ ++Σ HH CC  is, thus  
( )( )
( )( ) ( )12211 21 111
111
−
Σ
−++−
+−=+ νλ iiii
iii
ii
H aaKKaKa
aKaaK
V
C   [28] 
while that of bulk protons 20, >++ ≈ θHH CC  is 
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The equilibrium constants 1K  and 2K  are taken as 1000 and 200, respectively based on 
the dissociation constant of sulfonic acid73,74 and the proton affinity data.75  It is evident 
that the surface proton concentration is high at low water content and then decreases as the 
water content increases for a given EW, while the bulk concentration increases 
monotonically with water content.   
 
Tortuosity Factor 
The tortuosity of Nafion® depends upon the porosity iε  or volume fraction of water.  
Several expressions for tortuosity have been proposed for porous media and membranes.  
Thus, tortuosity models have been developed based on the statistical analysis of diffusion 
coefficients,76 free volume theory,77 and power series expansion78 etc.  These models 
provide similar values of tortuosity factor for Nafion® for the sorption range of interest.  
Here, we adopt Preger’s model,76 which has been previously used78 for Nafion®  
iiii
iiiii
εεεε
εεεεετ
ln)1(
)(ln5.0ln2)1(2
2
2
+−
−+−=   [30] 
Thus, the tortuosity τ  depends on the water content iε , which in turn varies with activity 
and EW.   
 
5-4.  Simulations 
Figure 5-5 shows the conductivity data79, 80 of Nafion® (EW=1100) at room 
temperature as a function of activity of water vapor along with the model predictions from 
Eq. 6 with the parameters shown in Table 5-2.  Thus, the total proton conductivity in 
Nafion® is the result of three contributions: i) Σ +Hσ , surface conductivity via proton 
hopping, ii) GH +σ , bulk conductivity via Grotthuss diffusion, and iii) EH +σ , bulk 
conductivity via en masse diffusion.  Except for very low activity of water vapor, the  
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Figure 5-5. Proton conductivity of Nafion® of EW = 1100 (circle: ref. 79, triangle: ref. 80, 
star: this work, and solid line: model predictions). 
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Table 5-2. Parameter values employed in the model for proton conductivity in Nafion® at 
room temperature. 
 
Parameter Value or Eq. Unit Comment 
Σ
+HC  Eq. 28 mol/cm
3 surface concentration of protons 
+HC  Eq. 29 mol/cm
3 concentration of protons in the pore bulk 
τ  Eq. 30 dimensionless tortuosity of Nafion® 
Σ
+HD  1.01 x 10
-7 cm2/s surface diffusion coefficient of proton 
G
HD +  7.05 x 10
-5 cm2/s Grotthuss diffusion coefficient of proton 
W
HD +  2.26 x 10
-5 cm2/s en masse diffusion coefficient of proton 
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Grotthuss diffusion in the bulk is the dominant contributor to the total conductivity.  At 
very low activity the surface fraction of the water is dominant, i.e., more than 90 % of 
water is surface water at ia  = 0.1 and thus, the total proton conductivity is quite low but 
not zero as assumed in percolation models, due to the high activation barrier for hopping of 
surface protons.  It is noteworthy that the predictions in Figure 5-5 involve no fitted 
parameters.  
Figure 5-6 compares the conductivity data of EW = 960 with the model.  For EW = 
960, the proton conductivity is increased compared with EW = 1100 at the same activity 
conditions because volume fraction of water is increased while the tortuosity decreases 
accordingly, which facilitate the proton transfer through the pore.  Similar to EW = 1100, 
the Grotthuss diffusion controls the total conductivity of protons in Nafion®.  The effect of 
EW of PEMs is explored by comparing the proton conductivity predicted by the model 
with the experiment for liquid water for Nafion® of EW in the range of 800-1200.  Table 5-
3 shows the proton conductivity of Nafion® swollen in liquid water at room temperature 
predicted by the model along with the experimental results by Doyle et al.81,82  It is 
remarkable that the model estimates the proton conductivity very well over the range of 
EW.  The maximum conductivity of Nafion® predicted by the model is for EW in between 
900 and 1000, which is exactly the range obtained in experimental measurements.  For EW 
less than 900, the proton conductivity decreases because the dilution effect of protons at 
very low EW overwhelms the increase due to increase of water volume fraction and 
decrease in tortuosity.   
In summary, the proton conductivity depends on the porosity iε , tortuosity τ , proton 
concentrations in the surface Σ +HC  and bulk +HC , diffusion coefficients for the surface 
Σ
+HD , Grotthuss 
G
HD + , and the en masse mechanisms 
W
HD + , and the ratio δ .  These are the 
basic design variables that need to be optimized for developing alternative high proton- 
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Figure 5-6. Comparison of proton conductivity data of Nafion® of EW = 960 with the 
model. 
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Table 5-3. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental values of proton conductivity 
for various EWs of Nafion®. 
 
Equivalent 
Weight (EW) 
Conductivity (S/cm)  
    Theory          Experiment
Deviation from 
Theory (S/cm) 
Tortuosity 
800 0.091 0.093 2.0 x10-3 1.30 
900 0.115 0.116 1.0 x10-3 2.29 
1000 0.100 0.114 1.4 x 10-2 2.63 
1100 0.086 0.090 4.0 x 10-3 2.98 
1200 0.068 0.065 3.0 x 10-3 3.85 
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conducting polymers for fuel cell applications.  In general, it is desirable to have PEMs 
that can sorb more water at a given activity due to the water-assisted transport 
mechanisms, but only up to a certain point until dilution effect on the proton concentration 
becomes significant.  For a given PEM system, the membrane becomes more porous and 
less tortuous when it sorbs large amounts of water, which in turn increase the conductivity 
of protons in the membranes.  The distribution of protons between the surface Σ +HC and the 
pore bulk +HC  depends upon the acid strength of the functional groups.  Since the 
Grotthuss diffusion in the pore bulk is the major contributor to the total conductivity, the 
formation of high fraction of bulk hydronium ions is needed for the fast transfer of protons 
through the membrane.  The high water uptake or enhanced swelling can increase the bulk 
water but, as mentioned above, too high a water uptake leads to a dilution of proton 
concentration and even a membrane failure in an operating fuel cell.  Especially for 
methanol fuel cell application, high water uptake and swelling is not desirable due to the 
well known methanol crossover problem. 
 
5-5.  Conclusions 
A comprehensive proton transport model has been proposed based on the 
understanding of various transport mechanisms in PEMs, such as surface hopping, 
Grotthuss diffusion, and en masse diffusion mechanisms.  The proton conductivity of 
PEMs depends on the water content and structural variables such as porosity, tortuosity, 
the ratio of diffusion coefficients δ , distributions of protons, and diffusion coefficients for 
the proton conduction processes.  The formation of high fraction of pore bulk water in 
PEMs is desirable for high conductivity because of the faster transfer mechanism in the 
middle of the pores rather than at the surface.  This is perhaps a key reason for the success 
of Nafion®, where surface hydrophobicity helps water cluster formation away from 
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surface.  Most of the design variables of the proton conductivity model are related directly 
or indirectly to the amount of water uptake in PEMs, and thus, the sorption and the water-
assisted proton conduction should be addressed together in designing new PEMs.  The 
transport model developed here provides a theoretical framework for understanding the 
proton transfer in PEMs and should also be helpful in systematically developing alternate 
high proton-conducting PEMs for fuel cell applications.   
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Chapter 6. Proton Transport in Nafion®/Sulfated ZrO2 
  Nanocomposite Membranes 
 
Abstract 
A proton transport model is developed to describe proton diffusion in 
Nafion®/(ZrO2/SO42-) nanocomposite membrane designed for operation at high 
temperature and low relative humidity conditions.  The model accounts for various proton 
transport mechanisms such as proton hopping at surface, and structural diffusion and en 
masse diffusion of hydronium ions in the pore bulk.  The proton conductivity in the 
composite membrane depends upon i) the water content, which affects structural 
parameters such as porosity and tortuosity, ii) diffusion coefficients at surface and bulk 
regions, and iii) proton concentration on the surface on the surface and in the pores.  The 
conductivity of the membrane in contact with water vapor is accurately predicted as a 
function of relative humidity without any fitted parameters.  Nafion®/(ZrO2/SO42-) 
composite membrane shows higher proton conductivity compared with Nafion at the same 
temperature and humidity conditions due to the improved water uptake and additional acid 
sites.  The model provides a theoretical framework for understanding proton conduction in 
Nafion®/(ZrO2/SO42-) membrane and can be used to investigate performance of new 
composite proton exchange membranes at elevated temperatures for fuel cell applications. 
 
6-1.  Introduction 
Recently, extensive research efforts have been made worldwide to find new proton 
conducting materials for proton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell applications that can 
overcome the limitations of conventional polymer electrolytes such as Nafion®, currently 
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one of the main obstacles to commercialization of PEM fuel cells.1-3  They are expensive, 
mechanically unstable at high temperatures, and conductive only when soaked in water, 
which limits the fuel cell operating temperature to 80o C, which in turn results in low CO 
tolerance.  The operation of fuel cells at higher temperature provides many advantages4,5  
such as improved kinetics at the surface of electrodes, which is especially important in 
methanol and CO-containing reformate feeds, faster conduction of protons across PEM, 
more efficient cooling, and the possibility of integrating fuel cells with methanol reformer, 
which can result in a compact fuel cell system. Thus, the development of membranes 
which are mechanically and chemically stable at high temperatures while providing good 
conductivity under low relative humidity (RH) is an active area of research.   
A route to developing “high temperature membranes” is via modification of polymer 
(host membrane) by the incorporation of hygroscopic oxides such as SiO2 to increase water 
uptake, or inorganic solid acids such as heteropoly acids, zirconium phosphate, or 
ZrO2/SO42- to increase the water uptake as well as the concentration of acid sites to further 
enhance proton conductivity of the membrane.  Recent examples of polymer/inorganic 
composite membranes are Nafion®/SiO2,6,7 Nafion®/Al2O3,8 Nafion®/TiO2,9 
Nafion®/ZrO2,10 Nafion®/ZrP,11 Nafion®/PTA,12 Nafion®/Zeolite,13 SPEK/ZrO2,14 
SPEEK/ZrP,15 SPEK/(ZrO2/TPA),16 and PBI/(SiWA+SiO2),17 etc.  These membranes can 
be prepared by casting a bulk or colloidal mixture of powder with a polymer solution, or 
alternatively in-situ formation within a preformed polymer membrane.  The size and 
dispersion of solid particles are of special importance in either fabrication methods.  The 
in-situ method is based on sol-gel reactions in the membrane and the formation of 
nanometer sized particles within the host membrane.  These composite membranes 
prepared via the sol-gel method include Nafion®/ZrO2,18 Nafion®/SiO2,19 Nafion®/TiO2,20 
and PEO®/SiO2.21   
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The composite membranes show a higher water uptake,6 reduced methanol crossover,14 
improved mechanical properties at higher temperatures,17 and improved fuel cell 
performance,8,11,22 although the reasons for the performance enhancement are not clearly 
elucidated and the long-term stability of these membranes is still in question.  In spite of 
their substantial increase in water uptake, the improved proton conductivity has not been 
yet proven and is an object of current debate.  For example, Miyake et al.6 reported that the 
conductivity of sol-gel prepared Nafion®/SiO2 composite membrane was found to be 0.185 
S/cm, 0.16 S/cm, and 0.112 S/cm for 4-5%, 10-12 %, and 16-17 % loadings of SiO2, 
respectively, while that of Nafion was 0.21 S/cm at the same condition of 1200C and 78 % 
RH.  On the other hand, Arico et al.7 reported higher proton conductivity of inorganic acid 
doped composite membranes such as Nafion®/SiO2, Nafion®/(PWA+SiO2), and 
Nafion®/ZrO2 over the entire temperature range of their experiments.  Therefore, it is of 
interest to analyze the proton transport mechanisms in polymer and polymer/inorganic 
membranes, which might provide a better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses 
of alternate approaches for developing good proton conducting materials suitable at high 
temperatures.   
In the present work, Nafion/(SO42-/ZrO2) membranes were prepared via in-situ sol-gel 
technique and compared with unmodified Nafion® in terms of water uptake and proton 
conductivity under different relative humidity conditions.  The objective of this chapter is 
to develop an understanding of the proton transport mechanisms in composite membranes, 
so that a framework for the design of high proton conductivity can be developed.  A 
theoretical proton conductivity model is, thus, developed here based on the parallel pore 
model incorporating various proton transport mechanisms such as surface proton hopping, 
Grotthuss diffusion, and traditional en masse diffusion.  This is an extension of previous 
chapter on transport of protons in polymer electrolyte membranes.  
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6-2.  Experiments  
Membrane preparation – A Nafion®/(ZrO2/SO42-) composite membrane was prepared via 
in-situ sol-gel synthesis developed by Watanabe et al.9  Nafion® 112 served as the template 
that directs the morphology and size of the oxide particle in the PEM matrix.  As received 
Nafion was purified by boiling in pure water at 600 C for 30 minutes, treated in 3 wt % 
H2O2 solution at 600 C for 30 minutes, and washed with deionized water at 600 C for 30 
minutes.  It was then converted to Na+ form by heating in 1 M NaOH solution at 600 C for 
30 minutes and washed with deionized water.  The Na+ form of Nafion® was soaked in 
Zr(OCH(CH3)2)4 ZrP/2-propanol solution at 250C for 24 hours.  The membrane was then 
removed, blotted, and placed in 2-propanol/H2O solution for 2 hours at 800C.  After the 
hydrolysis and condensation reactions, the membrane was removed and vacuum dried 
thoroughly at 250C for 24 hours and then at 1100C for 2 hours.  The membrane was next 
boiled in 1 M H2SO4 solution at 600C for 1 hour to sulfate the ZrO2 nanoparticles and 
finally rinsed in water. 
Water uptake measurements – The Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) 
was used to measure water uptake in the various membranes.  The details of the technique 
are provided elsewhere.10  The water uptake was measured for Nafion and 
Nafion®/(ZrO2/SO42-) composite membranes at 250 C and 900 C from 0 % to 90 % RH. 
Proton conductivity measurements – The membrane conductivity was measured by AC 
impedance spectroscopy at 250 C and 900 C from 0 % to 90 % RH as described by us 
previously.10  The humidity of the membrane-containing chamber was monitored utilizing 
a dewpoint/temperature probe.  A dry nitrogen stream was saturated with water by passing 
it through a humidifier, which was then combined with a dry stream of nitrogen to control 
the RH in the conductivity chamber.   
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6-3.  Theory  
Figure 6-1 shows a schematic representation of the composite membrane in which both 
the polymer and the inorganic particles are viewed as “dust” species, each possessing acid 
sites.  The absorbed water molecules interact with the host membrane as well as solid 
inorganic particles depending upon their hydrophilicity and acid strength of the ionic sites.  
The water molecules within the composite membrane may be classified as “bulk water” 
away from the acid groups and “surface water” in proximity of the acid groups.  Thus, it is 
assumed that the protons in the composite membranes diffuse via i) surface diffusion 
mechanism occurring close to the acid groups, the primary mechanism under low water 
activity, and ii) bulk diffusion mechanism in the region away from the acid groups, the 
dominant mechanism under high water activity condition.  In the bulk, proton diffusion is 
predominantly via the Grotthuss mechanism but the H3O+ ion can also undergoes 
traditional mass diffusion, i.e., the so-called en masse diffusion.  The overall proton 
conductivity of composite membranes +Hσ  can, thus, be written as23 
( )

 ++= +++++++ ΣΣ HEHHGHHHiH CDCDCDRT
F 2
τ
εσ  [1] 
where iε  is porosity of membrane,τ  is tortuosity factor, F  is Faraday’s constant, R  is 
gas constant, T  is temperature, Σ +HD , 
G
HD + , and 
E
HD +  are the diffusion coefficients for 
surface, Grotthuss, and en masse mechanisms, respectively, and +HC  and 
Σ
+HC  are the 
concentrations of protons participating in diffusion in the bulk and surface phases, 
respectively.   
 
Parameter Identification 
Diffusion Coefficients 
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Figure 6-1. A schematic diagram of Nanocomposite membranes. 
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  The acid groups of the composite membrane are composed of those of the host 
membrane (i.e., Nafion®) and solid acid (i.e., ZrO2/SO42-).  The surface diffusion 
coefficient of protons can be obtained from  
Σ
+
Σ
Σ
+
Σ
Σ
+
+=
SAH
SA
MH
M
H D
x
D
x
D ,,
1   [2] 
where Σ + MHD ,  is the surface diffusion coefficient of protons of the host membrane (M), 
Σ
+ SAHD ,  is the surface diffusion coefficient of protons of the inorganic solid acid (SA), ΣMx  
is the fraction of surface protons attached to the host membrane, and ΣSAx  is the fraction of 
surface proton attached to the acid groups of the inorganic solid acid particles.  The 
fraction of membrane acid groups can be written in terms of the molar ratio of inorganic 
solid acid and membrane acid group, i.e., )1/(1 qxM +=Σ  and )1/( qqxSA +=Σ , where q  = 
moles of acid sites from (ZrO2/SO42-)/moles of SO3- on Nafion®.  For w  grams of solid 
acid with the average particle size of diameter pd , the moles of effective surface acid from 
the solid acids is * ,)/6( SAHpp Cdw +ρ , where pρ  is the inorganic solid acid particle density 
and * ,SAHC +  [mol/m
2] is the effective surface site density of acid groups on the surface of 
sulfated zirconia particles.  Thus, the molar ratio of acid site for w grams of solid acid per 
gram of host membrane is 
*
,
6
SAHM
PP
CEW
d
wq +


= ρ   [3] 
where MEW  represents the equivalent weight of the host membrane.   
The surface diffusion coefficients, Σ + MHD ,  and Σ + SAHD , , can be obtained by applying the 
Einstein-Smoluchowski relation,24 ΣΣ= DlD κτ/2  , where Σl  is the mean step distance, κ  is 
dimensionality constant (4 for 2-dimensional diffusion), and ΣDτ  is the mean time between 
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successive steps.  The hopping time is given by 

∆= Σ−Σ Tk
G
B
e
D
0,
1
0 expντ , where 0ν  is the 
thermal frequency, Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, h  is the Planck constant, 
0,eGΣ∆  is the 
effective Gibbs free energy of activation for surface diffusion around acid groups.  
Substitution of the acid fractions (i.e., ΣMx  and ΣSAx ) and diffusion coefficients (i.e., Σ + MHD ,  
and Σ + SAHD , ) into Eq. 2 provides 
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where 0,,e MGΣ∆  is the effective Gibbs free energy of activation for the surface diffusion 
around membrane acid groups, and 0,,e SAGΣ∆  is the effective Gibbs free energy of activation 
for the surface diffusion around acid groups of solid acid.  The Gibbs free energy 0,eGΣ∆  
can be calculated by assuming that the first step is rate-determining for the overall surface 
proton hopping among surface water molecules based on the rapid decrease in Coulombic 
interaction energy with the distance from the acid sites and low dielectric constant of water 
in the surface layer23,25 
( )( )



+++≈∆ Σ
Σ
Σ
−
ififr
ee
RRlRR
lq
G επε 0
2
0,
4
)(
  [5] 
where 0ε  is the permittivity of free space, rε  is the relative permittivity of the medium, 
−eq  is the electrostatic charge, fR  is the effective radius of acid groups, and iR  is the 
radius of the hydronium ion.  Since rε  and fR  are not, in general, same for the membrane 
and the solid acid, the activation energies for proton surface diffusion may be different on 
the acid sites of the host membrane and solid acids.  Of course, the mean step distance 
among acid sites on membrane and solid acid are also different.  
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The diffusion coefficient for Grotthuss mechanism depends upon the rate at which the 
hydrogen bond forms and breaks between proton receiving and donating water molecules.  
The proton in aqueous solution is commonly visualized as hydronium ion, +OH3 , in which 
the three hydrogen atoms share the charges equally, or as Zundal ion, +25OH , in which a 
proton is shared between two water molecules, or as Eigen ion, +49OH , in which the 
hydronium ion is strongly bound with three water molecules.  In fact, there are many and 
complex states of hydrated protons, n2O)(HH + , and the three states mentioned above are 
considered only as limit or ideal structures. 26-28  The rate-determining step for proton 
transport via Grotthuss mechanism includes hydrogen-bond cleavage between the proton 
accepting water molecule and a nearby water molecule, and the reorientation of the proton 
accepting adjacent water molecule towards the hydronium ion to be in a receptive position.  
The rotational diffusion coefficient of water molecule can be written as29 
38/ wBR RTkD πη=   [6] 
where η  is the viscosity of water and wR  is the radius of water molecule.  Using the 
Einstein relation RD D2/1=τ  , the relaxation time is given as  
TkR BwD /4
3πητ =   [7] 
The proton diffusion by Grotthuss mechanism is characterized by the water reorientation 
time GDτ  = 1.5 ps at room temperature,30 which is measured and also calculated by us from 
the relation between the force of water dipole with the hydronium ion and torque for 
translational rotation.23  Thus the Grotthuss diffusion coefficient is calculated as GHD +  ≈  7 
x 10-5 cm2/sec from GDGGH lD τ6/2=+ , where Gl  = 0.255 nm, O-O distance of H5O2+ ion, and 
G
Dτ  = 1.5 ps. 
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The en masse diffusion coefficient of hydronium ion in a dusty-fluid medium 
consisting of water, membrane acid sites, and solid acids, the latter two considered as 
immobile dust species, can be written as 

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 ++=
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where Wx , Mx , and SAx  denote the fraction of water, membrane, and solid acid, 
respectively, and WHD + , MHD + , and SAHD +  denote the Stefan-Maxwell diffusion coefficients of 
hydronium ion and bulk water, hydronium ion and polymer matrix, and hydronium ion and 
solid acids, respectively.  The fraction of water in the membrane can be written as 
( )1/ += WWWx λλ , where the solvent loading Wλ  is given by  
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where p  is the mass of absorbed water per mass of dry composite membrane, and WMW  is 
the molecular weight of water.  Using the analogy between Einstein-Smoluchowski 
relation and elementary kinetic theory, the diffusion coefficient ratios can be calculated 
as23 ( ) 3/2/2/ WMMHWH rDD ≈++  and ( ) 3/2/2/ WSASAHWH rDD ≈++ , where WMr /  and WSAr / is the 
ratio of partial molar volume of membrane to that of water, and partial molar volume of 
solid acid to that of water, respectively.  Using these in Eq. 8 and from 
)1(/1/ qxx WWM += λ  and )1(// qqxx WWSA += λ , the en masse diffusion coefficient of 
hydronium ion for the medium composed of water, polymer matrix and solid acids can be 
written as  
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Thus, the en masse diffusion coefficient depends upon the amount of water uptake ( Wλ ), 
particle size of inorganics ( pd ), the amount of loading of inorganics ( w ), the ratios of 
partial molar volume of host membrane to water ( WMr / ) and that of inorganics to water 
( WSr / ), surface acid site density of the inorganics * ,SAHC +  and hydronium ion en masse 
diffusion coefficient in aqueous water ( WHD + ).  
The en masse diffusion coefficient of hydronium ion through water WHD +  is obtained 
from the Stokes-Einstein relation or usually approximated29 simply as the self-diffusion 
coefficient of water, which has been reported as 2.1-2.3 x 10-5 cm2/s at room temperature, 
based on considering the hydronium ion as a diffusing entity in water.  The Stokes-Einstein 
relation24,31 provides 
*
3
6 +
=+
OH
BW
H R
TkD πη   [11] 
where η  is the viscosity of the medium and *
3
+OHR  is the hydrodynamic radius of 
hydronium ion.  Since the Stokes-Einstein equation provides only an approximation of the 
diffusion coefficient for molecular species, we simply take WHD +  as the self-diffusion 
coefficient of water.  In fact, this corresponds the effective water radius *
2OHR  = 0.108 nm, 
smaller than the geometric radius of water molecule OHR 2  = 0.143-0.144.  Since the overall 
experimental bulk diffusion coefficient of proton (considering of Grotthuss and en masse 
mechanism) in water is known as 9.31 x 10-5 cm2/s at room temperature,24 the Grotthuss 
diffusion coefficient is sometimes estimated by subtracting the self diffusion coefficient of 
water molecule from the experimental proton diffusion coefficient.29   
 
Distribution of Protons Between the Surface and Bulk Regions 
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Some of the dissociated protons remain close to the anion surface sites and participate 
in surface diffusion, while others with a higher degree of hydration break away into the 
pore bulk and participate in bulk diffusion comprising of Grotthuss and en masse 
mechanisms.  To distinguish between the two, we simply assume here that the dissociated 
acid sites with up to two water molecules remain close to the surface and designate these 
sites as surface water, while those with more than two water molecules move away from 
the surface to the pore bulk.  The total concentration of acid sites in the composite 
membranes is calculated32 from wWH VC λ/10, =+ , and the concentration of surface protons 
)( 210, θθ +≈ ++Σ HH CC , where iθ  denotes the fraction of refers to the fraction of acid sites 
with i  bound water molecule.23  Since the acid sites are in both the host membrane and 
solid acids, the total surface concentration is Σ +Σ +Σ + += SAHMHH CCC ,, .  In terms of surface 
fraction of total concentration, the surface concentration can be written as 
0,, +
ΣΣ
+ = HMMH CfC  and 0,, +ΣΣ + = HSASAH CfC , where ΣMf and ΣSAf  represent the surface fraction 
of protons near host membrane and solid acid, respectively23  
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while the surface fraction of proton near solid acid is  
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where wV  is partial molar volume of water, ν  is the number of equilibrium steps with acid 
groups, iK  is equilibrium steps between water and acid groups, wa  is the activity of water 
in surroundings.  The bulk concentration of proton is given by )1( 2100, θθθ −−−= ++ HH CC  
and can be approximated as Σ +Σ +++ −−≈ SAHMHHH CCCC ,,0, .  Since the two dissociation 
constants in water 1K  and 2K  for the first and subsequent hydration steps will be different 
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for the sulfonic acid and the inorganic solid acids, the concentrations of surface proton also 
vary with the strength of ions.  The two equilibrium constants for Nafion®  MK ,1  and MK ,2  
are taken as 1000 and 200, respectively, based on the dissociation constant of sulfonic acid 
and the proton affinity data.33-35  The sulfated zirconia is usually regarded as36 “superacid” 
(H0 < -16) due to its strong acidity which is greater than that of 100 % sulfuric acid for 
which H0 ≈ -12, where H0 is Hammett indicator, although some studies37,38 have indicated 
that the sulfated zirconia is not highly acidic and the catalytic activity is more related to its 
ability to stabilize transition state complex of reactants on the surface than its acidity.  
Here, SAK ,1  and SAK ,2  are also, thus, taken simply as 1000 and 200, respectively.  The 
fraction of surface protons is high at low water content and then decreases as the water 
content of the composite membrane increases, while the bulk concentration increases 
monotonically with water content.   
 
Porosity and Tortuosity 
The total volume of the composite membrane is the sum of the three components, 
water, host membrane and solid acid.  The porosity (volume fraction of water) of the 
membrane is, then, 
( )
( ) SAWSAMWMSAMW
SAMW
i MWwrEWrMWwEW
MWwEW
////1
//1
// +++
+= λ
λε   [14] 
where WMr /  is the ratio of partial molar volume of membrane to that of water, WSAr /  is the 
ratio of partial molar volume of solid acids to that of water.  The tortuosity factor τ  is 
usually determined experimentally.  Here, we adopt the predictive Preger’s model which 
has been previously used39 for Nafion®  
iiii
iiiii
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Thus, the tortuosity factor τ  depends upon the porosity iε , which in turn varies with the 
amount of water uptake, equivalent weight of host membrane, the amount of inorganics, 
molecular weight of inorganics, and the ratios of partial molar volumes, as shown in Eq. 
14.   
 
6-4.  Results and Discussions 
Table 6-1 shows the water sorption data of Nafion® and Nafion®/(ZrO2/SO42-) 
composite membranes determined experimentally at 250Cand 900C using the TEOM.  The 
incorporation of ZrO2/SO42- increases water uptake as well as provides a new acid site for 
proton transport.  The surface structure of ZrO2/SO42- has been studied extensively and 
many models have been proposed.40-42  Figure 6-2 shows the interconversion of Lewis acid 
site into Bronsted acid sites by the presence of water molecules, based on the observation 
via IR spectra of pyridine adsorption.43  The total surface acid site concentration in the 
composite membrane due to inorganic solid acids is the sum of two acid sites, 
*
)(,
*
)(,
*
, LSAHBSAHSAH CCC +++ += , where * ,SAHC + , * )(, BSAHC + , and * )(, LSAHC +  denote the total, 
Bronsted, and Lewis acid sites concentration, respectively.  The surface site density is 
reported44 in a range of * )(, BSAHC +  ≈  1017 ~ 1018 molecules/m2 and * )(, LSAHC +  = 1017 ~ 1018 
molecules/m2, and thus * ,SAHC +  ≈ 1018 molecules/m2, corresponding to 1.67 x10-6 mol/m2, 
based on the assumption that both sites are responsible for the generation of hydronium 
ions and participate in the transport of protons in the composite membrane.  Figure 6-3 
shows the overall surface diffusion coefficient of composite membrane as expected by Eq. 
4 as a function of acid site density for the parameters given in Table 6-2.  The amount of 
ZrO2/SO42- added to the host membrane was determined as 3 wt. % by ash analysis.  As the 
acid site density increases, the surface diffusion coefficient increases linearly because the 
acid sites of ZrO2/SO42- participate in the surface diffusion mechanism and contribute to  
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Table 6-1. Data for water sorption in Nafion and Nafion/(ZrO2/SO42-) nanocomposite.  
 
Activity Nafion 
(g water/g dry Nafion) 
Nafion/(ZrO2/SO42-) 
(g water/g dry composite) 
 250C 900C 250C 900C 
0.1 0.0339 0.0344 0.0351 0.0413 
0.2 0.0491 0.0488 0.0498 0.0586 
0.3 0.0573 0.0499 0.0510 0.0599 
0.4 0.0655 0.0614 0.0626 0.0737 
0.5 0.0659 0.0749 0.0764 0.0899 
0.6 0.0810 0.0875 0.0893 0.1051 
0.7 0.0949 0.1127 0.1150 0.1352 
0.8 0.1080 0.1309 0.1343 0.1584 
0.9 0.1490 0.1710 0.1743 0.2053 
1.0 0.2291 0.2701 0.2754 0.3247 
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   Figure 6-2.  Structure of ZrO2/SO42- solid acid. 
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Figure 6-3. The effect of acid site density on the surface diffusion coefficient. 
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Table 6-2. Parameter values employed in the model at room temperature. 
 
Diff. Coef. Symbols Values Units Comments  
EWM 1100 g/equiv. equivalent weight of membrane 
MWSA 219.29 g/mol molecular weight of solid acid 
wSA/M 0.03 dimensionless weight ratio of solid acid to membrane 
*
,SAHC +  1.67 x 10
-6 mol/m2 surface acid site density of sulfated zirconia 
kB 1.38x10-23 J/K Boltzmann constant 
h 6.626x10-34 J.sec Planck constant 
Σl  0.255 nm jump length of surface proton 
RF(M) 0.254 nm radius of acid site of membrane  
RF(SA) 0.260 nm radius of acid site of solid acid 
RH2O 0.143 nm radius of water molecule 
0ε  8.854x10-12 C2/J/m permittivity 
)(Mrε  6 dimensionless relative permittivity of membrane 
)(SArε  6 dimensionless relative permittivity of solid acid 
Σ
+HD  
−eq  1.602x10
-19 C electronic charge 
Gl  0.255 nm proton jump length in Grotthuss mechanism GHD +  
G
Dτ  1.5 ps proton jump time in Grotthuss mechanism 
Wλ  Eq. 9 dimensionless mol H2O/mol composite membrane 
WMr /  29.83 dimensionless partial molar volume ratio of membrane to 
water 
E
HD +  
WSAr /  2.068 dimensionless partial molar volume ratio of solid acid to water 
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the total surface diffusion coefficient.  The acid site density is also directly related to the 
size of particle, as shown in Eq. 4.  That is, the increase in site density * ,SAHC + , or increase 
in surface area via a decrease in the particle size pd  have the same effect  Therefore, a 
small size particle with high surface acid density is favorable for higher acidity and surface 
diffusion of protons in the composite membrane.  The surface diffusion coefficient of 
Nafion® is 1.01 x 10-7 cm2/sec at 250C, which is obtained by substituting w  = 0 in Eq. 4.  
Figure 6-4 shows the en masse diffusion coefficients of composite membrane at 250 C and 
900 C.  The diffusion coefficient increases with the vapor phase activity due to the increase 
of water content as shown in Eq. 10.  The model predicts a diffusion coefficient of 1.35 
x10-5 cm2/s and 4.71 x 10-5 cm2/s at 250 C and 900 C, respectivel for the composite 
membrane contacting with saturated water vapor.  This is roughly two orders of magnitude 
higher than the surface diffusion coefficients at the same temperature and activity 
conditions.  Figure 6-5 compares the porosity/tortuosity, τε /i , as a function of the activity 
of water in vapor phase for Nafion® and Nafion®/(ZrO2/SO42-) composite membranes.  
Thus, composite membrane provides a higher porosity/tortuosity ratio, that is desirable as 
it directly affects the conductivity (Eq. 1).   
Figures 6-6 and 6-7 show the experimental conductivity data of Nafion® along with the 
model prediction at 250C and 900C, respectively, based on the water uptake measurement 
provided in Table 6-1.  The effect of temperature on the Grotthuss and en masse diffusion 
coefficients was obtained from the following considerations.  In an aqueous electrolyte 
solution of acids, EHGHH DDD +++ += , where +HD , GHD + , and EHD +  denote total, Grotthuss 
and en masse diffusion coefficients, respectively.  The en masse diffusion coefficient is 
obtained from the self-diffusion coefficient of water molecule available over the 
temperature range of 00C -1000 C.45  Then, the Grotthuss diffusion coefficient can be 
calculated46-48 by subtracting the en masse diffusion coefficient from the total diffusion  
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Figure 6-4. The effect of water vapor activity on the en masse diffusion coefficient. 
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Figure 6-5. The effect of water vapor activity on the porosity/tortuosity ratio (From the top: 
900C composite, 250C composite, 900C). 
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                Figure 6-6.  Proton conductivity of Nafion at 250 C. 
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          Figure 6-7. Proton conductivity of Nafion at 900 C. 
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coefficient, which is obtained from the limiting ionic molar conductivity data given by49 
))298(0139.01(0 298,
0
, −+= ++ TKHTH λλ , where 0 298, KH +λ  and 0 ,TH +λ  are the limiting molar 
conductivity of proton at 298 K and temperature T (K), respectively.  The model, thus, 
predicts proton conductivity of 0.04 S/cm and 0.06 S/cm at 250C and 900C for 80 % 
relative humidity conditions, respectively.   
Figures 6-8 and 6-9 show the proton conductivity of Nafion/(ZrO2/SO42-) composite 
membrane at 250 C and 900 C, respectively.  The proton conductivity of composite 
membrane is higher than that of Nafion® over the whole activity range of water vapor.  For 
example, at 80 % relative humidity, conductivities of 0.06 S/cm and 0.105 S/cm are 
predicted for the composite membranes at 250C and 900C, respectively.  This is due to the 
increased water uptake along with the increase of strong acid sites provided by ZrO2/SO42-.  
The proton conductivity increases with the activity of water and with temperature.   
Figure 6-10 shows the effect of temperature on the proton conductivity at 80 % relative 
humidity condition.  The Nafion®/(ZrO2/SO42-) composite membranes can, thus, provide 
higher proton conductivity than unmodified Nafion® over the entire range of temperatures.  
The proton conductivity of Nafion® can be improved by as much as 20 % with the 
incorporation of ZrO2/SO42 in the membrane via in-situ sol-gel technique if the parameters 
such as particle size and particle distributions are carefully controlled during the 
preparation procedure.  The total proton conductivity in the membranes depends on i) the 
sorption equilibrium which affects water content and thus the porosity and tortuosity 
factor, diffusion coefficients, and acid concentration and distribution between surface and 
bulk.   
The polymer/inorganic composite membranes are, thus, very promising, as it can 
provide better proton conductivity along with improved mechanical stability at higher 
temperature along with reduced methanol crossover.  The model developed here may be  
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  Figure 6-9. Proton conductivity of Nafion/(ZrO2/SO42-) at 250 C. 
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Figure 6-9. Proton conductivity of Nafion/(ZrO2/SO42-) at 900 C. 
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                     Figure 6-10. The effect of temperature on the proton conductivity. 
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applicable to other inorganics of different water sorption capacity, solid acidity, and 
surface acid density, and also extended to proton exchange membranes other than Nafion®.  
 
6-5.  Conclusions 
A comprehensive proton transport model in Nafion/(ZrO2/SO42-) composite membrane 
has been proposed based on the understanding of structural and physicochemical properties 
of Nafion® and ZrO2/SO42-.  The proton conductivity in the composite membrane depends 
on the water content, diffusion coefficients at the surface and bulk regions in the 
membrane, and concentration and distribution of protons.  The model accounts for the 
acidity, surface acid density, particle size, and the amount of loading of the inorganics.  
The higher proton conductivity of the composite membrane compared with that of Nafion® 
is observed experimentally and also adequately predicted by the model without fitted 
parameters.  The results are encouraging and this polymer/inorganic membrane can be 
classified as a remarkable family of proton exchange membranes which have great 
potential in fuel cell applications.  The transport model developed here provides a 
theoretical framework for understanding the proton transfer in composite PEMs and should 
also be helpful in systematically investigating alternate high proton-conducting PEMs for 
fuel cell applications.   
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Chapter 7.  Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC) 
 
7-1.  Introduction  
Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFC) was pioneered by Shell Research in England and 
Exxon-Alsthom in France in the 1960 and 1970s, and is considered as a highly promising 
power source for future applications.1-10  The great advantage of DMFC is that it is a 
relatively simple system that uses methanol directly as a fuel.  Methanol is much easier 
than hydrogen in terms of energy density, handing, storing, and using the infrastructure for 
its distribution.  However, near-term projected applications are expected as power sources 
for cellular phones, laptop computers and small electronic toys because DMFC system 
produces relatively low power density compared with hydrogen fuel cell due to the poor 
kinetics of anode reaction and methanol crossover.  Potential applications of DMFC are 
shown in Table 7-1 as a function of power output of the device.   
This chapter deals with these technological issues. First, a basic DMFC performance 
model and a simple kinetic model of the electrochemical methanol oxidation are 
developed.  Second, experimental observation of oscillatory behavior of the current at 
constant voltage mode is reported during the DMFC operation. Third, the so-called 
“methanol crossover” problem is explored to block the transport of methanol through the 
PEM completely via the formation of thin palladium layer in anode side of DMFC.     
 
7-2.  Experiment 
Catalyst preparation - Electrodes for MEA are prepared as follows.  First, put Pt and PtRu 
catalyst (Johnson Matthey) in water and add ethanol solution in order. Second, add 10 wt 
% Nafion® solution, from a solution of 5 wt % Nafion® dissolved in a mixture of water and  
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Table 7-1. Potential applications of DMFCs (ref. 6). 
 
 
Potential Field       Rated Overall  Specific Operation 
Applications        Power Efficiency Power,  Temperature, 
      Requirement,   W/kg      0C 
        %  
 
Transportation  Electromotive    20-50 kW    35-45 350-500 130-150 
   APU       3-5 kW    35-45 350-500 130-150 
 
Portable  Laptop    50-100 W       20       50      0-45  
   Cellular Phone     1-3 W       20       30      0-45 
 
Stationary  Residential       5-10 kW    35-45     200  90-150 
   Remote Power   10-100 kW    35-45     200  90-150 
   Generation   
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low aliphatic alcohol, to the catalyst solution and mix homogeneously using sonicator for 
24 hours.  Third, spread the solution on a carbon cloth (E-TEK), a diffusion backing layer.  
 
Membrane pretreatment - Membranes are pretreated by consecutive boiling the Nafion® 
117 for 3 hours in 5 vol % H2O2, 3 hours in de-ionized water, 3 hours in 1 M H2SO4 
solution and 3 hours in de-ionized water.  
 
MEA preparation - MEAs are prepared by placing electrodes either side of a pretreated 
Nafion® 117 and hot pressing at 100 kg/cm2 for 3 minutes at 1350C. 
 
Fuel cell experiment - Figure 7-1 shows a schematic diagram of direct methanol fuel cell.  
Methanol solution is fed continuously into the anode, diffused through the diffusion layer 
and is electrochemically reduced on the anode surface to produce protons and electrons.  
An oxidant, e.g., oxygen or air, is fed continuously into the cathode and reacts upon 
dissociation with the electrons traveling through an external wire and protons diffusing 
through the membrane to produce water.  The DMFC experiments were carried out in 
different temperatures and pressures.  The catalyst loadings used were 4 mg PtRu/cm2 and 
4 mg Pt/cm2 for the anode and cathode, respectively.  The concentration of methanol feed 
solution used was 1 M and the anode flow rate was 0.5 – 2 ml/min.  Pure oxygen was used 
for the cathode feed and its flow rate was 40 ml/min.  The flow rate of methanol solution 
and the oxygen gas was carefully controlled by electronic Pump Controller (ISD Series D) 
and Mass Flow Controller (Tylan General  RO 28), respectively.  The current and voltage 
of the cell was controlled by the Electronic Load (HP 6060B Electronic Load with HP 
6651 DC Power Supply).  Temperature of the cell was controlled by Temperature 
Controller.  
 
Open circuit voltage measurement – The open circuit voltage (OCV) of the DMFC was 
measured after the cell was switched from a load to a no load condition.  In other words, 
during the DMFC experiment, the external load was cut off and the change in the cell  
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CH 3 OH, 
  H 2 O, CO 2 
Anode : CH3OH (l) + H2O (l) ? CO2 (g) + 6H+ + 6e-  E0(250C) = 0.02 V 
Cathode : 1.5O2 (g) + 6H+ + 6e- ? 3H2O (l)   E0(250C) = 1.23 V 
 
Overall : CH3OH (l) + 1.5O2 (g) ? CO2 (g) + 2H2O (l)   E0(250C) = 1.21 V 
Figure 7-1. A schematic diagram of cross-section of DMFC. 
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voltage with time was measured using a Multimeter.  The voltage of the cell increased 
quickly, reached a peak value, and then starts to decline, eventually becoming stabilized.  
This stabilized value was taken as the OCV of the cell at the reaction condition. 
 
Conductivity measurement - Conductivity of Nafion 117 was obtained using AC 
impedance (Solatron SI 1287 with SI 1260). The impedance spectra were measured in 
constant voltage mode by sweeping the frequencies over the 0.01 Hz to 10 KHz range. 
Two-electrode mode was performed with the cell.  Resistance of the Nafion 117 was 
measured and the conductivity is calculated by the following relation  
RA
L=σ   [1] 
where R is resistance and L  is a length of segment along the field and A  is the cross-
sectional area perpendicular to the field vector.  Standard sample of 0.1 M KCl was used to 
calibrate the cell.   
 
7.3 Results and Discussions 
DMFC Performance – Figures 7-2 through 7-5 shows DMFC performance for the 
temperature and pressure ranges of 600C - 900C, 0 - 2 atm, respectively.  The flow rates of 
methanol solution were changed from 0.5 ml/min to 2 ml/min.  Several variables affect the 
cell voltage-current characteristics of DMFC: temperature, pressure, methanol 
concentration, oxygen partial pressure, flow rates of the feed, etc.  In addition to this, types 
of proton exchange membranes, method of catalyst preparation, and overall electrode 
structure also affect the performance of DMFC.  In general, high temperature and pressure 
give rise to a better DMFC performance.  At high temperature, the reaction rate at the 
electrodes is increased and ohmic resistance becomes reduced.  Therefore, the 
improvement of performance with temperature can be attributed to the enhanced anode 
kinetics and a reduction of corresponding polarization.  Further, the conductivity of Nafion  
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Figure 7-2.  DMFC performance at 0 atm (gauge), 1M methanol 1ml/min, and O2 40 
ml/min.  
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Figure 7-3.  DMFC performance at 1 atm (gauge), 1M methanol 1ml/min, and O2 40 
ml/min. 
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Figure 7-4. DMFC performance at 2 atm (gauge), 1 M methanol 1ml/min, and O2 40 
ml/min. 
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Figure 7-5. Effect of flow rate of methanol solution at 2 atm, 1 M methanol, and O2 40 
ml/min. 
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increases with the temperature.  Figure 7-2 shows cell polarization data for the different 
temperatures with methanol concentration of 1 M and pure oxygen at atmospheric 
conditions.  At low current densities, the effect of varying temperature is not appreciable 
and the variation OCV is small for the temperature range investigated.  DMFC 
performance increases with the temperature and pressure (Figure 7-2, 7-3, and 7-4).  
Pressurizing the cathode side reduces the methanol crossover and enhanced cathode 
performance, leading to a higher cell voltage.  Figure 7-5 shows the effect of flow rate of 
methanol solution at 2 atm.  At low current densities, no difference in DMFC performance 
was observed.  However, at higher current densities, the performance was lower at the low 
flow rate of 0.5 ml/min.  The performance was, however, unchanged at 1 or 2 ml/min.  
 
Open Circuit Potential – The thermodynamic reversible potential for DMFC is 1.21 V.  
However, the measured open circuit voltage (OCV) of DMFC is in the range of 0.5 V - 0.8 
V.  The reported OCVs are not coincident because of its unsteady nature when the system 
is changed from load to unload condition.  Figure 7-6 shows the variation of OCV with 
time.  Initially, OCV increases very quickly and decreases slowly and reaches a steady 
state value after 3 minutes. The reason for this seems related to the methanol crossover.  
Table 7-2 shows the OCV of DMFC at different temperatures and pressures. In all cases, 
the OCV shows the transient behavior when the cell switched from load to no load 
condition. The steady state OCV is obtained after the steady state value is reached in the no 
load condition.  Possible reasons for this are potentials of mixed reactions and poisoning of 
anode and cathode by CO-like intermediate species.  While in principle, OCV should not 
affected by poisoning, in fact a minute current is drawn when the Multimeter is used, 
leading to overpotentials at both the anode and especially the cathode.  Similar cathode 
overpotential is responsible for OCV of H2-O2 fuel cell to be around 1. 0 V instead of the 
Nernst potential of 1. 23 V.  
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Figure 7-6. The change of OCV after a load is removed from 0.1 V at 250C and 0 atm O2. 
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Temp  P  Open Circuit Voltage 
   (0C)          (atm)   (Volt) 
    
25  0   0.553 
1 0.554 
2 0.542 
 
50  0   0.557 
1   0.614 
2   0.606 
 
80  0   0.620 
1 0.643 
2 0.654 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7-2 Open circuit voltage of DMFC 
(1M methanol 0.5ml/min, pure oxygen 40 ml/min). 
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Conductivity of protons in Nafion® – Table 7-3 shows the measured conductivity of 
Nafion® in water and methanol solutions. The conductivity of Nafion® in water is higher 
than that in methanol. The conductivity corresponds to the H+ equivalent conductance in 
water and methanol.  
 
7-4. Modeling of DMFC 
a) Steady State Modeling – DMFC using liquid methanol, instead of vaporized methanol, 
is desirable because of easy start up and maintenance of high humidity that is critical for 
the proton transfer through the PEM.  The physicochemical phenomena taking place inside 
of DMFC are complex: carbon dioxide is formed within the anode catalyst layer and 
released as bubbles because of its low solubility in the liquid phase, which also impedes 
the methanol flux; methanol permeates through the membrane to the cathode generating a 
mixed potential, the kinetics of six electron generation at the anode involves several steps 
of reaction including many carbon-containing intermediates that make further reaction 
difficult because of their strong affinity for the catalyst surface.  Because of the complexity 
of the system, a simple steady state model of DMFC is developed here based on the 
following assumptions. 
1. Anode compartment is considered well-mixed, i.e., as a continuous stirred tank reactor 
(CSTR). 
2. The diffusion of methanol, carbon dioxide and oxygen through the PEM is neglected. 
3. The following electrochemical reactions take place: oxidation of methanol at anode and 
reduction of oxygen at cathode side of the cell.  
Figure 7-1 is used for analysis of DMFC.  The conservation equations at steady state for 
each compartment of the cell are given as follows: 
 
Anode Chamber (AC) 
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Table 7-3. Conductivity of methanol solution. 
 
      Methanol solution 
    H2O 1M 2M 5M 10M 17M Methanol 
 
 
Conductivity (S/cm)  0.073 0.07 0.067 0.061 0.05 0.038 0.025 
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( ) ANCCF aOHCHoutOHCHinOHCHA ,,, 333 =−  [2] 
( ) ANCCF aOHoutOHinOHA ,,, 222 =−  [3] 
Anode Diffusion Layer (ADL) 
0=
dz
dN zi ,  [4] 
( )bOHCHaOHCH
ab
e
ab
abOHCH CCL
D
N ,,, 333 −=  [5] 
Anode Catalyst Layer (ACL) 
At point b, 
( ) bOHCHAOHCHAMAbOHCH CkN ,,, 333 νγ −=  [6] 
bOHCHAeAMAA CkFi ,, 3−= νγ  [7] 
At the electrodes, methanol is oxidized to carbon dioxide at anode and oxygen is reduced 
to water at cathode as follows; 
Anode:  H3OH + H2O ' CO2 + 6H+ + 6e-  [8] 
Cathode:  .5O2 + 6H+ + 6e- ' 3H2O  [9] 
Butler-Volmer form of rate expression is often used for methanol electro-oxidation and is 
adopted here   
Butler-Volmer equation 
For Anode 
( ) 


 −−−


= 




 −−
RT
F
CTk
RT
F
CTkr
AAe
bCOA
AAe
bOHCHAA
ηανηαν ρρ 1expexp 23 ,,
sr
 [10] 
For 50.=Aα , the pseudo-irreversible form is 
bOHCHAA Ckr ,3=  [11 
where  
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






= −
RT
F
kk
Ae
AA
ην ρ
φ sinh20,   [12] 
Equating Eqs. 5 and 6, the concentration of methanol at b is  
( )
ab
ab
AMAOHCHA
aOHCH
ab
ab
bOHCH
L
Dk
C
L
D
C
+−
=
γν 3
3
3
,
,
,  [13] 
Substituting equation 13 into equation 7, 
( )
ab
ab
AMAOHCHA
aOHCH
ab
ab
AeAMAA
L
Dk
C
L
D
kFi
+−
= −
γν
νγ
3
3
,
,
,  [14] 
When the diffusion controls the rate,  
( )
ab
ab
AMAA L
Dk >>− γν   [15] 
Eq. 14 can be rearranged for the anode limiting current density as  
aOHCH
ab
ab
OHCHA
Ae
AL FCL
Di ,
,
3
3






−= −ν
ν
  [16] 
The anode exchange current density can be written similarly to Eq. 7 assuming uniform 
concentration of methanol as 
aOHCHAeAMAA CkFi ,,, 30 0φνγ
r
−=   [17] 
Substituting Eqs. 16 and 17 into 14 and rearranging gives 








−
=
AL
A
A
A
A
A
i
i
i
i
k
k
1
0
0φ,
r   [18] 
The anode over-potential can be obtained from the Eqs. 12 and 18 as  
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















−
= −
AL
A
A
A
A
A
i
i
i
i
F
RT
12
1sinh 01αη   [19 
Similarly for cathode over-potential,  
















−
−= −
AL
A
CO
C
C
C
i
i
i
i
F
RT
12
1sinh 1αη   [20] 
The cathode exchange density can be written as  
fOAeCMCC CkFi ,,, 20 0φνγ
r
−=   [21] 
where the cathode limiting current density is 
fO
ef
e
ef
OC
eC
CL FCL
D
i ,
,
,
2
2




−=
−
ν
ν
 [22] 
The overall cell potential of the fuel cell can be written as 
ohmicACVV ηηη −−+= 0   [23] 
where ohmicη denotes the ohmic drop over the fuel cell which can be written as 
I
B
B
ohmic iR
Li +

= ση   [24] 
where BL  is the thickness of the membrane, Bσ  is conductivity of the membrane and IR  
is the interfacial resistance.   
The methanol crossover may decrease the potential of DMFC by the formation of 
surface carbon species at the anode and cathode.  In other words, the exchange current 
density at anode and cathode may be written as13 
0
2
,, )1( AACOeffAo ii θ−=   [25] 
0
2
,, )1( CCCOeffCo ii θ−=   [26] 
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or more explicitly as a function of temperature and surface coverage of carbon-containing 
species, e.g., CO, as 
( ) refA
ref
A
ACOMAA iTTR
E
i ,0
,
,0
11exp1 0 






 −−−= Φχθγ   [27] 
where MAγ  is the roughness factor, ACO ,θ  is surface CO coverage on anode, 0Φ,AE  is the 
effective activation energy of exchange current density, R is the gas constant, refAi ,,0  is the 
reference current density and χ  is the affinity factor, typically 2.  The surface coverage of 
carbon-containing species is not known for DMFC and may be estimated from the CO 
coverage of hydrogen fuel cell with CO containing anode feed.  The surface of the cathode 
is assumed to be covered with carbon-containing species because of the permeated 
methanol.  The theoretical OCV is 1.21 V, while the experimental value is 0.5-0.7 V.  
Therefore, there is large potential drop caused by an increase in overpotential at the anode 
due to undesired carbon containing intermediates on the catalyst surface, as well as by the 
overpotential for oxygen reduction reaction on the poisoned surface.  The huge drop in fuel 
cell potential at low current density is a characteristic feature of DMFC as compared with 
hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell.  
The analytical model above incorporates many of the reaction and transport details of 
all the compartments of DMFC.  The model describes the steady state behavior of DMFC 
quantitatively and provides an insight for the each part of DMFC.   
 
b) Dynamic Modeling of DMFC - A dynamic model is developed here to account for the 
details of the surface chemistry of the electrode.  If the concentration of the key surface 
intermediates of the electrochemical reaction varies with time in a certain manner, the 
resulting current or voltage would also change with time correspondingly.  The time-
dependent behavior of current or voltage is often observed in many electrochemical 
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systems.  A mathematical model for this is developed here based on the following 
assumptions. 
1. The anode chamber is considered as being well-mixed, i.e., it is treated as a continuous 
stirred tank reactor. 
2. The temperature of fuel cell is constant (isothermal operation). 
3. Oxygen and carbon dioxide do not diffuse through the membrane. 
4. Ohmic resistance in current collector and electric connections are negligible. 
5. The catalyst surface is uniform. 
 
Surface mechanism 
The electrochemical oxidation of methanol at anode is a multi-step reaction involving 
six electrons.  The oxidation of methanol on Pt is inhibited by the adsorbed CO and 
hydrogenated residues such as COH, HCOH, CH2OH.  The following simple scheme is 
adopted here. 
The elementary reactions can be written as the first step of methanol adsorption and 
successive stripping of hydrogen atom as follow: 
Pt + CH3OH '  Pt-(CH3OH)ads 1r  [28] 
Pt-(CH3OH)ads '  Pt-(CH2OH)ads + H+ + e- 2r  [29] 
Pt-(CH2OH)ads '  Pt-(CHOH)ads + H+ + e- 3r  [30] 
Pt-(CHOH)ads '  Pt-(CHO)ads + H+ + e- 4r  [31] 
Pt-(CHO)ads '  Pt-(CO)ads + H+ + e- 5r  [32] 
Ru(s) + H2O ' Ru-(OH)ads + H+ + e-  6r  [33] 
Pt-(CO)ads + Ru-(OH)ads ' Pt + Ru + CO2 + H+ + e- 7r  [34] 
The corresponding rate expressions using Butler-Volmer relation can be written as   
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Reaction 41 may be assumed to be irreversible. 
 
Mass balance and charge conservation 
The surface coverage, COHθ , OHθ  and COOHθ , varies with time on the electrode surface and 
the site balance for each species are 
21
3* rr
dt
dCF OHCHt −=θγ   [42] 
32
2* rr
dt
dCF OHCHt −=θγ  [43] 
43
* rr
dt
dCF CHOHt −=θγ  [44] 
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43
* rr
dt
dCF COHt −=θγ  [45] 
54
* rr
dt
dCF COt −=θγ  [46] 
65
* rr
dt
dCF OHt −=θγ  [47] 
Site balance among the surface coverage is  
OHCOCOHCHOHOHCHOHCH θθθθθθθ ++++++= 2301  [48] 
Assuming the anode chamber as a continuous stirred tank reactor, the mass balance for 
methanol is   
10,0 333
3 rANvCCv
dt
dC
V OHCHOHCHOHCH
OHCH −−−=  [49] 
where OHCHN 3  accounts for the methanol crossover through the membrane.  It is a function 
of concentration gradient between anode and cathode side and also of current across the 
fuel cell.  Since the concentration of methanol at cathode side is relatively small compared 
with that of anode, the flux of methanol crossover can be approximated to proportional to 
anode concentration if the current effect is negligible as 
OHCHOHCH mCN 33 =  [50] 
Besides the mass balance, the model contains charge balance.  Since the total current is the 
sum of Faradic and capacitive current, the current and the time variation of potential can be 
obtained as  
( )765432 rrrrrriAdt
dC Adl −−−−−−=η   [51] 
From the analysis, there are eight ordinary differential equations, Eqs. 42-47, 49 and 51 
along with eight variables, OHCH 3θ , OHCH 2θ , CHOHθ , COHθ , COθ , OHθ , OHCHC 3 and Aη .  The 
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simulation of the anode kinetics needs to be studied with appropriate parameters for the 
methanol oxidation reaction.   
 
7-5.  Experimental Current Oscillations in DMFC 
The anode reaction of DMFC is the oxidation of methanol by electrochemical reaction.  
It may be assumed that a surface carbon species are responsible for the slow kinetics at the 
anode.  Figure 7-7 shows the experimental data of current density as a function of time at 
different potentials from 0.1 V to 0.5 V.  For the DMFC potential of 0.1 V, current 
oscillates from 0.6 to 1.4 A per 5 cm2 MEA.  Figure 7-8 shows the amplitude and period of 
the oscillations.  At low potential, the current oscillates over wide ranges with irregular 
manner.  This may be due to the many carbon-containing surface species react 
competitively.  However, the amplitude of the oscillation decreases with the increase of 
potentials due to the one or two surface species determine the overall reaction and, thus, 
the current generation is rather regular.  However, the periods of the oscillation remain the 
same at about 7.5 minutes for all the different potentials.  The oscillatory behavior of 
electrochemical reactions has been reported for many systems,15-20 although current 
oscillations are less common than potential oscillations.  Current oscillations under 
potentiostatic conditions and potential oscillation under galvanostatic systems of HCOOH 
on Pt were reported.21  Potential oscillations of methanol22 and ethanol oxidation23 in acid 
solutions have also been observed, although the mechanistic details are not well 
understood.  The oscillations of current have not been reported yet under DMFC 
conditions.  The reason for the current oscillation in DMFC can be attributed to the 
transition of the electrode surface from a poisoned to an active state.  Based on the 
mechanism suggested above, the current oscillation with time may be adequately 
understood.  From Eq. 50, for constant potential mode,  
765432 rrrrrri +++++=   [52] 
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Figure 7-7. Current oscillations in DMFC (60ºC, 0 psig O2, 1 M Methanol, 0.5 ml/min). 
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Figure 7-8.  Period and amplitude of the oscillations. 
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where ir  are a function of surface coverages, which are function of time as given in Eq. 
42-47.  Therefore, the current is a function of time at constant potential mode.  As the 
surface sites are cleaned through Eq. 34, the adsorption of methanol (Eq. 28 to 32) and 
water dissociation (Eq. 33) begin again, increasing the reaction rate and thus current.  The 
current oscillations are self-sustained and can be explained by adsorption of CO and the 
potential dependent H2O adsorption on the electrode surface.  The current oscillations are 
observed for wide ranges of fuel cell temperatures, pressures, methanol concentration, and 
methanol feed rates.   The magnitude of oscillation, of course, depends on the potential of 
the DMFC.  The parameters for the oscillation need to be investigated further along with 
development of improved kinetic models for the anode methanol oxidation reaction.   
 
7-6.  Dynamic Feed Operation of DMFC 
The DMFC performance is relatively low because of the poor performance of anode 
and cathode catalyst.  The surface species on the anode electrode such as CO are stable and 
strongly adsorbed on the catalyst surface.  This inhibits the further oxidation of methanol 
and results in a considerable increase of the anode overpotential.  At the cathode side, the 
methanol diffusing through the membrane is oxidized which also involves adsorbed CO 
that causes significant competition for catalyst sites and concomitant drop in cathodic 
electrode potential.  Both phenomena lead to the drop in total cell voltage.  Therefore, it is 
desirable to develop selective catalysts that can increase the reaction rates and at the same 
time suppress the undesired side reactions, and better membranes that can conduct proton 
more efficiently while inhibiting the methanol crossover.  Both of these are significant 
technological challenges.  
Another possible way to improve the performance of DMFC is by dynamic feeding 
strategy of methanol solution.24  It is based on the idea that the undesirable surface species 
can be oxidized and removed by feeding pure water solution periodically, instead of 
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methanol solution continuously, for a certain period of time until the voltage or current 
begins to drop appreciably due to methanol starvation.  This periodic feeding of methanol 
solution may improve the overall kinetics of the methanol oxidation reaction and, 
therefore, the fuel cell performance.  It will also affect the rate and amount of methanol 
crossover depending upon the frequency of the periodic feed.  It is expected that the cell 
voltage will be increased by the introduction of pure water for a short period of time 
because it will remove surface inhibitors such as adsorbed COH and CO while maintaining 
current from the oxidation of these intermediates and remaining methanol via 
electrochemical reaction.  
The success of this idea will depend on the system dynamics, i.e., how fast the system 
responds to the change of feed condition and the amount of intermediates accumulated on 
the surface.  If the system reacts very fast to the change of feed composition, for example 
the cell voltage drops quickly when operated under constant current mode upon 
introduction of pure water, it would require high frequency change in feed and it may be 
difficult to apply this strategy.  On the other hand, if the system sustains the improved 
voltage at constant current mode for a relatively long time, this approach could be useful in 
achieving high power density as well as efficient use of fuel.  
In order to determine system dynamics, a response of cell voltage following a step 
change of methanol feed concentration was investigated.  The methanol concentration was 
switched from 1M methanol to pure water.  The flow rate of 1 M methanol solution was 
0.5 ml/min and that of water introduced are 16 ml/min and 24 ml/min.  The voltage was 
constant 0.44 V under constant current mode before the step change.  When the pure water 
of two different flow rates was introduced at the timed 9 second in Figure 7-9, the cell 
voltage increased from its previous value of 0.44 V.  It stayed for 2 seconds at the 
maximum voltage and then began to decrease. Thereupon, the voltage and current 
decreased with time because of the dilution of remaining methanol residue by pure water.   
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Figure 7-9.  Dynamic feeding of anode methanol feed. 
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Therefore, clearly, there should be an advantage to using a dynamic feeding strategy with 
pulsed methanol concentration which may save the fuel while providing better power 
output.  In order to sustain a higher cell voltage in a constant current mode, periodic 
pulsing of methanol feed is indicated in a water stream in order to achieve enhanced output 
of power.  Alternatively, periodic pulses of pure methanol may be introduced in a steady 
flow stream of very dilute methanol feed.  The dynamics are, of course, dependent upon 
the dynamics of surface and that of the anode chamber.  
 
7-7.  Impermeable PEM for DMFC 
DMFC has two key technical problems.  One is the slow anode kinetics discussed 
above and the other is methanol crossover.  The methanol oxidation kinetics are inherently 
slower than those of the hydrogen oxidation because six electrons must be exchanged for 
complete oxidation in DMFC.  Another key reason for the slow methanol kinetics is that 
the anode catalyst is poisoned by intermediates, likely CO formed during methanol electro-
oxidation.  Oxidation of carbon containing intermediates to carbon dioxide requires the 
adsorption of oxygen containing species (i.e., OH).  Formation of these species does not 
occur readily until high overpotentials are used.  Platinum is, thus, not sufficiently active 
for the anode catalyst and binary catalyst, e.g., Pt-Ru, has been shown to process better 
activity, where the Ru forms a surface oxide to promote CO oxidation in the potential 
range for methanol oxidation.  The research for better oxidation catalyst to the successful 
commercialization is underway in many research groups worldwide.   
The methanol crossover is the second important issue limiting performance of DMFC.  
It reduces OCV substantially due to mixed cathode potential and poisoning of anode and 
cathode as discussed in the previous chapter.  The only manner in which this problem has 
so far been addressed is to use very dilute methanol solution (~1 M), instead of equimolar 
ratio of methanol and water indicated by stoichiometry, so that methanol is substantially 
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consumed within the anode catalyst layer, thus reducing the overall methanol flux across 
the proton exchange membrane to the cathode.  In fact, at the concentration of methanol 
higher than 2 M, the cell voltage declines significantly due to poisoning of the cathode 
electrocatalyst by methanol that has diffused through the membrane.  Further, even with 
dilute feeds, the fuel loss by methanol crossover can be as much as 40 % of the fuel.  
Therefore, this problem needs be addressed effectively before large-scale 
commercialization of DMFC can occur. 
The use of Pd foil and the modification of PEM by sputtering have been suggested to 
solve methanol crossover problem.25-28  It is proposed here that the deposition of a thin 
layer of Pd or Pd-containing metals within the MEA would block or substantially inhibit 
the transfer of methanol from the anode to cathode while allowing the transfer of protons 
through this metal layer.  The metal chosen is palladium or its alloy because of its facile 
rate of permeation of hydrogen.  The method of depositing Pd or Pd-alloy on the 
membrane is the electroless plating developed by Mardilovich. et at.29   
 
DMFC Performance - The DMFC performance of Pd activated, not completely plated, 
membrane is shown in Figures 7-10 and 7-11 at 0 and 1 atm. gauge pressure, respectively.  
Compared the regular Nafion membrane, the performance is higher in the range of low 
current density.  This is because of the inhibition of methanol crossover by the Pd existing 
on the surface or in the pore of the membranes.  From the OCV to about 100 mA/cm2 
current density, the modified membrane shows better performance.  Beyond a current 
density of more than 100 mA/cm2, the modified membrane shows poorer performance than 
the regular PEM performance for this region likely because of higher transport resistance 
to protons.  The low performance of the Pd activated membrane at high current density 
might also be caused by poor contact between the electrode and the activated membrane.  
During the hot pressing of the MEA, the metallic character on the surface of the modified 
membrane inhibits good attachment between the membrane and electrodes.  The impact of  
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Figure 7-10. The performance of Pd plated Nafion® membrane (0 atm O2, 1M methanol, 1 
ml/min). 
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Figure 7-11. The performance of Pd plated Nafion® membrane (1 atm O2, 1M methanol, 1 
ml/min). 
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the Pd membranes should be more appreciable when the concentration of feed is increased.  
The performance at lower current densities might be better if a more uniformly plated film 
could be obtained.     
 
Open Circuit Potentials - Table 7-4 shows the open circuit potentials of the modified 
MEAs at 2 atm gauge pressure and three different temperatures.  The electroless-plated 
Nafion membrane loses its polymer elasticity and become brittle.  Therefore, the 
completely Pd layered Nafion can not be used for MEA fabrication and hence only the 
activation steps are adopted here for only partial plating.  The OCV of the modified MEAs 
are higher than MEA by bare Nafion except the sputtered Nafion case.  The most effective 
procedure appears to be the deposition on the anode electrode layer itself rather than the 
membrane.  The depositions of Pd on the anode layer showed higher open circuit potential.  
The use of Pd deposited PEM improved OCV and performance at low current densities.  
However, in higher current density region, the performance was lower than the regular 
PEM.  The unresolved issues of this Pd deposited membranes are the poor contact of 
electrode and membrane, low water sorption and proton transport, and brittleness of the 
metal deposited membrane, etc, which should be addressed for further development of this 
technique.  Pd film can, of course, also be sandwiched between PEM for DMFC 
applications.25,28,30  However, the available Pd foils are rather thick offering substantial 
resistance to transport.  The feasibility of this approach is discussed in the next chapter.  
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Table 7-4 Open circuit voltage of modified MEAs. 
 
 
  Temp  Nafion  AcNafion1 SpNafion2 AcAnode3 SpAnode4 
  (0C)     (V)     (V)     (V)     (V)     (V) 
   
    25    0.54     0.57     0.39     0.68     0.60 
 
    50    0.61     0.65     0.41     0.69     0.67 
 
    80    0.65     0.67     0.47     0.72     0.70 
 
 
1 Nafion is activated by 3 cycles of activation procedure. 
2 Nafion is sputtered by Pd for 60 seconds. 
3 Anode is activated by 3 cycles of activation procedure. 
4 Anode is sputtered by Pd for 60 seconds. 
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Chapter 8.  Fuel Cell with Pd Nonporous Anode 
 
8-1.  Introduction 
A new non-porous anode has been developed which can be used effectively for Co-
containing reformate feed stream in H2/O2 fuel cell as well as for direct methanol fuel cell 
(DMFC).  In the hydrogen fuel cell, it is desirable to develop anode materials which have 
lower affinity for CO, while maintaining their activity for the oxidation of hydrogen.  
Platinum, the most active metal for the hydrogen oxidation reaction, is unfortunately 
extremely sensitive to carbon monoxide, and thus, a number of binary and ternary electro-
catalysts such as Pt-Ru and Pt-Ru-Mo have been developed to obtain better performance 
for CO-containing anode feed.  These alloys are more effective than Pt in oxidizing the 
adsorbed CO with dissociated water into CO2.  Here, it is proposed to develop non-porous 
anode capable of extracting hydrogen at low partial pressure from hydrocarbon containing 
feed streams.  Figure 8-1 shows a schematic diagram of the non-porous anode for fuel cell.  
This is an interesting structure because it breaks down the process into the following 
distinct steps: hydrogen dissociation (Tafel step), hydrogen atom diffusion, hydrogen atom 
electro-oxidation into protons and electrons (Volmer step), proton diffusion through PEM  
and oxygen reduction at cathode.1-3  A mathematical model has been developed for the 
whole fuel cell process based on the kinetics on electrode surfaces, and transport of 
hydrogen atom and proton through the non-porous anode and proton exchange membrane, 
respectively.   
 
8-2.  The Model 
A model accounting mass balances, transport of reaction species and electrochemical 
kinetics is developed to understand the mechanisms involved in the nonporous anode  
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Figure 8-1. Schematic diagram of Pd nonporous anode fuel cells. 
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hydrogen fuel cells.  The total overpotential for the MEA is the sum of the overpotentials 
from H2/CO diffusion, H2 dissociation, H atom diffusion, H2 oxidation, H+ transport 
through PEM, and O2 reduction.    
)(,,,,,,)(, CGDLDORRKPEMDHORKPdDDissKAGDLDTotal ηηηηηηηη ++++++=  [1] 
where )(, AGDLDη  is the diffusion overpotential of anode feed through GDL, Kη  is the 
equivalent kinetic overpotential for hydrogen atom dissociation, PdD,η  is the diffusion 
overpotential in dense Pd film, HORK ,η  is the kinetic overpotential for hydrogen oxidation 
reaction, PEMD,η  is the diffusion overpotential for protons through PEM, ORRK ,η  is the 
kinetic overpotential for oxygen reduction reaction, and )(, CGDLDη  is the diffusion 
overpotential for oxygen transport through GDL.   
 
Steady State Conservation Equations 
Anode Chambers (AC) 
The anode feed is composed of hydrogen and carbon monoxide.  Assuming that the anode 
chamber is a well-mixed CSTR, the mass balance can be written as  
( ) GDLaziAAiA ANCCF ==− ,   [2] 
where AF  is the anode volumetric flow rate [cm
3/sec], AiC  and AC  are the concentration 
of species i at the inlet and exit, aziN =,  is the molar flux of species A through the GDB 
layer, and AGDL is the area of GDL.   
 
Gas Diffusion Backing (GDB)   
The anode gases diffuse into the GDL by the potential difference.  At steady state, the 
diffusion flux can be written as  
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where eiD  is the effective diffusion coefficient, aziC =,  is the concentration of i, GDBL  is the 
thickness of GDB layer, e azi =,µ  and e bzi =,µ  are the chemical potential of species i at z = a 
and z = b, respectively.  In terms of affinity A, chemical potential defference, Eq. 4 can be 
written as  
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=−= == ,, µµ   [5] 
 
Hydrogen Atom Diffusion Electrode (HADE)   
i) Dissociation of H2 
The H2/CO mixture gas adsorbs on the surface of palladium film, which may have been 
catalyzed with Pt, for example, 
2SH 2 +  ' bad,2H  (Tafel Step) [6] 
where S denotes the surface active site for gas adsorption.  The rate of adsorption per unit 
metal area can be written as 
11
2*
1
2
02
*
1
*
1 rrkakr HH −=−= θθ   [7] 
where from the thermodynamic transition state theory 
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exp ρρ κ   [8] 
The actual reaction rate mols/cm2 MEA) can be obtained by multiplying the roughness 
factor of the metal surface Mγ , i.e.,  
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Mrr γρρ *= ,   [9] 
From the site balance for H2/CO feed  
COH θθθ ++= 01   [10] 
Let COF θθ −= 1 , where Fθ  is the fraction of free sites not poisoned by carbon monoxide.  
Substitution of this into Eq. 7 gives 
( ) 2 ,2,22,222 2 bzHaMHHFaM kakrrr =−−=−= θγθθγ   [11] 
For elementary reactions, affinity  


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ρρν
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ρ
ρ 1
1
1lnln  [12] 
and  
( ) 







 −−





=
RT
A
RT
A
rr ρρ
ρ
ρρρ ββ 1expexp0,  [13] 
where ρβ  is transfer coefficient and  0,ρr  is exchange rate given by ρρ βρβρρ −= 10, rrr .  For 
2/1=β  



=
RT
A
rr
2
sinh2 0,
ρ
ρρ  [14] 
and ρρρ rrr =0, .  Applying for the hydrogen dissociation reaction, affinity is given by  



=
2
1
2
021
1 ln
H
H
k
akRTA θ
θ
 [15] 
and ( )HHakkr θθ0110,1 =  
Therefore  
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e
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e
bzHr
rRTA ==
− −=


= ,,
10
11
1 2sinh2 2 µµ  [16] 
ii) H atom diffusion  
The diffusion of dissociated hydrogen through the Pd film may be represented by  
bad,Η  ' cad,Η   (H atom diffusion) [17] 
At steady state, the mass balance of hydrogen atom through palladium film is 
0=
dz
dNi   [18] 
along with  
2
,,,1 r
RTL
CD
CD
RT
N
e
czi
e
bzi
Pd
bzi
e
ie
iTi
e
iiz =


 −≈∇−= === µµµ  [19] 
In terms of affinity 
( ) 2
,
,,2 rCD
LRTRTA
bzi
e
i
Pde
czi
e
bzi 


=−=
=
== µµ  [20] 
 
iii) Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction (HOR) 
For the formation of a proton and electron from a hydrogen atom 
cad,H  ' −+ + eH  (Volmer) [21] 
for which  
+−=−= = HcczHc akkrrr 3,3333 γθγ  [22] 
or  


=
RT
Arr
2
sinh2 30,33  [23] 
i.e.,  
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The overall affinity for the anode reaction that includes adsorption, diffusion through Pd 
film, and hydrogen oxidation reaction can be written as  
321 22 AAAAOverall ++=  [25] 
( ) ( ) ( )e bee bHe bHe bHe aHe aHeHOverallA ,,,,,, 2222 −+ −−+−+−= µµµµµµµ  [26] 
Using the relations among the rates 
22
43
21
rrrrr ====  [27] 
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
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1
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1 2
2
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2
sinh2  [28] 
where  
e
be
e
bH
e
HOverallA ,, 222 −−−= + µµµ  [29] 
 
For the overall anode reaction  
−+ += 2e2HH2  [30] 
( ) ii inieini aRTFGaRTGG ρρ νρρρνρρ ν 10 0,10 lnln =−=Φ= Π+Φ−∆=Π+∆=∆  [31] 
Using  
FvaRTG ei
n
i
i
−==Φ
Φ=Π+∆ ρρνρ ρ 0,1
0
0, ln  [32] 
where 0,ρΦ  is the equilibrium potential.   
( ) ρρρρρρ ηνν FFG ee −− =Φ−Φ=∆ 0,  [33] 
where 2=−eρν  and ρη  is the anode overpotential.  
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From Fri eA −= ρν  where ]//[ 2 scmmolr = , the affinity for anode reaction can be related 
to the    

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where HORKPdDDissKA ,,, ηηηη ++=  
Therefore, the overpotentials for hydrogen dissociation, hydrogen atom diffusion, and 
hydrogen oxidation reactions, are 
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For small argument x, sinh-1x = x, for low x, 
i
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RT
CD
L
F
RT
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RT
bzi
e
i
Pd
A 

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 ++=
= 40,
2
20
2
2
η  [36] 
The total fuel cell overepotential is obtained by Aη , )(, AGDLDη , PEMD,η , ORRK ,η , and 
)(, CGDLDη  as shown in Eq. 1.   
Further refinement of model should include details of H atom diffusion through Pd.  
The diffusion of hydrogen atom through Pd and Pd alloys by pressure gradient is well 
known and extensively studied.  The rate of diffusion of hydrogen through the solid 
membrane is governed by the diffusion coefficient that is dependent on its chemical 
composition (α- phase or β-phase Pd) and to the concentration gradient across the 
membrane and to its thickness.  Figure 8-2 shows a hypothetical concentration of hydrogen 
atom and phases in Pd foil.  The atomic diffusion flux in Pd can be written in terms of 
Fick’s first law as 
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Figure 8-2. Schematic diagram of the concentration of hydrogen atom 
in Pd layer of hydrogen diffusion anode fuel cells. 
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dCDNNN HHH
β
β
α
αβα −−=+=   [37] 
The limiting current density may be approximated as  
( )[ ]210 CDCCDLnFi PdAL αβ +−=  [38] 
where αD  and βD  represent the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen atom in Pd for α  and β  
phase, respectively.  The diffusion coefficients in Pd (cm2/sec) for the phase are given as 
follows; 
α−phase: Dα = (4.3*10-3)exp(-5600/RT) [39] 
β−phase: Dβ = (3.8*10-4)exp(-2900/RT) [40] 
where the activation energy in given as cals/mole.  Table 8-1 provides the diffusion 
coefficient calculated from the above relations.  The diffusion coefficient of hydrogen 
atoms in β  phase is higher than α  phase.  From the diffusion coefficients and the 
hydrogen atom concentration given in Table 8-2, the limiting currents for anode reaction 
are calculated by Eq. 38 and given in Table 8-3.   
The overall performance of H2 diffusion anode fuel cells can be theoretically 
understood based on the models developed here.   
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Table 8-1. Diffusion coefficients in α and β phase Pd at different temperature. 
 
T(0C) 30     40           50     60            70        80              200 
Dα     3.9 x10-7     5.3 x10-7    7.0 x10-7    9.1 x10-7    1.16  x10-6   1.47 x10-6  1.11 x 10-5 
Dβ     2.93 x10-6   3.42 x10-6  3.95 x10-6  4.54 x10-6  5.16 x10-6    5.83 x10-6  1.68 x10-5 
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Table 8-2. Data for hydrogen concentration [g H/cc Pd] where Co is the concentration of 
hydrogen atom in the β phase in equilibrium with 1 atm. of H2 and C1 is the concentration 
of β phase in equilibrium with C2 in the α phase. 
 
Temperature C0 C1 C2 
30 0.0703 0.0555 0.0035 
40 0.0693 0.0536 0.0040 
50 0.0684 0.0531 0.0045 
60 0.0674 0.0526 0.0050 
70 0.0664 0.0516 0.0060 
80 0.0664 0.0506 0.0070 
200 0 0 0.0030 
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Table 8-3. Limiting current density (A/cm2) at different temperatures for the variation of 
thickness of commercial Pd foil (1 atm).  
 
  Thickness                                                 Temperature (oC) 
  30    40       50          60 70    80       200 
  0.05 mm 0.8621    1.0763    1.2283    1.3830    1.6084    1.9753    0.6433 
  0.1 mm 0.4311    0.5382    0.6141    0.6915    0.8042    0.9877    0.3216 
  0.005 inch 0.3394    0.4237    0.4836    0.5445    0.6332    0.7777    0.2533 
  0.01 inch  0.1697    0.2119    0.2418    0.2722    0.3166    0.3888    0.1266 
  0.02 inch 0.0849    0.1059    0.1209    0.1361    0.1583    0.1944    0.0633 
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Chapter 9.  Water Electrolysis in Regenerative Fuel Cells 
 
9-1.  Introduction 
The solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) has been utilized in many energy-related fields 
such as fuel cell,1 hydrogen compressor,2 and solar cell systems.3 Electrolysis of water 
using the SPE,4-6 which serves as a solid electrolyte that conducts protons and as a 
separator of gases, is considered as a promising methodology for producing hydrogen as an 
alternative to the conventional alkaline water electrolysis. SPE electrolyzer has certain 
advantages over classical alkaline process in terms of its simplicity at low temperature, 
high energy efficiency and specific production capacity. It is also creating new options for 
the fuel cell system, e.g., a regenerative fuel cell which operates both as a fuel cell and as 
an electrolyzer.7-9 
In principle, SPE water electrolyzer and fuel cells are basically the same device 
working in the opposite direction.10 Although there are many studies on the theoretical 
analysis of fuel cells,11-15 not much has been reported on the kinetics and polarization 
characteristics of the SPE electrolyzer. In order to design and use the SPE electrolyzer 
effectively, analytical models for the device are necessary so that the system can be 
optimized. Recently, Onda et. al.16 have provided a voltage-current relation wherein the 
cell voltage is described as the sum of Nernst voltage, resistive overpotential, and anode 
and cathode overpotentials. However, empirical equations were utilized for the anode and 
cathode overpotentials as a function of temperature of the electrolytes and current density 
of the cell.  
The objective of this study is to propose a simple but useful first-generation theoretical 
model to explain the current-potential characteristics of SPE electrolysis cell based on the 
involved charge and mass balances as well as Butler-Volmer kinetics on the electrode 
surfaces.  
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Principle of operation 
Electrolysis of water is the dissociation of water molecules into hydrogen and oxygen 
gas. The working principle of SPE water electrolysis is shown in Figure 9-1. A potential is 
applied across the electrochemical cell to induce electrochemical reactions in both 
electrodes. Water is introduced at the anode and dissociated into oxygen, protons and 
electrons via the following reaction: 
At anode: OH 2  ' +2H  + −2e  + 2O2
1  C)25E ( oo  = 1.23 V [1] 
The protons are driven through the SPE to the cathode under an electric field where they 
combine with the electrons arriving from the external circuit to form hydrogen gas: 
At cathode: +2H  + −2e  ' 2H  C)25E ( oo  = 0.00 V [2] 
Therefore, the net reaction in the electrolysis cell is 
Net reaction: OH 2  ' 2H  + 2O2
1  C)25E ( oo   = 1.23 V [3] 
The heart of the SPE water electrolyzer is of course the membrane electrode assembly. 
For the solid electrolyte, typically a perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) polymer such as 
Nafion, has widely been used for water electrolysis.6-9, 16-20  For the anode, platinum shows 
a significant overpotential and thus platinum/ruthenium,18 iridium19 and 
platinum/iridium16,18,20 have been investigated. The addition of Ru decreases the anode 
overpotential, but Pt-Ru anode is not stable and corrodes under oxygen evolution.18  The 
Pt-IrO2 based alloy catalysts are relatively stable and preferred for anode water dissociation 
reaction.20  For the cathode, platinum metal is known to show best performance and 
commonly used for water electrolysis.16-20 
 
 9-2.  The Model 
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  Figure 9-1. Cross-section of SPE water electrolyzer. 
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A simplified mathematical model is developed below based on appropriate mass balances, 
transport, and electrochemical kinetics applied to the SPE electrolysis cell.  
 
Steady State Conservation Equations 
Anode and Cathode Chambers   
For the sake of simplicity, the anode chamber is treated as a well-mixed reactor. The mass 
balances of water and oxygen at the anode, and that of hydrogen at the cathode can be 
written as  
F
iANN outOHinOH
2
,, 22 =−
••
  [4] 
F
iANN outHinH
2
,, 22 −=−
••
  [5] 
F
iANN outOinO
4
,, 22 −=−
••
  [6] 
where 
•
N , i , A  and F  represent the molar flow rates [mol/s], current density [A/cm2], 
MEA area [cm2] and faraday’s constant [96,487 C/mol], respectively.  
 
Anode and Cathode Layers 
The Butler-Volmer expression is utilized for the overall electrochemical reaction at the 
anode 
i =
( )







 −−−


 −−
RT
F
RT
F
i AeAAeAA
ηναηνα 1
expexp0  [7] 
where 0Ai  is the anode exchange current density [A/cm
2], −eν  is the stoichiometric 
coefficient of electrons , Aα  is the transfer coefficient and Aη  is the anode overpotential. 
Alternatively, the anode overpotential can be written as follows in terms of current density, 
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assuming the effective transfer coefficient Aα  = 0.5 and −eν  = 2 for the de-electronation 
reaction at the anode11 



= −
0
1
2
sinh
A
A i
i
F
RTη   [8] 
For the cathode, if Butler-Volmer equation is assumed as well with Cα  = 0.5 and −eν  = -2, 
the cathode overpotential is obtained similarly as  



−= −
0
1
2
sinh
C
C i
i
F
RTη   [9] 
Here, it should be noted that the solutions are assumed to be well-mixed in the chambers 
and thus the surface concentrations do not differ appreciably from the bulk phase. If there 
is a limitation for mass transfer, e.g., oxygen diffusion from catalyst site to gas bubble 
across a diffusion film near electrode, limiting current density may be incorporated in Eq. 8 
and 9.11,14  
 
Solid Polymer Electrolyte (SPE) 
At steady state, no current gradient exists across the solid polymer electrolyte, i. e.,  
0=
dz
di  and 
dz
di φσ−=   [10] 
where σ  is the conductivity of the electrolyte [S/cm] and φ  is the potential [V].  
 
Electrochemical Potential of Electrolysis Cell 
Figure 9-2 shows the equivalent circuit for electrolysis process represented by a series of 
resistance. The overall cell potential is composed of Nernst potential, anode and cathode 
overpotentials, overpotential due to membrane, and interfacial resistance as11,14 
ISPECAVV ηηηη ++−+= o   [11] 
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Figure 9-2. Equivalent circuit for the electrolysis process: oV  = internal power 
supply, AR  = anode resistance, SPER  = membrane resistance CR  = cathode 
resistance and IR  = interface resistance.  
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where the Nernst potential oV  is empirically given as
21 
( ) ( )
22
23 log
4
3.229810x9.023.1 OH PPF
RTTV +−−= −o   [12] 
The anode and cathode overpotentials in Eq. 11 are provided by Eq. 8 and 9. Integration of 
Eq. 10 gives overpotential due to the membrane resistance 
iL
B
B
SPE 

= ση  [13] 
where BL  is the thickness of SPE, Bσ  is conductivity of the electrolyte.  The interfacial 
overpotential Iη  may be written in terms of interfacial resistance IR  and current density 
as 
iRII =η  [14] 
Therefore, the overall cell voltage-current relation can be obtained by combining Eqs. 8, 9, 
12, 13 and 14 with 11. 
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Correspondingly, the required power density is obtained by ViP =  as  
22
0
1
0
1
2
1sinh
2
1sinh iRiLi
i
i
F
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i
i
F
RTiVP I
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CA
+
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
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+

 

+= −− σo  [16] 
 
9-3.  Simulation 
Figure 9-3 shows the simulation results obtained by using Eq. 15 based on the parameters 
provided in Table 9-1 along with experimental data18,20 to validate the adequacy of this 
simple model. For Pt based electrodes, the exchange current density for the oxygen 
reduction and hydrogen oxidation reactions is reported as22-24 10-9-10-12 and 10-4-10-3 
A/cm2 respectively.25  The exchange current density depends on the temperature at the  
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Figure 9-3.Comparison of the model with experiments at 80ºC (1: equilibrium voltage, 2: 
ohmic drop, 3: cathode overpotential, 4: anode overpotential on Pt-IrO2, 5: anode overpotential 
 on Pt). Experimental data is given by symbols. 
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Table 9-1. Model parameters for water electrolysis for Pt coated anode and cathode 
electrodes on Nafion® electrolyte. 
 
Parameters     Values      Dimensions     Comments and references 
 
      0Ai   10
-11      A/cm2      anode exchange current density at 25° C8 
 
      0Ci   10
-3      A/cm2      cathode exchange current density at 25° C9 
 
      BL   183      µm       thickness of Nafion® 117 electrolyte  
 
      Bσ   0.14      Siemens/cm     conductivity of Nafion® 117 electrolyte10 
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electrode surface and also the roughness factor,14 which is defined as the electrochemically 
determined electrode area divided by the geometric area.  
ref
ref
M iTTR
Ei oo 






 −−= 11expγ   [17] 
where oi , Mγ , E  and refio  represent exchange current density, roughness factor, activation 
energy and exchange current density at reference state. The roughness factor can be 
determined experimentally4,22-24 or estimated by catalyst loading, catalyst particle density 
and diameter.14 Of course, the microstructure of electrodes affects the roughness factor and 
reported for oxygen reduction reaction as 2.724, 9.2,26 2004 for Pt microdisk, Pt wire and Pt 
powder electrodes, respectively. The roughness factor for typical electrolysis cell would be 
100-30027,28 and here 150 is adopted for both electrodes in the model. The conductivity of 
Nafion depends on the water content in it and taken to be 0.14 S/cm at 80º C for liquid 
phase immersion.29  The interface resistance IR  is assumed to be relatively small and set to 
zero in this model.  
Figure 9-3 shows that the ohmic overpotential increases steadily and the cathode 
overpotential is relatively small because of the fast kinetics at the electrode surface. The 
anode reaction is sluggish and the overall process is limited by the oxygen evolution 
reaction. The anode overpotential increases rather sharply at low current density and 
slowly thereafter with the current density. Since the cathode reaction is relatively fast 
compared with the anode reaction, the potential increase of the electrolysis cell with 
current density is mainly attributable to the slow kinetics of water dissociation at the 
anode. Thus, a current density of 1 A/cm2 is achieved for the applied voltage of 2.1 V at 
80º C for the Pt anode.18,20  In order to reduce anode polarization, iridium, which exists in 
oxide form under reaction conditions, has usually been added to Pt for SPE water 
electrolysis. Ioroi et .al.20 reported that the mixture of high surface area IrO2 and Pt black 
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(50:50 mol ratio) improved the efficiency of water electrolysis from 77 % to 95 % at 300 
mA/cm2. When IrO2 is added to Pt, the exchange current density is increased and thus the 
oxygen evolution reaction at the anode occurs at lower overpotential.22  The model predicts 
overpotentials quite satisfactorily over the current range of the experiment for the Pt and 
Pt-IrO2 anodes. 
The electrolysis process may be represented by an equivalent electrical circuit 
consisting of a series of resistances representing each individual steps. In analogy to the 
linear ohm’s law, a differential resistance dR  may be defined for an electrolysis cell as
11 
( )
di
VVdRd
−= o   [18] 
where oV  is the Nernst potential and may be thought of as an internal power supply for the 
cell to reach the equilibrium. Combining Eq. 11 with 18 provides each individual 
resistance associated with the different steps of the process.   
di
d
di
d
di
d
di
d
R AAACd
ηηηη ++−=   [19] 
Differentiation of the corresponding overpotentials gives resistance separately for anode, 
cathode, solid polymer electrolyte and interface. 
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and of course, II RR = . The overall resistance for membrane/electrode unit calculated for 
the parameters given in Table 9-1 is shown in Figure 9-4. At low current densities, i.e., at a 
current density less than 200 mA/cm2, the anode resistance AR  dominates and thereafter 
SPER  = 0.13 Ω cm2 becomes a significant fraction of the total resistance. If there is a 
limitation for mass transfer in the cell, diffusional limitation resistance would dominate at 
high current densities, which have been neglected in this simple analysis.  
Figure 9-5 represents the power density input to the electrolysis cell using a solid 
polymer electrolyte with Pt-IrO2 for oxygen electrode and Pt for hydrogen electrode. The 
power supply to the cell is proportional to the current density, and thus the rate of reaction. 
The inherent energy, or the lowest energy supply for water electrolysis, is about 1.2 W/cm2 
for 1 A/cm2 at 80º C. It is impossible to avoid this minimum power input for water 
electrolysis because it comes from the Gibbs free energy change of the reaction at the 
experimental condition. An additional energy requirement due to anode overpotential is 0.3 
W/cm2 at 1 A/cm2 and may be reduced by new anode electrocatalysts. For hydrogen 
production, the energy requirement may conceivably be reduced substantially if a methanol 
solution is used instead at anode because of its low equilibrium potential of 0.02 V 
compared with that of pure water of 1.23 V.  
 
9-4.  Conclusions 
The performance of SPE water electrolysis is analyzed by means of a simple analytical 
model incorporating the kinetics at the electrodes surfaces and transport in the cell. The 
model analyzes each individual resistance associated with the different steps of the 
electrolysis process in the membrane/electrode unit and predicts overpotentials over a 
range of current densities for Pt and Pt-IrO2 electrocatalysts. It clearly shows that the high 
anode overpotential is the limiting factor for the whole process and mainly responsible for  
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Figure 9-4. Differential resistances for water electrolysis: star = total differential resistance, 
circle = anode differential resistance, square = membrane differential resistance and 
triangle = cathode differential resistance.  
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Figure 9-5. Energy input vs. current density: star = energy supply due to Pt-IrO2 anode 
overpotential, circle = energy supply due to cathode overpotential, square = energy supply 
due to ohmic drop and triangle = inherent energy supply. 
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the energy supply needed in the electrolysis cell in addition to that to overcome the 
thermodynamic work. The model represents the experimental data satisfactorily and 
provides useful insights for water electrolysis by a solid polymer electrolyte cell.   
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“Excellence is an art won by training and habituation.  We do not act rightly because we 
have virtue or excellence, but we rather have those because we have acted rightly.  We are 
what we repeatedly do.  Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit.”         - Aristotle - 
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Chapter 10.  Conclusions and Recommendations  
 for Future Work 
 
10-1.  Conclusions 
This thesis deals with the theoretical aspects of PEM fuel cells in terms of 
thermodynamics, transport, and kinetics of different fuel cell applications.  Each chapter of 
the thesis summarizes conclusions therein.  Here, some of these results are summarized.   
1. Thermodynamic models describing the sorption of water in Nafion have been 
developed.  The models are insightful for understanding phase equilibrium in PEM-water 
systems and are used to predict sorption isotherms from the fundamental properties of 
PEM and water.  The first version is based on the use of ideal molecular mixture for free 
solvent and involves a spring constant to describe the elastic behavior.  This model provide 
a plausible explanation for the long unresolved phenomenon termed Schroeder’s paradox, 
namely the difference between the amounts sorbed from a liquid solvent versus from its 
saturated vapor.  The solvent uptake is governed by the swelling pressure caused within the 
membrane as a result of stretching of the polymer chains upon solvent uptake, MΠ , as well 
as a surface pressure, σΠ , due to the curved vapor-liquid interface of pore liquid.   The 
second version relaxes these assumptions and involves the Flory-Huggins model for the 
mixture thermodynamics and a more realistic model of polymer elasticity.  The key 
variables for sorption are equivalent weight of ionomer, acid strength of the ionic groups, 
modulus of polymer elasticity, and interaction between water and polymer.  The water 
uptake per unit mass of dry Nafion® increases with the increasing acid strength of the 
functional groups, decreasing Young’s modulus, and decreasing equivalent weight of 
Nafion®.  The model provides insights on the sorption and swelling behavior of ion-
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exchange membranes, and this framework can be used to evaluate and design alternate 
proton-exchange membranes for fuel cell applications.  
 
2. The proton transport models in PEMs have been proposed based on the understanding 
of the structure, thermodynamics, and various transport mechanisms in PEMs.  A pore 
transport model describes proton diffusion at various hydration levels within Nafion® by 
incorporating structural effect upon water uptake and various proton transport mechanisms, 
namely proton hopping on pore surface, Grotthuss diffusion in pore bulk, as well as 
ordinary mass diffusion of hydronium ions.  The diffusion coefficients are obtained a 
priori based on a comprehensive random walk framework that connects the molecular 
details of proton transfer to the continuum diffusion coefficients.  The proton conductivity 
in contact with water vapor is accurately predicted as a function of relative humidity 
without any fitted parameters.  The model is has been extended to describe proton 
diffusion in Nafion®/(ZrO2/SO42-) nanocomposite membrane designed for operation at high 
temperature and low relative humidity conditions.  The proton conductivity in the 
composite membrane depends upon i) the water content, which affects structural 
parameters such as porosity and tortuosity, ii) diffusion coefficients at surface and bulk 
regions, and iii) proton concentration on the surface on the surface and in the pores.  The 
conductivity of the membrane in contact with water vapor is accurately predicted as a 
function of relative humidity without any fitted parameters.  Nafion®/(ZrO2/SO42-) 
composite membrane shows higher proton conductivity compared with Nafion at the same 
temperature and humidity conditions due to the improved water uptake and additional acid 
sites.  The model provides a theoretical framework for understanding proton conduction in 
Nafion®/(ZrO2/SO42-) membrane and can be used to investigate performance of new 
composite proton exchange membranes at elevated temperatures for fuel cell applications.  
The results are encouraging and this polymer/inorganic membrane can be classified as a 
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remarkable family of proton exchange membranes which have great potential in fuel cell 
applications.   
3. Fuel cell systems that include DMFC, hydrogen diffusion Pd anode fuel cell, and 
regenerative fuel cells have been investigated.  A performance model along with methanol 
oxidation kinetic model in DMFC has been proposed.  The current oscillations during 
DMFC operation at constant potential condition are reported.  The basic reason for the 
oscillations is due to the transition of the anode surface from a poisoned to a free surface 
available for methanol oxidation reaction.  Dynamic feed operation in DMFC has been 
tested to improve the performance as well as to save the fuel.  The undesirable surface 
carbon species were oxidized during the operation and this strategy may be applied for 
improved DMFC operation.  Methanol impermeable Pd deposited PEM has been 
developed by the electroless plating of PEMs to reduce methanol crossover problems in 
DMFC.  The Pd deposited PEMs are beneficial for the low current region of DMFC.  The 
use of nonporous anode has been studied and a theoretical model for the process has been 
developed based on the kinetics of the electrode surfaces, transport of hydrogen atoms, and 
protons through the nonporous anode and proton exchange membrane, respectively.  Water 
electrolysis in a regenerative fuel cell system has been studied and a performance model 
has been proposed.   
4. This thesis provides a theoretical framework for detail understanding of 
thermodynamics, transport, and kinetics of PEM fuel cell systems.  This approach may be 
applied to various related fields.  For example, the thermodynamic approach for studying 
water-PEM system can successfully be applied to investigate the isotherm of hydrogen-
metal hydride system as well as hysterisis of sorption in both cases.  Also, the 
understanding of proton transport in PEM by the application of the Einstein-Smoluchowski 
relation, which connects the microscopic details of particle motion to the macroscopic 
parameter of diffusion, can be used for hydrogen diffusion in metals.   
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10-2. Recommendations for Future Work 
 
10-2-1.  Proton Transport in PEM below Freezing Temperature 
The PEM fuel cells perform optimally at around 80 ºC.  If the temperature exceeds 100 
ºC, drying of the membrane as well as that of the ionomer within the catalyst layer causes 
the performance to drop precipitously, even though these higher temperatures are desirable 
from the standpoint of improved CO tolerance of anode and better oxygen reduction 
kinetics at the cathode.  During fuel cell operation, water is supplied by humidifier and also 
produced at cathode by oxygen reduction.  When the temperature of fuel cell becomes falls 
below zero Celsius, as expected for automobile and outdoor applications in winter, water 
in the fuel cell system is expected to freeze.  Clearly, the electrode kinetics at both anode 
and cathode are expected to be slow at these low temperatures.1  How about the transfer of 
protons at temperatures at subzero temperatures?  Does the membrane even conduct 
protons when frozen?  This basic question should be addressed adequately, especially for 
automobile applications of fuel cells.   
Both kinetics and thermodynamics (Nernst potential) of electrode reactions are 
strongly dependent upon temperature.  Thus, temperature dependence of kinetics is given 
by the variation of the exchange-current density which, e.g., for cathode is given by2 
iC ,0 = γM ,C pO2pO2 ,ref
 
 
  
 
 
  
cH +
c H + ,ref
 
 
  
 
 
  exp −
EC ,Φ0
R
1
T
− 1
Tref
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
  
  
 
  
  
iC ,0,ref
*  [1] 
where 0,Ci  is exchange current density at cathode, γM ,C  is the effective electrochemical 
surface area, pO2  is the partial pressure of oxygen refOp ,2  is the partial pressure of oxygen 
at reference state, +HC  is the proton concentration at the electrode surface, refHC ,+  is the 
proton concentration at a reference state (250C), 
0,ΦCE  is the activation energy, refCi ,0,  is 
the exchange current density at reference state.  The activation energy for the cathode is 
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around 76 kJ/mol and that for anode is 18 kJ/mol.  Therefore, the cathode would be more 
severly affected by lower temperatures.  The open-circuit potential of a H2-O2 fuel cell is 
given as a function of temperature by2 
V0 =1.23 − 0.9 ×10−3 T − 298( )+ RT4F ln pH22 pO2   [2] 
where 0V  is the equilibrium potential for oxygen reduction reaction, 2Hp  is the partial 
pressure of hydrogen.  The overall effect on the performance of the electrode at low 
temperatures is, however, not so clear.  For example, certainly the partial pressure of 
oxygen pO2  (in Eqs. 1 and 2) would be substantially higher due to the very low vapor 
pressure of water below freezing.  Further, the solubility of oxygen would be different, as 
would the effective electrochemical surface area (γM ,C ), as well as the proton conductivity 
of the ionomer in the catalyst layer, as discussed below.  Such effects and their impact on 
the overall electrode performance need to be carefully investigated.   
The degree of water loading in this layer determines the limiting current and hence 
constraints the fuel cell performance under high current density conditions.  The adhesion 
of the various layers and the contact resistance is also, to a large extent, dependent upon 
the degree of swelling of the PEM.  It is, thus, clear that all layers of the MEA and, hence, 
the fuel cell performance is strongly affected by water.  Operating below the freezing point 
would clearly, thus, be expected to have a significant impact on the fuel cell performance.   
The change of conductivity of ions with temperature has been reported.3-14  In pure ice, 
the proton’s mobility is, however, approximately 100 times greater than it is in water.  For 
example, at -100C, the concentration of protons in pure water is 2.8 x 10-8 g ion/l, while in 
ice it is 5x10-11 g ion/l.  This gives proton mobility of water 3.3x10-3 cm2s-1V-1 and that of 
ice 1.9x10-1 cm2s-1V-1 at -100C.6  As discussed in this thesis, the reason for high proton 
mobility in ice is due to the low proton concentration and changes in the rate-determining 
step (RDS) in the Grotthuss diffusion mechanism.  The Grotthuss proton transfer involves 
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two sequential steps: i) rotation of a water molecule adjacent to a hydronium ion into a 
receptive orientation, and ii) the transfer of proton from the hydronium ion to the water 
molecule, possibly via quantum mechanical tunneling.  In liquid water, the first step is the 
RDS, while in ice the second step may be the RDS, since water molecules in ice are likely 
to be frozen in a receptive orientation via hydrogen bonding, rather than being randomly 
oriented via thermal relaxation.  Water molecules in ice rotate into the correct position, 
even without the help of oncoming proton, so that they offer an inviting orbital to any 
oncoming proton.  With so few protons in ice, the waters rotate spontaneously in time for 
occasional oncoming proton.  The conduction phenomena in Nafion at subzero 
temperatures have reported.15,16  The proton mobility of frozen Nafion are expected to be 
higher than that when the water in the pores is in the liquid state at the same temperature, 
since Grotthuss diffusion is a dominant contributor (~ 80%) to proton conduction in 
Nafion®.  A study of this phenomenon would be of fundamental interest in addition, of 
course, to the very practical reasons alluded above for its investigation.  
The PEM conductivity at subzero temperatures can be measured by both the current 
interruption method and with either in-situ or ex-situ AC Impedance Spectroscopy.  With 
the proper model, the conductivity both in the catalyst layer and membrane can be 
determined.  Fuel cell experiments will also be performed at temperatures ranging from 
room temperature down to – 40 ºF.  Modeling the effect of temperature on kinetics and 
transport and on performance of the MEA should be done along with the experiments.   
 
10-2-2.  Thermodynamics of Hydrogen Sorption in Pd  
Metal hydrides have been used in a number of applications such as hydrogen storage 
for portable power sources and catalytic converters.17-20  The most important property of 
the metal hydrides is the pressure-composition isotherm for the hydrides.  Palladium 
hydride is in a class of metal hydrides where the interaction between the metal and 
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hydrogen results in the phase transformation, under increasing hydrogen pressure, from a 
low concentration phase of hydrogen saturated metal called α phase, to a higher 
concentration, defective phase of somewhat variable composition called the β phase.  For 
some metals there is a structural phase transformation of metal lattice in passing from the α 
to β phase, but in palladium there is only a change in lattice constant of fcc lattice.  The 
thermodynamic equilibrium of palladium-hydrogen systems is established between 
gaseous hydrogen and hydrogen in metal hydride phase.  The thermodynamic properties of 
palladium-hydrogen system have been extensively studied.21-31  
2MH2 + ' abH-2M   [3] 
The chemical potential of H2 in the gas phase and H atom in metal phase are governed by  
∑ =n
i
ii 0µν ρ  [4] 
Chemical potential of species i in phase α can generally be written as  
αµ ,i  =  00 PTGi ,  + dPV
p
P
i∫ 
0
α,  + ( )α,ialn RT  + iΨ  [5] 
For the gas phase H2 and the atomic H in the metal, 
VHHH a ,222 lnRT+= oµµ  [6] 
( )∫++= p
p
SHSHHH dPVa
o
o
,,lnRTµµ  [7] 
From the equilibrium criteria, 
( ) ( )∫+−=


 p
p
SH
HH
SH
VH dPV
RTRTa
a
o
oo
,
2
1
2
,
, 1ln 22
µµ
 [8] 
Substituting 
op
pa VH =,2  [9] 
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xx
xa
S
SH −=,  [10] 
RT
K HH
oo
22
1
ln
µµ −=  [11] 
where x  is the atomic ratio of H to Pd in Pd hydride, and Sx  is the atomic ratio at 
saturation.  Assuming constant partial molar volume over the pressure range, the Eq. can 
be rearranged as 
MH
S
H VRT
K
x
xxp Π+=


 

 − 2ln2ln
2
2
 [12] 
where  
oppM −=Π   [13] 
The increasing pressure inside of the metal MΠ  with hydrogen ingress stretches out the 
lattice of the metal resulting in phase transformation and an increase in its lattice constant.  
For example, the lattice constant of pure Pd metal increases from 3.891 Å to 3.894 Å for 
the absorption of hydrogen up to x = 0.025-0.003 and further absorption of hydrogen 
causes the formation of β  phase of palladium hydride in equilibrium with the low 
concentration of α  phase.  The α  phase retains the fcc metal lattice of palladium atoms.  
However, there occurs a discontinuous change to a new lattice parameter of 4.026 Å 
characteristic of a first-order phase transition.  The hydrogen concentration at this phase is 
6.0≈x  with the hydrogens apparently randomly occupying the octahedral interstices in 
the lattice.  The macroscopic concentration ratios 0.03 < x < 0.6 only reflect a mixture of 
α and β  phase according to the lever rule. 
The K value may be obtained by plotting the LHS of Eq. vs. x.  The intercept of the 
plot will be 2lnK because the pressure term will be zero at no absorption of hydrogen gas.  
With adequate expression for MΠ , the thermodynamic isotherm can be obtained.  The 
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lattice expansion of Pd can be correlated to the pressure MΠ  by Pd metal’s mechanical 
property such as Young’s modulus of elasticity.  
 
10-2-3. Others 
 
Here are some research topics that I would finish in a couple of years 
1. DMFC Modeling and Experiment 
2. Use of nanocomposites in DMFC 
3. Pulsing Studies of DMFC 
4. Pd Anode Fabrication and Testing for H2-O2 or Methanol Fuel Cells 
5. Kinetic Modeling of Current Oscillations  
6. Transport of Protons in Palladium 
7. Transport of Hydrogen Atom in Palladium 
8. PEM Characterization by IR (ATR)  
9. Transport of Water in PEM by Isotope Experiment 
 
Some long-term research topics are 
1. Transport of Protons in PEM by Molecular Dynamic Simulation 
2. Design and Development of PEM 
3. Design and Development of Nano-structured Electrodes 
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Appendix 
General theory of random walk  
The random walk theory can be successfully applied to the diffusion process of protons 
and hydrogen atoms.  Here the general derivation of random walk theory and its relation to 
diffusion process have been described from the different point of views.  Random walk 
means that each jump of a particle is independent of all its preceding ones, both in length 
and direction.  The so-called Einstein-Smoluchowski equation provides a bridge between 
the microscopic view of random-walking of particle (or ions) and the macroscopic Fick’s 
law.   
 
1. Distribution Function1 
A distribution function W ( X, τ ) is introduced which gives the probability that at time 
τ the particle will have traveled a path with projection X.  It is assumed that W depends 
neither on x nor τ.  Consider next a balance for the number of particles of the diffusing 
species located in the plane x at time t + τ.  At time t, these particles were located in the 
planes Xx − .  Thus: 
c (x, t + τ ) = ),(),( τXWtXxc
X
•−∑   [1] 
where c is the number of particles per unit volume, and the summation being carried out 
over all values of X.  Expanding c to second order in x and first order in t, and dropping 
higher order terms: 
c (x, t) + 
t
C
∂
∂τ  + … = ),(...
2
),( 2
22
τXW
x
cX
x
cXtxc
X
•

 +∂
∂+∂
∂−∑  [2] 
where the derivatives of C are defined for the plane x at time t.   
By definition of the moment X: 
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),(∑
X
XW τ  = 1  [3] 
),(∑ •
X
m XWX τ  = mX   [4] 
Eq. 3 shows that the probabilities W are normalized.  Eq. 4 defines the mth moment of X: 
the average value of Xm taken over a large number of particles.  For small value of τ, the 
terms of omitted on LHS of Eq. 2 become negligible.  Further, the function W (X, τ? 0) 
becomes more and more narrow around x = 0, and all terms higher than second order on 
the RHS can also be neglected.  Thus: 
2
22
2 x
cX
x
cX
t
c
∂
∂+∂
∂−=∂
∂
ττ   [5] 
For a random walk in the absence of a driving force X  = 0: 
2
22
2 x
cX
t
c
∂
∂=∂
∂
τ   [6] 
Comparison with the Fick’s 2nd diffusion equation gives 
τ2
2X
Dx =   [7] 
 
2. Statistical View of Diffusion2 
Fick’s 2nd diffusion equation is known as 
2
2
x
cD
t
c
x ∂
∂=∂
∂   [8] 
where c is the number density of diffusion species, c (x,t).  This is second order differential 
equation with respect to space and a first order differential equation with respect to time.  
Therefore, in order to solve this equation, we need to specify two boundary conditions for 
the spatial dependence and a single initial condition for the time dependence.  A specific 
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example can be made, i.e., a sugar is initially coated on the bottom of a deep beaker of 
water.  The initial condition is that at t = 0, all c0 particles are concentrated on the yz plane 
(of area A) at x = 0.  The boundary conditions are i) the concentration must everywhere be 
finite and ii) the total number of particles present is c0 at all times.  The solution of the 
diffusion equation under these conditions is  
DtxeDtAcc 4/2
1
0
2
)(/ −

= π   [9] 
On the other hand, the probability that a particle will be found at distance x from the origin 
after time t is calculated as follows.  During that time it will have taken n steps, with n = 
t/τ.  If nR of these are steps to the right, and nL are steps to the left (with nR + nL = n), then 
the net distance traveled is x = (nR-nL)d, where d is jump distance.  That is, to arrive at x, 
we must ensure that  
nR = )(2
1 sn +  and nL = )(2
1 sn −   [10] 
with s = x/d.  The probability of being at x after n steps of length d is therefore the 
probability that, when n random steps are taken, the numbers to the right and the left are as 
give Eq. 10.  
The total number of different journeys for a walk of n steps is equal to 2n, because each 
step can be in either of two directions.  The number of journeys in which exactly nR steps 
are taken to the right is equal to the number of ways of choosing nR objects from n 
possibilities irrespective of the order: this is 
)!(!
!
RR nnn
n
−    [11] 
Thus the probability of being at x after n steps is  
=P Number of journeys with nR steps to the right/Total number of journeys 
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 +
 [12] 
Using Stirling’s approximation 
2/1
2
1 )2ln(ln)(!ln π+−+= NNNN   [13] 
Taking logarisms of Eq. 12 provides 
lnP = 2ln!)(
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So long as s/n <<1 (which is equivalent to x not being at great distance from the origin) we 
can use the approximation ln (1+z) ≈  z, and obtain 
lnP = nsn 2/)/2ln( 22/1 −π , or nsenP 2/2/1 2)/2( −= π    [15] 
Finally replace s by x/d and n by t/τ, and obtain 
22 2/2/1)/2( tdxetP τπτ −=   [16] 
Comparison of Eq. 9 and 16 provides  
τ2/2dD =   [17] 
 
3. Use of Mean Square Distance3  
 Consider unit area of reference plane normal to the x direction.  There is a random 
walk of particles across this plane both from left to right and from the right to left.  This 
reference plane is termed the transit plane.  On either side of the transit plane, one can 
imagine two planes L and R which are parallel to the transit plane and situated at a distance 
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>< 2X  from it.  In other words, the region under consideration has been divided into 
left and right compartments in which the concentrations of particles are different and 
designated by cL and cR, respectively.   
In a time t sec, a random walking particle covers a mean square distance of <X2>.  Thus, 
by choosing the plane L to be at a distance >< 2X  from the transit plane, one has 
insured that all the particles in the left compartment will cross the transit plane in a time t 
provided they are moving in left? right direction.  The number of particles in left 
compartment is the volume >< 2X  of this compartment times the concentration cL of 
particles.  Due to the random walk, one half of the particles move to the right.  The number 
of moles of particles making left to right crossing in 1 sec is thus ( ) Lctx /21 2 >< .  
Similarly the number of moles of particles making the right to left crossing in 1 sec is 
( ) Rctx /21 2 >< .  Thus the diffusion flux of particles across the transit plane , i.e., the net 
number of moles of particles crossing unit area of the transit plane per second from left to 
right is given by  
)(
2
1 2
RL cct
xJ −><=   [18] 
Now, the concentration gradient dc/dx in the left to right direction can be written as  
><
−−=
><
−=
22 x
cc
x
cc
dx
dc RLVR   [19] 
or  
dx
dcxcc RL ><−=− 2  [20] 
The result for  RL cc −   in Eq. 20 is substituted to Eq. 18  
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dx
dc
t
xJ ><−=
2
2
1  [21] 
By equating the coefficients of this equation with that of Fick’s first law, one has  
t
xD
2
2 ><=  [22] 
Three different derivations provide the same results on the relation between the diffusion 
coefficients and mean square jump distance.   
For two dimensional diffusion,  
<X2> = <Y2> and <L2> =<X2> + <Y2>, whence: 
t
LD D 4
2
2
><=  [23] 
and for three-dimensional isotropic diffusion 
<X2> = <Y2> = <Z2> and <R2> = <X2> + <Y2> +<Z2>, 
t
RD D 6
2
3
><=  [24] 
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